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ABSTRACT
Using a Cia swide Peer-Assisted Self-Management Program to Improve Classroom
Behavior of Secondary Age At-Risk Students
by
Katherine J. Mitchem, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, I 999
Major Professor: Dr. K. Richard Young
Department: Special Education and Rehabilitation
Classroom management is still one of the top-rated concerns of general educators
and public school administrators, even though there exist a number of empirically
supported interventions that improve classroom behavior. The current research, consisting
of two studies, examined the effectiveness, feasibility, and acceptability of one of these
interventions, a classwide peer-assisted, self-management program. Using a multiple
baseline design across classes, the ftrst study investigated the effects of the Peer-Assisted
Learning (PAL) Game on appropriate classroom behavior of three classes of seventh-grade
language arts students and of lO target at-risk students. The PAL Game consisted of
teacher instruction in self-management and social ski lls, a classwide self-monitoring game
in which two teams of peer dyads rated themselves and each other, a teacher-rated mystery
match, and public posting of team and partnership scores. The second study examined the
effects of the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game on maintenance of appropriate
behavior of the class and of target at-risk students. In addition to examining the effects of
the PAL Game on classroom behavior, another purpose of these two studies was to
document and analyze the feasibility of implementing the PAL Game in a general education
classroom and acceptability of the PAL Game to tudents and the teacher.
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The results revealed that simultaneous on-task behavior of the class and on-task and
appropriate use of social ski lls of the I 0 target at-risk students improved after the PAL
Game was introduced in the general education classroom. Improvements in behavior were
maintained for all classes and most at-risk students throughout the systematic withdrawal of
the PAL Game. Simultaneous on-task behavior of the class improved from zero to low
levels during baseline to almost 80% during the last few days of the intervention . As a
group, target students improved from an average 35% on-task during baseline conditions to
an average of 80% during treatment conditions. ln addition, target students' appropriate
use of the two social skills, following instructions and gaining teacher attention, also
increased. Teacher ratings of target students' social competence and academic-related ski lls
as measured by the School Social Behavior Scales improved in statistical and practical
significance.

rn terms of feasibility and acceptability, the PAL Game compared favorably

with other cl ass wide interventions in the time, personnel, training, and material resources
required to implement the game.
The results of these stud ies are discussed in terms of their implications for
classroom practitioners and for future research.
( 2 19 pages)
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INTRODUCTION
According to the Children' s Defense Fu nd, on the average of every 8 seconds of
the school day, an American student drops out of school. Each year, 700,000 young
people graduate from the U.S. school system unable to read their diplomas (Morrison,
1990). Many of these students are not formal ly identified as disabled according to cutTent
cri teria. However, they are at risk for a variety of problems, including educational fa ilure
(S impson, Whelan, & Zabel , 1993). Large numbers of students come to school each day
without the social ski lls or self-management skills to sit quietly in class, follow
instructions, stay on-task, ask for help appropri ately as needed, and work cooperatively
with peers. Teachers must firs t teach students how to be successful in school and must
exhibit good social skills themselves if they are to be successful at teaching their content
area. Even more fundamental to the concerns of teachers is the perceived need of many
educators and administrators for effective classroom management practices. Many teachers
consider classroom behavior management an area of major concern in public schools today .
In a survey of practicing teachers' perceptions of their preservice preparation for
mainstreaming, Aksamit ( 1990) found that one of three major response themes indicated a
need for more knowledge about classroom management in general and in particular,
methods for working effectively with behaviorally impaired students.
Teaching adolescents can be a difficu lt and challenging task. Disruptive,
nonco mpli ant students can make it nearly impossible to get through the required
curriculum . Teachers are required to use extra time and energy just to maintain order,
thereby reducing the time spent attending to students' academic needs. Additionally,
students must be productively engaged in schoolwork in order to learn. Productive
engagement depends on the opportunity to concentrate, which is all but impossible in a
classroom where students are off-task, disruptive, and generally not meeting c lassroom
expectations. An effective classroom behav ior management program is essenti al for
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teachers and students. The lack of orderly classroom behavior results in physically and
emotionally drained teachers, while tudents' academic performance and social
development suffer. A behavior management program that helps keep disruptive students
on-task, reduces behavior problems, and sh ifts the responsibility for managing behavior
fro m the teacher to the student is desirable. The problem lies in finding a program that can
be implemented in a classroom of 30 students without taking extensive time from teaching
the curriculum. Regular educators legitimately question how they should find the time and
the resources to teach students both academically and socially responsible behaviors.
Typically, problem students who are noncompliant and disruptive in class are
referred to the office and possibly suspended from school (Nielsen, 1979; Walker, Colvin,
& Ramsey, 1995). This removes them from the regular classrooms, where they tend to be

distracting to the teacher and other students, but does not help them acquire the skill s they
lack, which caused them to be removed in the first place (Walker el al. , 1995). With
increas ing numbers of students exhibiti ng disruptive and distracting behaviors, an
alternative skill-building approach is nece sary. Too many students need to be taught
social skills and self-management skills for this to be accomplished in a pull-out setting;
instead, programs that work with all students in regular classes need to be developed and
field tested.
Maheady, Harper, Mallette, and Winstanley (1991) reported that "although
researchers have demonstrated repeated ly that numerous behavioral interventions do exist
for prod ucing significant and genera lizable changes in pupils' behavior, very few of these
procedures are ever implemen ted on a daily basis in classroom settings" (p. 177).
Kauffman ( 1996) noted that research-based procedures are most likely to affect teaching
practices if they entail minimal risk of harm, are practical and sustainable, are believable
and socially valid, can be implemented with a high degree of fidelity . and are accompanied
by systematic training programs. In a paper addressing procedures for bridging the
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research-to-practice gap, Carni ne ( 1997) has recommended that researchers increase the
relevance, practicality, and transportabi lity of their research. Teachers are likely to
implement only those programs which they consider acceptable within the framewo rk of
typical classroom expectations and which require mi nimal effort and lime (Tolan, Guerra,
& Kend all , 1995). Students, like teachers, are consumers and will embrace only those

interventions that they consider fair and enjoyable. Regarding peer-mediated interventions,
Hall, Delquadri, Greenwood, and Thurston ( 1982) have recommended that intervention
procedures be simple and easy to implement in order to ensure widespread dissemination of
these procedures within educational setti ngs. In summary, procedures that are simple to
implement within the context of typical classroom practices and produce significant
improvements with only minimal adult time and effort are most likely to be adopted by
c lassroom teachers.
One possible method of addressing the problems of disruptive and off-task
behavior in the classroom and in meeting teachers' needs for interventions that is simple to
implement and not time consumi ng, is a c lass wide self-management program. Although
the effectiveness of self-monitoring and self-management programs at decreasing
inappropriate and disruptive behaviors and increasing on-task behaviors has been
demonstrated in a number of studies and with a variety of populations (see Fantuzzo,
Rohrbeck, & Azar, 1987; Nel son, Smith, Young, & Dodd , 1991; O'Leary & Dubey,
1979; Webber, Scheuermann, McCall , & Co leman, 1993, for reviews of self-management
interventions as behavior management techn iq ues), the purpose of most studies has been to
examine the effects of these procedures with a few students within a self-contained or
resource setting in which the teacher-student ratio is low. This makes it difficul t to draw
conclusions as to the feasibility of teaching these procedures to a larger group of students in
a regular education classroom. In those studies examining the effects of these procedures
with an entire class, either the researcher or a consultant taught the students the procedures
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or the researchers did not collect teacher acceptability and feasibility data (Atkins &
Rohrbeck, 1993; Glynn, Thomas, & Shee, 1973; Olympia, Sheridan, Jenson, & Andrews,
1994; Rooney, Hallahan, & Lloyd, 1984) .
Using the "experimenting society model" (Campbell, 1988), an approach to solving
practical problems involving exploratory experimentation using several alternative
interventions, Johnson, Stoner, and Green (1996) evaluated the following classwide
behavior management intervention strategies: a weekly class syllabus and individual student
assessment intervention, active teaching of the classroom rules, and student selfmonitoring. In contrast with many researchers who have concluded that rules alone are not
effective in reducing problem behavior (O'Leary, Becker, Evans, & Saudargas, 1969;
Rhode, Jenson, & Reavis, 1993), this case study approach indicated that active teaching of
the classroom rules was associated with the most improvement in students' di sruptive and
on-task behavior although student self-monitoring was associated with simi lar
improvements. Another study that did not examine a self-management program per se
examined two alternating peer intervention roles on independent work skills (Kohler,
Schwartz, Cross, & Fowler, 1989). In this tudy , consultants taught students to monitor
each others' on-task behavior and work completion. Only one study was located that
examined a classwide self-management program taught to an entire class by the teacher,
and that assessed acceptability of the procedure by the teacher (Miller, Strain, Boyd,
Jarzynska, & McFetridge, 1993). In this study, the authors examined a do-sayre inforcement model with preschoolers self-assess ing their on-task behav ior by using a
thumbs-up or thumbs-down gesture. No studies were located that involved a general
educator teaching a classwide self-management, peer-assisted procedure to secondary
students within the framework of content instruction. Regular classroom setting typically
have 25-35 students, a broad mix of student abllities, and considerable variability in skills
demonstrated by teachers . Using a classwide approach in this type of setting potentially
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serves two important purposes: first. it provides opportunities to intervene wi th children
demonstrating problem behaviors; and second, it provides all chjldren with ki lls that
promote independent and responsible behavior (Miller et al ., 1993).

ln summary , there is a need for effecti ve programs to teach students selfmanagement and social ski lls that regular educators are able and willing to implement in a
regular classroom. Researchers examin ing acceptability and feasibility of programs
suggest that regular educators are more likely to use programs that are practical, requjre
mirumal teacher effort, are acceptable to teachers and students, and fit in with regular
classroom practices. In bgbt of teachers' and admirustrators' concerns about student
discipline and classroom management, these self-management programs would need to
produce marked changes in students' on-task behavior, use of social skills, and academicrelated behaviors. Research is particularly lacki ng in documenting the feasibibty and
practicality of classwide self-management procedures. In tru s study , the effects of the
PAL Game on meeting classroom expectati ons (on-task behavior) of the c lass and of
targeted at-risk students were investigated. The PAL Game consists of teacher instruction
in self-management and social skills, a classwide self-moni toring game in which two teams
of peer dyads rate themselves and each other, and a teacher-rated mystery match .

6
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Discipline is a major problem in public schools today. Disruptive behavior in
school settings ranges from minor classroom infractions, including noncompliance, talking
out and talking back, truancy, smoking, and fighting, to major offenses such as assault,
drug use, and stealing. Disruptive behavior in the classroom reduces academic learning
time or engaged time, not only for the disruptive student, but also for all students within the
class. Teachers who must spend time managing disruptive behavior have less time
available to teach. Another approach to teacher management of student behavior is training
students to manage their own behavior. Not only might this be more feasible for a teacher
to implement in a regular education classroom, but it may also allow teachers to intervene
with students demonstrating problem behaviors, as well as teaching all children skills that
promote responsible behavior. Students who learn to be responsible for managing their
own behavior may become more self-reliant and independent, attributes that are valued in
life as well as in school.
I conducted a computer search of the ERIC and PsychLit databases to identify
research articles on the subject of self-management procedures as classroom behavior
management techniques, class wide programs for improving behavior, and peer-assisted
interventions. I hand-searched education journals too recent to be included in the
databases. In light of the need for programs that teachers are willing and able to
implement, I searched the literature on acceptability and feasibility studies of programs to
improve behavior. Keywords used in the literature search included "self-management,"
"self-monitoring," "classwide," "behavior management," "peer-assisted," "acceptability,"
and "feasibility." Additional items were taken from reference lists of identified studies.
Given the problem addressed in this research, the review of literature is organized
as follows. First, self-management is described, its components and researched benefits.
Second, the effectiveness of self-management on improving appropriate classroom
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behavior is reviewed. Reviewed third are those studies examining teacher acceptability of
interventions to improve behavior. Fourth, the identified studies fo r their acceptabi li ty to
teachers and feasibility of implementation based on the categories that influence teacher use
of an intervention identified in the acceptability/feasibility literature are analyzed. Finally,
the use of peers to mediate or assist in behavior change strategies is examined.
Components and Benefi ts of Self-Management
Helping at-risk students to become successful in class and in life requires a focus
on developing ski lls in self-monitorin g, self-management, and interactions with peers and
adu lts. Students who are responsible can manage their own behavior and enable teachers
to shift their time and attention from classroom management to teaching (Kazdin, 1975;
Rosenbaum & Drabman, 1979). Young, West, Smith, and Morgan ( 199 1) developed a
curriculum for teaching self-management skil ls in schools which uses three basic strategies:
self-monitoring, self-evaluation (including decision-making and goal setting) and positive
reinforcement. According to Young, West, Li , and Peterson ( 1997), self-monitoring
consists of teaching students to reflect upon thei r recent performance and record the number
of occurrences of certain behaviors or rate the overal l quality of performance. Selfevaluation consists of (a) determining what the expectation or standards for acceptable
behavior are for each of the settings in which the behavior is monitored ; (b) comparing the
counts or ratings of behavior (based on self-mm1itoring) to the standards; and (c)
detenni ning whether or not the behavior is acceptable or should be changed in either
quantity or quali ty. Reinforcement is administered by the teacher for both appropriate
classroom behavior and the correct use of self-monitoring and self-evaluation procedures.
As students become proficient in the use of the self-management strategies, teacherdelivered reinforcement can be reduced and replaced by student self-reinforcement (e.g. ,
e lf-pra i e; Young et al., 1997). The three strategies are interactive and fonn a cycle, with
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self-evaluation and reinforcement often following self-monitoring. A self- managemen t
program combines the strategies to teach students responsibility for their own social
behavior and academic performance.
Interestingly, self-management includes many of the same components as teacherdelivered instruction. According to Agran (1 997), the distinguishing characteristic of selfmanagement is that students are responsible for managing the procedures. Rather than the
teacher presenting an antecedent, waiting for a response, consequating it, and hoping that it
has sufficient strength to allow the student to behave as desired, the student is taught to
manipulate the antecedents and consequences. Baer ( 1984) argued that this greatly
increases the saliency or power of these events. In Mayer's ( 1995) paper on preventing
antisocial behavior, he recommended helping youth to become more skilled in selfmanagement and aware of the individual factors that contribute to antisocial behavior. He
suggested teaching young people to monitor their behavior, to recognize the communicative
purpose of behavior and the antecedents to behavior. Teaching students self-management
skill s is potentially an effective preventive intervention . In summary, teaching students to
direct and manage their own learning and behavior has produced benefits, which include
increasing appropriate behavior, saving teachers' time, promoting generali zation , creating
self-reliant and independent learners, and potentially serving as a preventive intervention
(Young et al., 1991).
Of most interest to this research are the benefits of saving teachers' time and
increasing appropriate behavior. Young eta!. (199 1) pointed out that self-management
skills are valued by our society simpl y because constant monitoring of a person' s every
action is neither feasible nor practical. Teaching students to manage their own behavior
reduces the amount of time the teacher must spend managing student behavior and al lows
the teacher to spend more time teaching. Sainato, Strain, Lefebvre, and Rapp ( 1990, cited
in Agran, 1997) taught five children, four of them preschoolers with autism, to evaluate
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their behavior during independent work time. The students were given a recording sheet
with pictures of the target behaviors, including listening to teacher's directions, worki ng
quietly, and raising their hand to signal completion of work. The students were asked to
indicate with a happy or frowning face how they believed they behaved. The students
showed dramatic improvements in their behavior, although the teacher required only one
third of the behavior-management effort to produce the same outcome.
Increasing Appropriate Behavior Using Self-Management Programs
Many researchers have demonstrated that students can learn to use self-management
components such as self-monitoring, self-instruction, self-evaluation , and selfdetermination and administration of reinforcement to regulate their own behaviors and
decrease reliance on others. Although there are many reviews of self-management research
with people with severe disabilities (Browder & Shapiro, 1985; Harchi k, Sherman, &
Sheldon, 1992; Hughes, Korinek, & Gorman, 1991), much of the research in this area
with students with mild or moderate disabilities or without disabilities has focused on one
component in particular, self-monitoring. Webber eta!. ( 1993) reviewed 27 studies on the
use of self-moni toring as a behavior management technique. They found that selfmonitoring can be successfully used with special education students of various ages in
various settings to increase attention to task, positive classroom behavior, and some social
skill s. Webber et al. recommended that researchers compare the effects of self-monitoring
to teacher monitoring as a method of controlling student behavior.
Reid (1996) reviewed 23 studies of self-monitoring with students with learning
di sabilities. He examined the effects of self-monitoring on on-task behavior and academic
vari ables and then compared the effects of self-mo nitoring of attention and self-monitoring
of performance on on-task behavior and academic responding. Although five of the studies
reviewed utilized treatments that included self-reinforcement or external contingencies in
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combination with self-monitoring, he analyzed only conditions that used self-monitoring
alone. The most common dependent variable in self-monitoring research was on-task
behavior. In every study but one, self-monitoring increased on-task behavior and
improved the rate or number of academic responses. Reid also found evidence suggesting
that self-monitoring of performance was superior to self-monitoring of attention in some
instances.
Those researchers who have examined the effects of a self-management training
package including self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and reinforcement have demonstrated
the effects of self-management training on increasing on-task behavior (Blick & Test, 1987;
McLaughlin , Krappman, & Welsh, 1985; Prater, Joy, Chilman, Temple, & Miller, 1991);
decreasing inappropriate classroom behaviors (Prater, Plank, & Miller, 1991; Sugai &
Rowe, 1984); improving creative writing (Glomb & West, 1990); and improving the
maintenance and generalization of treatment gains to other settings (Rhode, Morgan , &
Young, 1983; West, Young, Mitchem, & Peterson, 1996). Although the wide range of
outcomes improved by self-management is encouraging, of interest in this study is the
effectiveness of self-management training on increasing appropriate classroom behavior,
specifically, meeting classroom expectations including being on-task, following
instructions, and appropriately gaining the teacher' s attention.
Given the recent focus of many researchers on a comparison of the effects of selfmonitoring of attention and self-mon itoring of academic performance (Harris, Graham,
Reid , McElroy, & Hamby , 1994; Lam, Cole, Shapiro, & Bambara, 1994; Maag, Reid, &
DiGangi, 1993), with preliminary findings suggesting the relative superiority of selfmonitoring of performance, why continue to exami ne the effects of self-management of ontask behavior? DiGangi, Maag, and Rutherford ( 1991) suggested that self-monitoring ontask behavior is a general strategy that can be applied across academic domains and,
therefore, may be more time efficient and promote general ization more readily than
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developing individual content-specific, self-management procedures. In li ght of the stated
needs for classroom management procedures that are acceptable to teachers and require
minimal time, targeting on-task behavior, rather than academic performance, may be a more
pertinent and appropriate strategy.
Self-management studies have targeted students with disabilities in settings such as
self-contained classes (Kern, Dunlap, Childs, & Clarke, 1994) or resource rooms (Hogan
& Prater, 1993). Self-management has produced improved behavioral outcomes for

students with learning disabilities (Hogan & Prater, 1993; Prater, Hogan, & Miller, 1992;
Rooney, Polloway, & Hallahan, 1985), behavioral disorders (Rhode et aJ., 1983; Smith,
Young, West, Morgan, & Rhode, 1988), and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder
(Christie, Hiss, & Lozanoff, 1985; Edwards, Salent, Howard, Brougher, & McLaughlin,
1995), and for general education students (Fantuzzo et al., 1987).
The potential time-saving aspects of self-management, its documented
effectiveness, adaptability, and portability, have encouraged educators to u e it to promote
inclusion (King-Sears & Cummings, 1996). ln addition, researchers use self-management
to promote maintenance and generalization of skills from training to general education
settings (Peterson et al., 1996; Rhode et al., 1983). ln most of these studies, students
were typically taught to self-manage their behavior in a resource room or self-contained
setting with one-to-one or small group instruction. A question of interest, then, is whether
it is acceptable to, or feasible for, a classroom teacher to teach and implement these same
procedures in a typical class of 25 or more students.
Acceptability and Feasibility of Classroom Interventions
Definition of Terms
Acceptability refers to the judgments of teachers and students whether the
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intervention procedures are appropriate, fair, and reasonable for the students (and teacher)
and for the target behavior (Kazd in, 1981 ). Feasibility refers to the avai labi lity of
sufficient resources, skills, training, and time to implement an intervention as described.
Factors Influencing Teachers' Use
of Interventions
Maheady and colleagues (1991) reported that "although researchers have
demonstrated repeatedly that numerous behavioral interventions do exist for producing
significant and generalizable changes in pupils ' behavior, very few of these procedures are
ever implemented on a daily basis in classroom settings" (p. 177). In a review of literature
on the acceptability of behavioral interventions, Reimers, Wacker, and Koepp! ( 1987)
discussed the factors reported to influence ratings of acceptability. These included problem
severity, treatment approach, time needed for treatment implementation, treatment integrity,
effectiveness of treatment, and treatment understanding. As Witt (1986) pointed out,
effi cacy is not the only factor in detennining a teacher's use of a program. He noted that a
teacher's decision to use an intervention is based on a wide array of factors. In a series of
studies, Elliot, Witt, and colleagues (Elliot, Witt, Galvin, & Peterson, 1984; Yon Brock &
Elliot, 1987; Witt, Elliot, & Martens, 1983; Witt & Martens, 1983) expanded the
groundbreaking work of Kazdin in the area of acceptability of child treatment techniques
(Kazdi n, 198 1; Kazdin , French, & Sherick, 198 1) and identified four factor which have
been linked to teachers ' decisions to use and continue using an intervention . These include
effectiveness, time and resources required, theoretical orientation of the interventi on, and
ecolog ical intrusiveness.
Effectiveness. Baer, Wolf, and Risley ( 1968), in a seminal paper on applied
behavior analysis, stated , "If the application of behavioral techniques does not produce
large enough effects for practical value, then application has failed. Its practical val ue,
specifically, its powers in altering behavior enough to be socially important, is the essenti al
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criteri on" (p. 96). While thi s may be true, as Witt noted ( 1986), it is not the sole criterion
used by teachers to identify interventions they will use. Kazdin ( 198 1). for example,
found no relationship between effecti veness and consumer satisfaction with interventions.
Witt ( 1986) suggested, however, that data supporting the e ffectiveness of an intervention is
probably not as important as whether a teacher believes the intervention to be effective.
This suggestion was supported in a study by Whinnery, Fuchs, and Fuc hs (199 1) who
found a relationship between perceived effectiveness, rather than empirically supported
effectiveness, and teacher's willingness to implement an intervention . Because the research
conducted by Kazdin, Witt, and colleagues was analogue in nature, this is not surprising.
A study in which teachers are asked to rate the acceptability of interventions based on
hypothetical case studies is indeed likely to produce different responses than one in which
the teachers are trained to implement the intervention, implement the procedure, and then
are asked to rate its acceptability. Indeed, in the only non-analogue study located which
examined in vivo ratings of treatment acceptability by children, Shapiro and Goldberg
( 1990) found that students rated all interventions as more acceptable after experiencing the
treatment. This findin g may be an example of the factor labeled treatment understanding by
Reimers et a!. (1 987), who noted the difficul ty of rating the acceptability of something with
which one is not familiar.
Time and materi al resources. Not surprisingly, the available research supports the
notion that teachers prefer interventi ons that require Jess time (Martens, Witt, Elli ot, &
Darveaux, 1985; Witt et al. , 1983 ; Witt , Martens, & Elli ot, 1984). When these authors
examined teacher satisfaction with classroom interventi ons as a function of the amount of
time to implement them, there was an in verse linear relationship between the amount of
teacher time required and the degree to which teachers fo und an intervention suitable for
use in the typical classroom environment. Exceptions to th is were found only with regard
to the severity of the presenting behavior problem. When interventions were being applied
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to more severe behavior problems, they were generally rated as more acceptable than for
mild behavior problems. The advantages to keeping resources required to a minimum are
fairly obvious. Most teachers are resistant to interventions requiring numerous or costly
materials, additional personnel, or comp licated organization and book-keeping ski ll s.
Theoretical orientation. The research findings as to the effects of theoretical
orientation are mixed. Kazdin and Cole 's (1981) findings that humanistic descriptions
were evaluated more favorably than behavioral descriptions, and that highly technical
jargon was preferred over simple language, may well be due to the population surveyed-undergraduate college students rather than practicing teachers. In contrast, Witt, Moe,
Gutkin , and Andrews (1984) surveyed practicing teachers and found that the same
intervention, staying in at recess, was considered significantly more positive when
described using pragmatic language. Hall and Didier ( 1987) found that student teachers
regarded the humanistic approach as most acceptable, followed by the behavioral approach,
with the pragmatic approach rated as least acceptable. Incidentally, these authors did note
the need to examine the relationship between practicing teachers' actual use of an
intervention and its acceptability.
Ecological intrusiveness. Intrusiveness refers to the extent to which interventions
interfere with the behavioral regularities in the classroom. Tolan eta!. ( 1995) referred to
the need for interventions to fit into daily classroom practices and routines. To this end,
researchers must ask what effects an intervention might have (other than the desired effect
on improving behavior) on the ecology of the classroom when introduced into a classroom
setting. For example, intervention side effects o n the behavior of children other than the
target children may dissuade a teacher from implementing an othe1wise effective procedure.
Another potential concern is the extent to which an intervention singles out students who do
not perform academically or behaviorall y as well as their peers. Regarding this issue, Witt
( 1986) stated, "We sometimes ask teachers to alter the existing regularities in the classroom
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without first knowing what those regularities are, without knowing the effect and side
effects of changing the existing regularities, and without any knowledge that what is being
replaced is inferior to what is being suggested" (p. 42).
Bridgi ng the Research-To-Practice Gap
Researchers interested in bridging the research-to-practice gap have noted that the
issues they address are inextricably linked to those indicated by researchers into
acceptability and feasibility of treatments. Kauffman (1996) noted that research-based
procedures are most likely to affect teaching practices if they entail minimal risk of harm;
are practical and sustainable; believable and socially valid; can be implemented with a high
degree of fidelity ; and are accompanied by systematic training programs. Teachers must not
only be willing to implement a program, they must also have the skills and resources to
implement it effectively (Kauffman, 1996). Effective programs provide training and
support for intervenors and carefully monitor program implementation to ensure that the
program is implemented as intended . In a paper presenting a rationale and suggestions for
improving the quality of and market demand for research findings, Carnine ( 1997)
suggested evaluating the quality of re earch in terms of trustworthiness, usability, and
accessibility which he defined as follow s. Trustworthiness refers to the confidence
practitioners can have in research findings. Usability speaks to the practicality of the
research-based practices for those who attempt lO put them into practice. Accessibility is a
measure of the extent to which findings are available to those wanting to use them. As
Witt and Elliot ( 1985) stated, "The notion that teachers will choose the most acceptable
intervention is predicated on the assumption that teachecs are aware of an array of different
interventions" (p. 266). To improve the trustworthiness, usability and accessibility of
research findings, Carnine has recommended that researchers increase the relevance,
practicality, and transportability of their research.
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In summary, if a program is to be of value to students, we must ensure that it is
practical, feasib le, and acceptable to consumers. Teachers are likely to implement only
those programs which they consider acceptable within the framework of typical classroom
expectations and which require minimal effort and time (Tolan et a!., 1995). The question
remains, however, how does one quantify these concepts? Table I shows how the
categories that Witt and colleagues found to influence teachers ' decisions to use and
continue using an intervention were operationalized. The table shows categories identified
in the research, terms developed to illustrate the categories, and finall y, defi nitions of terms
used to code the articles.
Acceptability and Feasibility of Self-Management Programs
Self-management procedures have been used infrequently on a class wide basis to
improve behavior despite the potentially beneficial and preventive effects. In an attempt to
identify potential reasons for these procedures not being used in classrooms on a regul ar
ba is, studies of self-management interventions for information on their apparent
effectiveness, acceptability to teachers, and feasibility of implementation based on
categories drawn from the literature base regarding teachers' acceptability and use of
interventions were examined. To be included in this examination, the article had to meet
the following criteria: (a) be classroom or school-based; (b) target regu lar education
students or those with mild/moderate disabilities (learning disabilities, emotional and
behavioral disorders and not those with severe disabilities); (c) examine social and
academical ly related behaviors and rather than academic perfom1ance; and (d) use a package
of at least two of the following components of self-managemen t: goal-setting, selfmonitoring, self-i nstruction, self-recording, self-evaluation or self-assessment, selfdetermination of reinforcement, and self-administration of rein forcement. Two class wide
self-management studies that addressed academic performance (Atkins & Rohrbeck,
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Table I
Acceptability Categories, Terms Used in Coding, and Definition of Terms
Category

Coding Term

Acceptability

Acceptability

Definition
was defined as the judgments of teachers and
students of whether treatment procedures are
appropriate, fair, and reasonable for the students
(and teacher) and for the target behavior (Kazdin,
1981). These data typically took the form of
surveys of participants in the study. Occasionally,
the researchers reported comments made by the
teachers or students about the intervention .

Effective-

Effects on

ness

child/others

referred to the reported effectiveness of the
intervention on the behavior(s) of target students
and other students.

Time and

Resources required

referred to the materials, equipment, additional

material

personnel, or preparation required for training in

resources

the procedure or implementation of the procedure.
Time needed to train

referred to the amount of time reported in the study
to train the teacher in the intervention (if the
teacher trained the students) and/or the amount of
time required to train the students in the

Time to implement

intervention.
addressed the time needed to implement the
intervention which exceeded the time that the

Trainer (skill

teacher typically requ ired to teach the class.

required)

referred to the intervenor. In an attempt to assess
the skil l required to implement the procedure, data
were collected on who carried out the training of
the students and any additional procedures
required to implement the interventi on.

(table continues)
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Catego1y

CodingTenn

Definition

Theoretical

This was not evaluated because findings on the

orientation

influence of this issue are inconclusive.

Ecological

Intrusiveness

intrusiveness

refers to the extent to which procedures single out
target students, interfere with normal classroom
routines, or adversely impact non-target students.
This was not applicable if the entire class was
involved or participated in the self-management
intervention.

Resources, time to

also provide some indication of the intrusiveness

train and implement

of an intervention. For example, if an intervention
requires the teacher to keep track of points, or
provide L0-15 minutes a day for students to track,
report, or provide feedback, this intervention may
be considered intrusive by teachers.

1993 ; Olympia et al. , 1994) were included because they addressed self-management
interventions used on a classwide basis. One additional exception was made to include an
article on peer monitoring of behavior (Kohler et al., 1989) because it examined the
e ffectiveness and acceptabili ty of a peer-mediated behavior management intervention . This
article examined the effects of an intervention in which
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monitored a partner's

behavior rather than self-monitoring hi s or her own behavior.
Eighteen articles were for indicators of a program's effectiveness, acceptability, and
feasibi lity for use in regular classroom. Table 2 shows the results of this analysis of selfmanagement studies. To facilitate comparison across types of self-management programs,
the studies are further categorized depending on the setting in which training and
implementation in the self-management intervention took place. The first category, in
which training and implementation took place in a resource room or self-contained setting,

Table 2
Classroom-Based Self-Management Studies

N
Reference

gender

Age or
grade
/disability

Target
behavior

Intervention
description

Resources
required

Time to
train
/implement

Trainer
(skill
required)

Effect on
child/others
intrusiveness

Accept' tyteacher
/student

Training and lrn!llementation In Self-!:;Qntained/ResQurce
Hughes &
Boyle, 1991

Kern,
Dunlap,
Childs , &
Clarke,
1994

2M
I F

6M

3
grps
of 4

Improved onNo/No
task and rate of
completion
U nintrusi ve

10 minute
lesson & 2
days practice
for each
dyad/NR
(minimal
teacher time)

Consul-

Improved
behavior; no
info on
academic
performance
/whole class
involved

No/No

NR/minimalrandom spot
checks of
accuracy by
teacher

Teacher
and
experimenter
trained
students

1&2
improved ontask and
output;
Unintrusive

NR/Students
liked and
found it did
not interrupt
school work

On-task,
rate of
task
completion

Self-monitor Recording
w/and
sheet, tape
w/out tokens recorder

2 x 10 mins

11-13
yrs/

On-task
and
disruptive
behavior

Selfmonitor,
record,
reinforcement

Tape
recorder
with
signal ,
recording
sheet

Assignment
completion , ontask
accuracy
of selfrecording

I. Selfrecording ;
2. Selfrecording
plus
contingent
R+
3. Control

Recording
sheet

EBD

McLaughlin, 9M
3F
1984

Teacher
trained
students

10 yrs
9 yrs
Mod
MR

10-12
yrs
BD

NR (minimal
teacher time)

!ants

trained
students

(table continues)
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N

Reference
Prater, Joy ,
Chilman,
Temple,&
Miller, 1991

gender
4M
IF

Age or
grade
/disability
12-17
yrs
4-LD
1
BDILD

Target
behavior
On-task

Intervention
description

Resources
required

Time to
train
/implement

Trainer
(skill
required)

Effect on
child/others
intrusiveness

Accept'tyteacher
/student

Selfmonitoring
& recording
with
auditory cue
and visual
prompts. R+
used with 4
students

Recording
sheet, tape
recorder,
prompt
card

NRINR
(minimal
teacher time
to
implement)

Graduate
students
trained
students
separately

Improved ontask
Fairly
unintrusive

No/No

Training in Resource/Use in Regular Classroom
DiGangi,
Maag, &
Rutherford,
1991

2F

Edwards,
3M
Salant,
Howard ,
Brougher, &
McLaughlin,
1995

10 yr/
II yr/

LD
7-9
years

ADHD

On-task,
math
productivity
/accuracy

Selfmonitor,
graph,
reinforce, &
evaluate

Tape
recorder,
tally card,
beep tape,
graph

NRINR
(minimal)

NR
(possibly
SPED
teacher)

Improved ontask and math
performance
Visibility of
tape recorder?

No/No

On-task
and
reading
comprehension

Self-monitor
and record
when cued
by auditory
tone; R+
administered
by aide

Tape
recorder,
recording
sheet

5
days
/minimalmeet with
aide to
determine
points

Teacher
& aide
irnplemen ted
all parts
of study

Improvement
in on-task &
comprehension
for all
students.
Other students
noticed but
said able to
concentrate
better

T' s found
point
procedures
timeconsuming
/students
liked doing
better and
earning
rewards
(table continues)

N

0

N

Reference

gender

Age or
grade
/disability

Target
behavior

Intervention
description

Resources
required

Time to
train
/implement

Trainer
(skill
required)

Effect on
child/others
intrusiveness

Accept 'tyteacher
/student

15
yr/BD
14
yr/LD

Tutordisruptive
be h.
Tutee ontask
/academic
perf.

Peer tutoring Vocab lists,
Selfprompt
card, head
instruction
&
phones
monitoring

PT-3
days/15
mins. Per
day; SVSM3 days
trng.
/minimal T
time

Trainer
(not
teacher)
trained
separately

SVSM

3M
3F

5th
grade/
3-low
achiever

Appropriate task
behavior,
accuracy
and
completeness of
math

Peer
monitor,
point earner
trainingincluded
monitoring,
recording,
evaluating,
and giving
feedback

Good Beh.
List, Good
Work List

2 x 15 min .
Individual
lessons/10
mins. P/d to
check&
give
feedback to
each other

Consultants
trained
students
separately

T-very
acceptable &
would
continue/ Svery satisfied
except having
points
Fairly intrusive withheld

4M
2F

7- 11
yrs/LD

On-task &
academic
productivity (#
math
problems)

Selfobserve,
record, &
contingent
R+ by T ,
goal setting

Aide to cue
students,
recording
sheet

NR/NR
(minimal
except for
cueing
procedure)

NR

No/No
Marked
improvement
in on-task &
productivity I
Aide cue less
intrusive than
beep tape

Hogan &
Prater, 1993

2M

Kohler,
Schwanz,
Cross, &
Fowler,
1989

Maag,
Rutherford,
& DiGangi ,
1992

No/No

improved tutor
behavior. PT
improved
academic/ontask of tutee.
SVSM less
intrusive than
PT
Improved
appropriate
behavior and
math
completion but
not accuracy

=

(table continues)

N

!:'{

Reference
McDougall
& Brady,

gender
2M

3F

1998

Age or
grade
ldisability
4th
grade

11ADD,
1-LD

Rhode,
Morgan, &
Young,

1983

6

6-10
yrs.
BD

Target
behavior
Math
fluency ,
engage
time,

response
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between SMA
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No/No
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appropriate
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when matching
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would support use
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implement.
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points exchange;
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work & beh.
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Atkins &
Rohrbeck,
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5th
grade/
NR
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math
performance

Group
lindiv. Goalsetting,selfobservation,
evaluation,
& reinforcement
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37
Glynn , 1975

3rd
grade/
NR

Quantity
of
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& recording;
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/describing
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recording
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min. to
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&
children
carried
out all
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writing length
& quality, &
on-task!
Whole class
involved

Glynn,
Thomas, &
Shee, 1973

2nd
grade
NR
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on-task
behavior,
reduce
disruptive

I. Class R+
2. Selfassess ,
record,
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admin. R+

Beep tape
Recording
sheet

NR

1. Grad
student
trained
2. T.
Trained?

S-Mgmt.
No/No
Improved ontask over Class
R+/
Whole class
involved

19M
14F
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Miller,
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7th
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14-1 7 Preschool
4M
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disruptive
behavior

l. Weekly
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2. Active
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mtgs. For
support &
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and
competing
behavior
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prep/ca. 2X
3 min. Each
child/week;
10 mins./3
mins./day;
NR/2
mins./day
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(skill
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Each
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trained
own
class;
consultant
advised

Ex perimenter
trained T
and aide
in
procedure; T
taught
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Effect on
child/others
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Minimal

2.Most
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both 2 & 3
effective
/Whole class

Accept'tyteacher
/student
Surveyed
teachers: 2
and 3 most
acceptable
and easy/No

T-very
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tion and
student
benefits to
showed
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after procedure students,
classmates
modification.
Whole class
and
themselves
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Olympia,
Sheridan,
Jenson, &
Andrews,
1994

6M
10 F

Rooney ,
Hallahan , &
Lloyd , 1984
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2F
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6th
grade

Complelion and
accuracy
rates of
math
homework
assignments

Selfmonitoring,
instruction,
evaluation,
and reinforcement in
a peermediated
cooperative
learning
structure
Student-vs
T. Selected
goals

Recording
sheet, 7
page
procedures
handbook,
folder with
team
member
roles

2nd
grade

On-task

I . SelfRecording
monitor, and sheet
-record
2. Selfmonitor,
record , and
teacherR+
contingent
on correct
use of
procedures

2 LD

Trainer
(skill
required)

Effect on
child/others
intrusiveness

Accept 'tyteacher
/student

2 days
(lessons)/
10- 15 min.
Daily team
meetings

Investigator
trained
all
students
in
groups
of8

Increase in
completion rate
greater with
student
selected goals ;
data on
accuracymixed.
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whole class

T . found
acceptable
and effecti vel
Students
found
acceptable
and fair and
moderately
effective

Two brief
training
sessions/
NR

I . Improved
Teacher
on-task
trained
students behavior
as a class 2. R+
improved ontask behavior
beyond selfmonitor and
record.

Time to
train
!implement

No/No

N

v.
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consists of four studies. The second category, in which training occurred in a resource or
separate location and implementation in a regular classroom, comprises seven studies. One
study (McDougall & Brady, 1997) was included in this category although it is unclear
where and how target students were trained. The third category, in which training and
implementation took place on a classwide basis in a regular education classroom, consists
of seven studies. In each of these three categories, the table is organized alphabetically by
reference. The first three items address characteristics of the target population and
behavior. The next item provides a list of the components the authors described as
comprising the self-management intervention(s). The last five columns present the
information on the seven items defined in Table 1 which were identified as indicators of
effectiveness, acceptability, and feasibility. Within each section below, the results of the
analysis of the studies are summarized first by category (i.e., training and implementation
setting) and then across the categories.
Target Population Characteristics
Not surprisingly, the populations examined in the first two categories (training and
implementation in self-contained setting, training in separate setting, implementation in the
regular classroom) were mainly students with disabilities including learning disabilities,
mental retardation , attention deficit disorder and behavior disorders . Of these 11 studies,
onl y one study ex amined students without disabilities; however, these students were
described as low achievers in math (Kohler et al. , 1989). The students ranged in age from
7 to l 5. The number of students trained in self-management procedures ranged from 2 to 6
in these first two categories of studies. In the seven studies with a class wide focu s, target
populations included presc hoolers, second, third, fifth, sixth, and seventh graders w ithout
reported disabilities for the most part, although one study collected data on two students
with learning disabilities (Rooney et al., 1984). The diversity of the populations examined
is perhaps an indicator of the flexibility and widespread applicabi lity of self-man agement
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interventions. In the category of classwide studies, the number of students was not
surprisi ngly higher than for the studies in the fi rst two categories and ranged from 14 to 37.
Target Behavior
In the first category of studies, all four studies addressed on-task behavior. Two
of the four studies also collected data on rate of task completion (Hughes & Boyle, 199 1;
McLaughlin, 1984). In the second category, all seven studies addressed a measure of ontask or appropri ate behavior. With the exception of the Rhode et al. ( 1983) article, each
study also examined some measure of academic performance ranging from math
productivity and accuracy to reading performance. Six of seven class wide studies included
a measure of on-task or appropriate classroom behavior. Two focused solely on an
academic behavior; one was math performance (Atkins & Rohrbeck, 1993) and the other
was math homework completion and accuracy rates (Olympia et al., 1994).
Intervention Description
Common elements across all 18 studies included the act of self-monitoring and selfrecording in some fashion. For example, all studies that reported the use of materials,
except o ne (Miller et al. , 1993), used a recording sheet of some kind for students to record
their behavior or academic performance. The Miller study targeted preschoolers who
reported whether they were meeting expectations using a thumbs-up or thumbs-down
gesture, an appropriate modification in li ght of the age of the children. What differed
across studies was the use of reinforcement and whether the teacher or student determined
and administered the reinforcement. Self-reinforcement is, in essence, self-evaluation.
Students must assess their behavior, evaluate whether they have earned reinforcement, and
then reinforce themselves by praising or administering some other type of reinforcement.
The definition for self-reinforcement used here is the same as that used by the researchers
in these studies-- verbal praise administered by the student.
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In the first category of studies, rei nforcement procedures were in place for three of
four studies and the self-management procedures were added. McLaughlin ( 1984)
compared the three groups of students, one using self-recording, a second using selfrecording plus reinforcers contingent on a match with an adult, with a control group. Both
self-recording groups improved and maintained treatment gains significantly more than the
control group. There was no statistically significant difference between the perfonnance of
the two self-recording groups.
In the second category, students in two studies detennined and administered
reinforcement (verbal praise) themselves (DiGangi et al. , 1991; McDougall & Brady,
1998). In the Kohler et al. study ( 1989), three peer dyads took turns monitoring and
reinforc ing each others' behavior and academic performance, giving verbal praise and
awarding or taking away points. In three studies (Edwards et al., 1995 ; Maag et al. , 1991;
Rhode et al. , 1983), contingent reinforcement was delivered by the teacher for meeting
goal s or matching ratings. The schedule of reinforcement was then systematically faded in
the Rhode et al. study ( 1983). In the Hogan and Prater study ( 1993), the intervention did
not include any reinforcement.
Of the seven classwide studies, students in four of the studies determined and
administered reinforcement themselves {Atkins & Rohrbeck, 1993 ; Ballard & Glynn, 1975;
Glynn et al., 1973; Olympia et al., 1994). In one study (Miller et al. , 1993), preschoolers
received reinforcement based on a match with the teacher's rating. In the Johnson et al.
( 1996) study , the teacher who selected the self-monitoring intervention awarded points to
student s for self-monitoring as part of the students' grades. In the seventh study, Rooney
et al. ( 1984) examined the effectiveness of teachers reinforcing students for self-recording
the correct number of times . Compared to the firs t two categories of studies in which
students in only 2 out of ll stud ies administered self-reinforcement, typically described by
authors as self-praise, students in 4 out of 7 classw ide studies used self-rei nforcement. In
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light of the labor-intensive nature of teacher-admini stered reinforcement systems, it is not
surprising that there appears to be a tendency of classwide stud ies to use selfreinforcement. One additional finding of this analysis was related to the large variety in
type and delivery of reinforcement which existed in the second group of studies in which
students were trained separately and then implemented the procedures in a regular setting.
This ranged from no reinforcement, through self-rei nforcement, peer-administered
reinforcement to teacher-delivered reinforcement contingent on matching goals or ratings.
Resources Required
Requirements for these self-management programs included materials and
personnel. One type of material that was consistently used across all studies except one
was some type of recording sheet. Other materials required included tape recorders,
headphones, timers, posters and prompt cards, and a procedural handbook (Olympi a eta!.,
1994). Personnel required ranged from someone to cue students (Maag et al ., 1992), to a
classroom monitor (Ballard & Glynn, 1975) to observe and record behavior. There appear
to be no clear di fferences between categories of studies as far as resources required to
implement the procedures, although typically, the first two categories had lower teacherstudent ratios with a teacher assistant who could assist with the implementation.
Time Required to Train
This information was typically not reported in the first two categories of II studies.
Of these II studies, only 5 noted the time required to train (Hughes & Boyle, 199 1; Kern
et a!. , 1994; Edwards et al. , 1995; Hogan & Prater, 1993; Kohler et al., 1989).
Unfortunately, even this information is difficult to compare across studies because authors
did not use the same metric. For example, Kern eta!. ( 1994) described the training as one
I 0-minute lesson and 2 days of practice for each dyad, Edwards et al. ( 1995) wrote of 5
days of training, and Hughes and Boyle ( 199 1) stated that training took two 10-minute
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sessions. Sintilarly, in only three of seven class wide studies did the authors report the
length of time to train the students in the self-management procedures and again, the metric
used varied from study to study. Although Miller et al. ( 1993) did not report the amount of
time to train the students, they did note the 2.5 hours of training that the teachers required.
Other authors documented training time as ranging from two brief training sessions
(Rooney et al., 1984), through 2 days (Olympia et al., 1994), to 15- to 40-ntinute lessons
(Atki ns & Rohrbeck, 1993), which apparently also referred to the length of the study. It is
possible that teachers' resistance to using some interventions is influenced by their
perceptions of how time consuming the intervention is. Teachers ntight be more likely to
decide to use an intervention if they know at the outset how much time it required both to
train students and to implement the program in a classroom. This is an empirical question
which can only be answered if researchers report training and implementation time
requirements in the research.
Time to Implement
In those studies which took place in a self-contained or resource setting, the authors
typically state that the procedures required ntinimal teacher time although they did not report
the specific time required to implement the procedures. Since saving teacher' s time is one
cited benefit of self-monitoring, it is not surprisi ng that most authors suggest that
procedures required ntinimal teacher time. Unfortunately, what constitutes "minimal" is
not defined, leaving readers somewhat unclear as to time requirements. In the second
category of studies, a similar pattern was seen, with times ranging from ntinimal (Hogan &
Prater, 1993) to I 0 ntinutes per day for peers to meet and give feedback to each other
(Kohler et al. , 1989). Rhode et al. ( 1983) noted that although the self-management
procedure was initially time-intensive, the time required decreased as the matching
procedures were faded . In the third category, classwide studies, only three of seven
researchers reported the additional time required. Thi s ranged from 2 ntinutes per day
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(Johnson et al. , 1996), through 8 minutes for recording (Ballard & Glynn , 1975), to 10- to
IS-minute daily team meetings in the homework study (Olympia et al ., 1994).

[n

all cases,

the teacher made this time avai lable to students to allow them to record or discuss goals.
As with the training time, the time to implement is of interest to teachers·and should be
accessible to teachers if they are to make infonned decisions about classroom interventions.

In the fust category of studies, the teacher trained the students in two studies and
consultants or graduate students trained students in the other two. ln the second category,
the information was not reported in four studies, consultants trained students in two
(Hogan & Prater, 1993; Kohler et al., 1989), and the teacher trained students in one study
(Edwards eta!., 1995). In five classwide studies, after receiving training from consultants,
the teachers trained the students. In the remaining two classwide studies, a psychologist,
graduate, and undergraduate students trained students in one (Atkins & Rohrbeck, 1993),
and the investigator trained students in two groups of eight in the homework selfmanagement study (Olympia eta!., 1994). It is important to note that teachers taught the
students the procedures in fewer than half the studies overall. Although an indirect
measure of teacher skill required, unless teachers actually teach the students and implement
the procedures themselves, any claims about ease of implementation or practicality are
optimistic at best.
Effects on Child/Others
Without exception, target students displayed improved behavior and/or academic
performance in every study. Authors typically did not report any effects, e ither positive or
negative, on nontarget students.
Intrusiveness
[n

this context, the intrusiveness of the intervention refers to the extent to which the
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procedure singled out target students, interferes with typical routines, or adversely impacts
non-target students. For those students in self-contained or resource settings, the
procedures were relatively unintrusive. Typically , most researchers who examined the use
of self-management procedures in the regular classroom noted that other students noticed
the target students' headphones or beep tape; however, in one study, nontarget students
qual ified the statement about target students standing out with the comment that they were
better able to concentrate (Edwards et al. , 1995). With those studies address ing c lasswide
programs, the whole class participated in the procedure and thus the extent to which the
procedure singles out target students is not applicable. No information was provided on
the extent to which teachers considered the procedures intrusive nor on any possible
adverse impact on other students. It would be useful to know if teachers planned to use the
intervention again. If not, teachers might indicate what the barriers to implementation were
and whether the intrusiveness of the intervention played a role.
Acceptabi lity
Most authors did not report any data on the extent to which teachers and students
fou nd the procedure fair, appropriate, reasonable, and effective. In the first category of
studies, the one author who did report acceptability data, McLaughlin (1984), noted that
students liked the procedure and found that it did not interrupt school work.
In the second category of studies , three of seven authors reported acceptability data.
Edwards eta!. ( 1995) noted that teachers found the point procedures time consuming;
however, the students enjoyed doing better and earning rewards. Kohler et al. ( 1989)
indicated that the teacher found the procedures very acceptable and would conti nue to use
them. It would be interesting to find out if the teacher did continue to use these procedures
since consultants (and not the teacher) trained the students separately. In the same study,
stude nts reported bei ng very satisfied with the intervention except for having points
withheld by a peer. In the Rhode et al. study ( 1983), teachers reported being satisfied with
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the procedure and finding it relatively easy to implement. The authors, however, did not
report whether the teacher or a consultant trained the students. The students reported liking
the procedure and finding it effective.
Acceptability data were reported in three classwide studies. Olympia et al. (1994)
reported that the teacher found the procedure acceptable and effective. However, as in the
Kohler et al. study (1989), the teacher was not responsible for training or, in this case,
implementing the procedure that somewhat undermines the meaningfulness of this
information. In the Johnson et al. study (1996) and the Miller et al . study (1993), teachers
were satisfied with the ease of implementation of the procedure and the results shown.
However, in both studies, the authors only informally reported these data even though this
information is critical to teachers who are trying to select a behavior management
intervention.
In summary, this analysis of the feasibility and acceptability of self-management
interventions indicates a number of recommendations for future research. First, if
researchers are to help bridge the gap between research and practice, they should attempt to
report information that practitioners find useful and informative. Such information might
include training and implementation time, skill required to implement, and teachers' and
students' perceptions of the ease of implementation, effectiveness, and fairness of the
procedures. Second, researchers should attempt to involve practitioners in selecting target
behaviors, interventions, and in training their own students. Third, it wou ld be appropriate
to examine more formally the effects of self-management procedures on class behavior as a
whole and, at the same time, on target at-risk students. Finally, researchers cou ld replicate
these studies with different teachers and different target populations and with lower levels
of consultant support. Given information in these areas, it is possible that teachers would
be more willing and more likely to implement research-based interventi ons in their
c lassrooms.
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Classwide Use of Self-Management Interventions
Three class wide studies, that examined the effectiveness of using a classwide selfmanagement procedure on improving on-task behavior and had the teacher train the
students and carry out the intervention, are described in more detail below. The first
demonstrated the experimenting society model using data-based decision making and
collaborative consultation to generate and evaluate three classwide behavior management
intervention strategies to improve student behavior of one seventh-grade class (Johnson et
al., 1996). This study used concurrent AB time series designs to evaluate three
interventions with 25 seventh-grade students in three of their classes: a weekly class
syllabus and individual student assessment, active teaching of the classroom rules, and
student self-monitoring, in which students earned points for appropriate classroom
behavior which was to be used as part of the teacher's grading system. Observers collected
6 days of baseline data on the percentage of intervals of appropriate, inappropriate, and
disruptive behavior in the students' math c lass, language arts and reading class. The three
teachers then intervened with their chosen intervention. Active teaching of the rules and
self-monitoring were associated with large improvements in student behavior. Based on
intervention comparisons, it was decided that active teaching of classroom rules was most
effective and this was continued in the math class and introduced on the 12th day as the
sole intervention in the reading and language arts classes. The authors noted that the data
indicated adoption of the rules intervention resu lted in further improvements in the median
levels of target behaviors.
The preexperimental design used in thi s study limits conclusions drawn about
treatment effectiveness. In addition, it is impossible to rule out the possibility of sequence ;
that is, that applying active teaching of the rules after students have learned to self-monitor
may be more effective than self-mon itoring alone. Although untested, it may be that active
teaching of rules prior to teaching self-monitoring is even more effective. Nonetheless, the
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study is germane to this research in that it examined the effects of classwide behavior
management procedures and worked with practitioners in implementing these. The authors
interviewed teachers after the study on the acceptability and feasibility of all three
procedures and whether they planned to use them in the future. All three teachers found
ru les intervention easy to use and effective. It is important to note that the reading teacher
who had chosen the self-monitoring intervention reported wanting to continue using that
intervention because she believed it yielded reasonably effective outcomes and that the
students were "old enough to be helping themselves" (p. 210) to do well in school
(Johnson et al., 1996).
In the second study, Rooney et al . (1984) investigated the adaptability of selfmonitoring procedures to regular classroom settings. The teacher trained each member of a
second-grade class to monitor his or her own attending behavior. The authors used an
ABABCBC design to examine the effectiveness of self-monitoring on four target students'
attending behavior. Data were collected for 20 minutes at least three times per week while
students were working on a variety of different academic tasks. Initially , students selfmonitored without reinforcement. In the second phase of the study, students received an
edible reinforcer for marking the same number of boxes on their self-recording sheet as
number of times that the tone sounded. The authors noted that self-monitoring improved
on-task behavior for each target child over baseline rates and the addition of reinforcement
for the tone further improved on-task behavior. The authors did not report any data on the
influence of self-monitoring procedures on the other students in the class; nor did they
report any acceptability data either from the teacher or students. Question s such as whether
the teacher planned to use the procedure again, if the class as a whole responded to the
procedure, whether this would also be true of older students, and if the students enjoyed
using it, were not addressed.
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In the third study, Miller eta!. ( 1993) studied the effectiveness of using a group
self-management procedure to increase the on-task behavior of four disruptive preschool
boys. A reversal design combined with a multiple baseline design across settings was used.
The classwide procedure was conducted by teachers in two classrooms and included
opportunities for all students to perform a behavior, self-assess concerning performance
using a thumbs-up or thumbs-down gesture, and to obtain reinforcement based on a match
between teacher and child ratings. Use of the procedure improved on-task behavior and
reduced off-task and competing behaviors. For teachers, the use of the group procedure
addressed individual student needs while promoting independent and responsible behaviors
in students. Teachers were able to teach the students themselves after training by the
researcher. In addition, the teachers indicated that they were very satisfied with the ease of
implementation and with the benefits to target students, the class as a whole, and
themselves. They also indicated that they would probably use the procedure again. Taken
together, these data suggest that a classwide self-management procedure is effective at
improving behavior in preschoolers, acceptable to teachers, and feasible for regular
classroom teachers to implement. Two issues, however, remain unresolved. First, the
children targeted were preschoolers. No experimental study was located that examined the
effects of a teacher-trained and implemented classwide self-management procedure on
behavior of secondary students and on target at-risk students. In fact, there are no studies
that examined the effects of a classwide behavior self-management program on children
older than second graders (Glynn et al., 1973 ; Rooney et al., 1984). Second, the teachers
in the Miller et al. study ( 1993) were still required to match ratings with students. This
teac her-matching component is typical of most self-management procedures because selfevaluation is usual ly taught by having the teacher model the evaluation process by matching
with the student. It seems likely that it is this part of the self-management procedure more
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than any other which has limited its use in typically sized regular education classrooms.
The next section addresses a possible alternative to teacher matching.
Us ing Peer-Assisted Learning wi th Self-Management Programs
As previously mentioned, self-management studies typically have students assess
their behavior when cued by a tone or touch. When a match with the student's rating of his
own behavior does occur, it is by the teacher or classroom aide and is, therefore, somewhat
impractical in a class of 25-plus students. Using peers in the teaching process provides a
valuable resource to the typically overburdened regular education classroom teacher. One
promising strategy for promoting academic success is classwide peer tutoring (Delquadri ,
Greenwood, Whorton, Carta, & Hall , 1986). The social benefits of peer tutoring are also
well documented (Cohen , Kulik, & Kulik , I 982; Franca, Kerr, Reitz, & Lambert, I 990;
Jenkin s & Jenkins, 1985; Maheady , Harper, & Sacca, 1988). Franc a eta!. (1990)
reported that peer tutoring is associated with increased positive exchanges and a decreased
number of negative verbal interactions. Dineen, Clark, and Risley (1977) reported that the
opportunities for skill practice and social interaction are particularly meaningful for at-risk
students and students with disabilities.
Although additional effects of increased on-task behavior and decreased disruptive
behaviors have been found in studies of cooperative learni ng programs and classwide peer
tutoring programs, only one study was found that examined the use of peer-mediated selfmanagement procedures on the general ization of treatment gains of mildly handicapped
adol escents from special education to regular education classrooms (Smith, 1988). The
author found that student behavior generally improved after self-evaluation procedures
were taught in the resource room and that improved behavior generali zed to the regular
class once peers implemented the matching component of the self-management procedures.
Another study (Kohler eta!., 1989), described earlier, was located in wh ich peer dyads
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monitored each other' s behavior. The authors indicated significant improvements in ontask behavior of the targeted peer dyads but did not address the feasibility of using peers in
a class wide program.
In a recent article, Gable, Arllen, and Hendrickson ( 1994) explored the feasibility
of casting peers with emotional and behavior disorders in the role of behavior change
agents and noted the advantages of using peers as behavior change agents. For example,
peers can exert considerable influence over one another' s behavior; they can promote
individual problem solving; they are able to monitor and reinforce classmates' behavior
more continuously and contingently than adults; and peer-mediated intervention may be
preferred by students over adult programs. As Maheady ( 1997) poi nted out, while
research has demonstrated the effectiveness of peer-assisted learning strategies in
improving academic achievement and on-task behavior, little research has examined these
strategies with "tough" kids. These "tough" kids tend to have a variety of social and
academic difficulties. They often engage in behavior that requires teacher intervention or
control, are overly dependent on the teacher for direction , have difficulty paying attention
and concentrating, are less well prepared for class, become upset under pressure, carry out
their work sloppily and impulsively, and are unrecepti ve to others' opinions (Kauffman,
1993). It seems possible that these students, in particular, would benefit from selfmanagement and social skills training delivered in a forrnat that provides opportunities for
appropriate social interactions.
Summary
Teaching whole classes of students how to take respons ibility for their c lassroom
behav ior and academic performance would allow regular educators to spend more time
teachi ng curriculum. Although there are numerous studies documenting the effects of selfmanagement and self-mo nitoring strategies taught to indi vidual students in a resource or
self-cont ained setti ng, no studies were fou nd which examined the effects, feasibi lity , and
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acceptability of a teacher-trained and implemented self-management program on the
behavior of a regular education class of secondary students as a group and also on the
behavior of targeted at-risk individuals. The difficulty lies in adapting a strategy that has
usually been taught in a special education classroom with a much lower teacher-student
ratio such that a teacher with a class of 30 students may use it.
Purpose and Research Questions
Based on the review of literature presented regarding the need for effective
classroom management techniques that regular education teachers may use within the
context of teaching content, this study had a threefold purpose: first , to investigate the
effectiveness of a classwide peer-assisted, self-management program, (the PAL Game) on
increasing on-task behavior of an entire class, and of targeted at-risk individuals; second, to
exarru ne the effects of the PAL Game on increasi ng targeted students' appropriate use of
two particular social skills (following instructions and gaining teacher attention); and third,
to exarrune the feasibility of implementing PAL in a regular education classroom and the
acceptability of the procedure to teachers and students. The PAL Game combines features
of two thoroughly researched and proven-effective programs. The game format and total
class involvement in teams of peer partners are borrowed from ClassWide Peer Tutoring
(Greenwood, Delquadri, & Carta, 1997). The emphasis on self-management and selfappraisal is taken from Teaching Self-Management Skills (Young et al., 1991).
Primary Research Questions
T he primary research questions addressed in this study were:
I. What is the effect of the PAL Game on group on-task behavior (all students in

the class on-task simultaneously) of middle school students in a regular education language
arts class?
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2. What is the effect of the PAL Game on on-task behavior of targeted at-risk
middle school students in a regular education language arts class?
Secondazy Research Questions
The secondary research questions addressed in this study were:
I. What is the effect of the PAL Game on the percentage of instructions followed
appropriately by targeted at-risk individuals?
2. What is the effect of the PAL Game on the percentage of times target at-risk
individuals appropriately gain the attention of the teacher?
3. Given an increase in target behaviors of the group and of target at-ri sk students,
what is the effect of the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game on the maintenance of
treatment gains?
4. To what extent is the PAL Game associated with higher teacher ratings of social
competence and lower ratings of antisocial behavior for target at-risk students as measured
by the social competence and antisocial behavior rating scales of the School Social
Behavior Scale (SSBS; Merrell , 1993)?
5. To what extent is the PAL Game associated with improvements in academic
related skills for target at-risk individuals as measured by teacher ratings on the academic
skill s subscale of SSBS?
6. Given an increase in indi vid ual on-task behavior as a function of the PAL
Game, to what extent do the target at-risk students improve their academic and citizenship
grades?
Acceptability and Feasibility Research Questions
Given the lack of research documenting the feasibility and acceptability of classwide
self-management procedures, this study also examined the acceptability of the program to
the teacher and students and the integrity with which students and teachers were able to
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implement the program. The time required to train the teacher and the students, as well as
the time required to implement the procedures, was documented. In addition, the data
collected on the questions below were used as a measure of the feasibility of the PAL
Game, specifically, the extent to which the teacher and students were wil ling and able to
implement the program as described.
I. To what extent do the students rate the PAL Game as acceptable, likeable, and
effective at improving their behavior and the classroom climate?
2. To what extent does the teacher rate the PAL Game as acceptable, likeable, and
effective at improving students' behavior and the classroom climate?
3. To what extent is the teacher able to implement the intervention with integrity as
measured by a procedural checklist assessing the presence of materials, teacher behaviors,
and student behaviors?
4. To what extent are the students able to implement the self-management
procedures with integrity as measured by the section of the procedural checkl ist assessing
student behaviors?
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METHOD
Participants

Three regular education, seventh-grade language arts classes served as experimental
classes. There were 3 1 students in second period, 33 students in fourth period , and 33
students in seventh period. Table 3 shows demographic information about each class in
Study I during second trimester and Study 2 during third trimester, when the composition
of each class changed, although the student body remained the same. Students were
identified as at-risk, based on teacher rating on the Student Screening Instrument (SSI)
(Young, West, & Mitchem, 1996) and/or limited English profi ciency designation. The last
row in the table shows the percentage change in the composition of students from Study 1
to Study 2.
The language arts curriculum covered was that designated by the Utah State core.
The textbook used in the class was Houghton Mifflin English Level 7 ( 1990), which had
been adopted throughout Ogden City School District. Each day, the teacher wrote the
lesson plan for the day on the board. Each class began by students making a journal entry
about a topic written by the teacher on the right-hand side of the board. Students were to
write for the fi rst 5 minutes of class. The teacher then reviewed the concept that was
completed the day prior and answered any questions. She then began a new concept by
introduc ing the concept, modeling an example, doing some guided practice with the
students, and then assigning an exercise of roughly 10- 15 sentences. Wh ile students
worked independently on the assigned exercise, the teacher moved arou nd the class,
randomly checking students for understanding, praising those who were working quietly,
redirecting those who were not, and assisting students who needed help.
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Table 3
Characterist ics of Students b~ Class Period
Stud;t I
Students

Stud;t 2

Period 2

Period 4

Period 7

Period 2

Period 4

Number in Class

31

33

33

29

26

30

% Female

29

33

39

38

50

27

% Male

71

67

61

62

50

73

% Hispanic

29

15

24

21

19

30

Period 7

% Caucasian

68

82

73

76

77

67

% AfricanAmerican

3

3

3

3

4

3

% with disability

0

12

48

3.4

7.6

56

42

21

6

31

23

6.7

52

64

42

%at-ri sk
% change from
Study I to
Stud 2

Target At-Risk Students
Seven males and three females from the three different language arts classes served
as participants in the study. The students were selected from the group of all students in
the three experimental classes based on parental consent (Appendix A) and the presence of
at least three of the following four criteria: (a) history of office referrals for di srupti ve
and/or off-task behavior; (b) recommendation by the teacher on the basis of poor selfmanagement and social ski lls and high rates of disruptive or off-task behavior; (c) prebaseline behav ioral observations indicating that the student was off-task more than 40% of
the class period; and (d) poor grades (Cor below). The language arts teacher recommended
those students who required a lot of teacher management to remain on-task and complete
ass ignments on time . Two students who met the cri teria above but who also had a
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documented history of gang involvement and substance abuse were not selected for the
study , based on thei r need for more intensive intervention. Pseudonyms were used for
confidentiality purposes.
The following descriptions of the target students in each period provide information
on baseline levels of on-task behavior, percentage of instructions followed appropriately,
and frequency with which students appropriately gained the teacher's attention (see Table
4).

The methods used to collect the data are described in more detail in the section on
dependent variables (pp. 51-57 ). On-task behavior was recorded using a whole interval
( I 0-second) recording system; appropriate use of the two social skills was recorded using a

frequency-within-interval overlay system.
Second period students. Three at-risk students were selected from the 3 1 students
in the second period class: Jay, Rich, and Cody. Problem behaviors for Jay included
daydreaming during readi ng and language arts periods, as well as failure to complete and
tum in academic assignments. Baseline levels of on-task behavior, measured during 40minute observation periods of the language arts class averaged 42% (range 38-5 1%). Jay
followed an average of 56% of instructions appropriately (range 33-87.5%). Although Jay
rarely called out without raising his hand (average .3 times per class), he attempted only
infrequently to appropriately get the teacher's attention (average 1). Three teachers had
referred Jay to Prevention Plus, a program for at-risk students, in part, because of hi s
family situation. Jay's you nger brother had been referred to juvenile authorities for stealing
vehicles, his parents had no fixed residence or employment, and he frequently came to
school hungry and in clothes inappropri ate for the weather. Hi s schedule did not permit
him to attend the Prevention Plus class.
Problem behaviors for Rich were similar to those for Jay. In addition , Ri ch was
usually preoccupied with building toy guns out of pens, pencils, and various other typical
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Table4
Partici12ant Characteristics
Age at
beginning of

Office
referrals
for
behavior

Disabili~

Prebaseline
mean
on-task

Gradelanguage
arts

GPA
acad.
(4-point
scale)

GPA
Citizenship
(4-point
scale)

Particieant

stud~

Jay

13-1

yes

38%

D-

1. 56

1.86

Rich

12-5

yes

38%

B-

3.38

3.14

Cody

13-0

no

42%

D

2. 14

2.57

Howie

12-9

yes

46%

B-

2.8 1

2.71

Helena

13-8

yes

52%

F

Arvi1o

12-9

yes

34%

C-

1.78

2.0

Rebecca

13-0

yes

28%

B

1.95

2.86

Joh n

13-1

yes

39%

B

3.0

3.14

Patricia

13-2

yes

ill

30%

D

1. 67

2.43

Ricardo

13-4

~es

LD/BD

27%

C-

2.76

2.57

ill

classroom materials and demonstrating these to classmates, rather than paying attention,
participating, and completing assignments. Baseline levels of on-task behavior averaged
25 % (range 4-41 % ). Rich followed an average of 44% of instructions appropri ately (range
14-7 1% ). He typically did not call out or allempt to appropriately gain the teacher's
atten tion (average .2 and 1.8, respectively) .
Cody was the third student selected from this class period. Of all the target
students, Cody was the only student who had not been referred to the office for behavior
problems. The language arts teacher referred Cody because of daydreamin g, out-of-seat
behavior, talking out, and talking to class mates. Cody's problem behaviors appeared to
interfere with his ability to complete assignments. During baseline conditions, his level of
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on-task behavior averaged 44% (range 27-55%). He appropriately followed 60% of
instructions per class (range 29-86% ). During baseline conditions, Cody attempted to
appropriately gain the teacher' s attention an average of .5 times per class and called out an
average of 1.2 times.
Fourth period students. Three at-risk students were selected from the 33 students
in the fourth period language arts class: Howie, Helena, and Arvilo. Similar to Cody,
Howie's problem behaviors included out-of-seat behavior, talking out, and talking to
classmates. Two teachers had referred Howie to the Prevention Plus program for poor
impulse control and poor self-management skills. He had a number of office referrals for
insubordination. Average on-task behavior during baseline conditions was 46% (range 3065% ). He followed an average of 48 % of instructions appropriately (range 0-83% ). He
appropriately gained the teacher's attention an average of three times, but called out an
average of nine times.
Helena was easily distracted and was failing her classes. The counselor had asked
the language arts teacher to keep a close watch on Helena because she had attempted suicide
in the previous trimester and was taking medication (Paxil). Helena lacked selfmanagement skills and had been referred to the office for verbal altercations and
insubordination. Baseline rates of on-task behavior averaged 55% (range 0-94% ). Helena
followed an average of 47% of instructions (range 43-80%). Her frequency of gaining
teacher attention appropriately and inappropriately each averaged two times per class
period.
Two teachers had referred Arvilo to Prevention Plus (a voluntary skill-building
program for at-risk students in the sixth and seventh grade), primarily for poor selfmanagement and social ski lls and high rates of disruptive and off-task behavior. Arvilo
did not consent to be placed in Prevention Plus. The language arts teacher noted that Arvilo
had difficulty staying in his seat and completing his work. He frequently talked out, got up
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and visited with other classmates, and attempted to engage other students in disruptive
behaviors such as doodling, making paper planes, and throwing spitwads. Arvi lo's
average on-task behavior during baseline conditions was 32% (range 12-50%). He
typically followed 42% of instructions appropriately (range 12-60%). He gained the
teacher's attention appropriately an average of 3.6 times per class, and inappropriately, an
average of 6.3 times .
Seventh period students. Four students were selected from the 33 students in the
seventh period class: Rebecca, John, Ricardo, and Patricia. Rebecca's problem behaviors
included talking to classmates, talking back when redirected by the teacher, and a failure to
complete and turn in assignments. Rebecca was identified as having a learning disability
and received services in two co-taught classes. Rebecca' s average on-task behavior was
20% (range 0-74%). She followed on average 56% of instructions appropriately (range
ll- 100%).

She gained the teacher's attention appropriately an average of 3.2 times, and

inappropri ately, 1.3 times.
John was easily distracted, wandered around the classroom, and vi sited with
classmates. He lacked self-management skills and needed to be frequently redirected by the
teacher to get his work done. His average on-task behavior during baseline was 34%
(range ll-80%). He followed an average of 56% of instructions appropriately (range 22100%). He appropriately gai ned the teacher' s attention an average of3 times per period
and called out an average of 1.5 times.
Patricia's problem behaviors were simil ar to Rebecca's. She visited in class, talked
back to the teacher when redirected, and failed to complete assignments. Patricia was also
identi fied as having a learning disability and received services in one co-taught class. Her
average on-task behavior during baseline was 24% (range 0-70%). She typically fo llowed
instructions appropriately 52% of the period (range 15-75%). She gai ned the teacher's
attenti on appropriately and inappropriately an average of one time each period.
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Ricardo was identified as havi ng a learning disability and behavior disorder. He
received services in two co-taught classes and one pullout class for reading. He had been
referred to Prevention Plus by all his teachers. The assistant principal and had been
scheduled into this voluntary class one year prior to this study. Although Ricardo
presented few behavior problems in the highly structured Prevention Plus class, he rarely
used social or self-management skills in his other classes. Ricardo' s problem behaviors
included responding violently when slightly provoked, poor self-management skills and
impulse control, demanding one-on-one attention, and failing to complete assignments .
Baseline rates of on-task behavior averaged 31 % (range 0-67%). Percentage of fo llowing
instructions appropriately averaged 55% per period (range 0-100%). He gained the
teacher's attention appropriately an average of 4.5 times , and inappropriately, an average of
3.3 times.
Setting
All baseline, training, and intervention sessions took place in a regular education

classroom located in an inner city school district in northern Utah. A teacher who
volunteered for the project and who is described below taught the three classes of seventh
grade students for one period and then reading for one period. Each class period was 46
minutes long. Training in the PAL Game was conducted during language arts instruction.
Data for the dependent measures were collected during the language arts class. The
classroom's dimensions were 36' by 25'. The classroom was one of two rooms in a
portable, air-conditioned building, located on the north side of the main building.
Trainer and Teacher
As the researcher in this investigation , I was working in the target middle school as
a project coordinator for a federally-funded project targeting the prevention of antisocial
behavior and the development of a safe and orderly sc hool environment. In this capacity, I
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functioned as a teacher consultant, providing training and support to faculty, staff, and
students at the school. The teacher had attended a graduate class in soc ial ski ll s and
behavior management offered through the project to teachers at the two middle schools
involved in the project. This class involved didactic training, supplemented by practical lab
sessions, in which the teacher's role played the use of the direct teaching sequence to teach
soc ial ski lls, instructive praise, corrective teaching, behavioral directives, an intensive
teaching intervention, and an introduction to self-management. The class had provided the
teacher with a background in the use of non-coercive management strategies and effective
instruction techniques. The teacher had requested additional help in behavior management
for her classroom and then volunteered to participate in the study. She had a master's
degree in education and 19 years of teaching experience.
Materials
The teacher was given a packet of printed materials, which included two lesson
plans, overhead transparencies, student worksheets to evaluate understanding of the
program, PAL cards, and team charts. Figure l shows a PAL card used by the students to
record the evaluation of their behavior. Appendix B shows the packet of teachi ng materials
used by the teacher to teach the students the PAL Game, including lesson plan, checklist,
overheads, and student worksheets . Appendix C shows examples of the observation
forms used to record data on on-task, following instructions, and teacher attention. In
add ition , pens, clipboards, timers, stopwatches, and tape recorders with 5-second and I 0second beep tapes were used to collect data.
Dependent Variables
Data were collected on six dependent variables as indicated by the two primary and
six secondary research questions addressed in this study. Data were also collected on the
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acceptability and feasibility of the PAL Game as indicated by the four questions addressing
these issues.
Primal)' Research Questions
I. What is the effect of the PAL Game on the percent of on-task behavior of
targeted at-risk middle school students in a regular education, language arts class?
On-task behavior. On-task behavior was marked on to-second interval recording
fonns for 40 minutes (Appendix C). The variable on-task behavior was defined as a global
measure to assess the extent to which students met classroom expectations. On-task
behavior for target at-risk students was scored when, for the entire 10-second interval, the
student was looking at the teacher, materials, partner, using correct materials , and
following directions given by the teacher. Examples of on-task behavior (represented by
the intervals marked with a circle) included appropriately applying tools (pencil, pen , etc.)
to the completion of the task; manipulating objects essential to the task; going to get a text
book from the shelf or getting a piece of paper from the teacher's desk when assigned work
from the text book or asked to write; responding verbally to a question ; raising a hand for
attention or to participate in the class; participating as an active member of a group engaged
in a problem-solving activity; or any other behavior that appeared clearly in line with what
had been assigned. Off-task behavior was marked with a dash in each interval that the
student ex hibited off-task behavior for any part of that interval. Examples of off-task
behavior included looking around the room; inappropriately applying tools (e.g., tapping
pencil on the desk); leaving seat for any reason other than to get a book from the shelf or a
piece of paper from the teacher's desk; manipulating objects that were not essential to the
task; talking to neighbors unless required by the assignment; calling out; or otherwise not
meeting classroom expectations.
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2. What is the effect of the PAL Game on the percent of group on-task behavior
(al l students in the class on task simultaneously) of middle school students in a regular
education language arts class?
Group on task behavior. Percent of time on-task was scored by starting the
stopwatch when all members of the class were simultaneously on-task (as defined above)
and stopped when one or more students displayed behaviors described above as off-task.
Total time on-task was divided by the total observation period to determine percent of time
on-task.
Secondary Research Questions
l. What is the effect of the PAL Game on the percentage of instructions followed
appropriately by targeted at-risk individuals?
Following instructions. Each instruction the teacher gave was marked with a dash
(-)in the appropriate interval on the recording form (Appendix C) . Instructions were
defmed as any verbal comment or physical gesture by the teacher, that stated or implied a
discrete behavioral response by the class or an individual student. Instructions included
comments or gestures to stop or start something. Examples of instructions included teacher
comments such as "open your books to page II 0," "look at the board," and "what is the
appropriate way to get my attention?" Appropriate compliance with the instruction by the
student was marked with a vertical line through the dash(+) when the student began (and
completed if appropriate and possible) the instruction within 5 to 8 seconds. [f the student
failed to begin or delayed compliance by more than 5 to 8 seconds, a dash, representing
inappropriate following instructions, remained. The frequency of instructions followed
appropri ately was scored when the student began the task within 5 to 8 seconds. Verbal
acknow ledgment of an instruction to an individual student was required for the instruction
to be scored as being followed appropriately. Verbal acknowledgment of a whole class
instruction was not required. Frequency of instructions not fo llowed was scored when the
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teacher gave an instruction, and the student did not begin the task within 5 to 8 seconds.
Examples of not following instructions included students who, when asked to open the
book to a page, got the book out, but did not open it, or who, when asked to begin the
assignment, got up to get a piece of paper and stopped to chat with students on the way to
or from the teacher's desk. These data were summarized and reported as percentage of
instructions followed appropriately by dividing the number of instructions followed
appropriately by the total number of instructions given, multiplied by 100. Use of the
social ski ll "following instructions" was reported as the percentage of instructions
followed, rather than as a frequency, in order to show the ratio between the number of
instructions given and the number followed appropriately by target students.
2. What is the effect of the PAL Game on the percentage of times the target at-risk
students appropriately gain the attention of the teacher?
Appropriate teacher attention. Frequency of gaining the teacher' s attention
appropriately was scored when the student looked at the teacher, raised his/her hand above
the shoulder and held it relatively still, waited to be acknowledged and then asked his/her
question. Appropriate teacher attention was scored for each interval that the student raised
his/her hand appropriately. If the student put his/her hand down without asking a question,
this was still scored as appropriate. If the teacher was unable to see the student (for
example, the teacher's back was turned), it was appropriate to say the teacher's name in a
normal voice tone. Inappropriate teacher attention was scored if the student called out
without raising hi s/her hand , did not wait to be acknowledged before speaking, or waved
hi s/her hand in the air to get the teacher's attention. These data were summarized and
reported as the frequency of times that the student gai ned the teacher's attention
appropriately and inappropriately. Use of the social "gaining teacher attention" was
reported as frequency data because, unlike following instructions, teacher attention is not
opportunity bound and functions as a free operant. Frequencies of this behav ior were
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sometimes very low; therefore, it was not appropriate to convert these frequencies into a
percentage.
3. Given an increase in target behaviors of the group and of target at-risk students,
what is the effect of the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game on the maintenance of
treatment gains?
The dependent variables and measures used to address this question were the same
as those defined above (i .e., target student on-task, group on-task, following instructions,
and gaining teacher attention).
4. To what extent is the PAL Game associated with higher teacher ratings of social
competence and lower ratings of antisocial behavior for target at-risk students as measured
by the social competence and antisocial behavior rating scales of the SSBS?
At the beginning of the study, while baseline data were being collected, the teacher
filled out the School Social Behavior Scale (SSBS; Merrell, 1993) on each target at-risk
student. The SSBS is a behavior rating scale designed specifically for use by professionals
in school settings. It provides an integrated rating of both social skills and antisocial
problem behaviors of students. The Social Competence Scale includes 32 items that
measure adaptive, pro-social skills and includes three subscales: interpersonal skill s, selfmanagement skills, and academic skills. The Antisocial Behavior Scale includes 33 items
that measure socially linked problem behaviors and also includes three subscales: hostileirritable, antisocial-aggressive, and disruptive-demanding. The SSBS was standardized on
more than 1,858 students in grades K through 12, who represented all U.S. geographic
regions. The scales have been extensively evaluated for reliability and validity (Calderella
& Merrill , 1997 ; Demaray, Ruffalo, & Carlson, 1995 ; Emerson , Crowley, & Merrell ,

1994; Merrell, 1992). See Appendix D for more details on the psychometric properties of
the SSBS.
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At the end of the study and during the last week of school, the teacher again filled
out the SSBS as a posttest measure of social competence and antisocial behavior. These
tests were scored and one-tailed paired t-tests were calculated on the difference between pre
and posttest means using SPSS for Windows on the composite ratings (social competence
and antisocial behavior) and for each subscale. Standardized mean difference (SMD) and
effect sizes (ES) were calculated for the composite scales and each subscale by dividing the
difference between means by the standard deviation of the pretest score.
5. To what extent is the PAL Game associated with improvements in academic
related skills for target at-risk students as measured by teacher ratings on the academic
subscale of the SSBS?
As described above, the teacher filled out the SSBS on each target student as a preand posttest measure. A one-tailed, paired 1 test was calculated using the computer
software SPSS Windows on the difference between the pre- and posttest means for the
composite tests and the academic subscale. A standardized mean difference effect size was
calculated by dividing the difference between the mean pretest and posttest scores on the
academic skills subscale by the standard deviation of the pretest score.
6. Given an increase in on-task behavior as a function of the PAL Game, to what
extent do the target at-risk students improve their academic and citizenship grades in
language arts and overall ?
Academic and citizenship grades. For each target at-risk student, the student's
academic and citizenship grades were reported from the student' s report card for language
arts class and overall GPA for all three trimesters. This provided information on the
student 's functioning prior to intervention, during Study I when the PAL Game was first
introduced, and during Study 2 when the PAL cards were systematically withdrawn.
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Acceptability and Feasibility Research Questions
l. To what extent do the students rate the PAL Game as acceptable, likeable, and
effective at improving their behavior and the classroom climate?
Social validity questionnaire. All students fill ed out an anonymous l 5-item social
validity questionnaire (Appendix E) at the end of Study l and again at the end of Study 2.
Students rated questions on a scale of one to three (numbers added later) with three being
the most positive response. The questions were designed to assess the acceptability
(questions 1-4), likeability (questions 6, 7, 9, and IS), perceived effectiveness of the PAL
Game at causing behavior change (questions 5, 8, 10, 13, and 14), and finally , the PAL
Game's perceived impact on classroom climate (questions II and 12). Students ratings
were for each category were summed across all classes and averaged to provide a mean
rating for acceptability, likeability, effectiveness at improving behavior and classroom
climate for Study 1 and Study 2.
2. To what extent does the teacher rate the PAL Game as acceptable, likeable, and
effective at improving students' behavior and classroom climate?
Social validity questionnaire. The teacher fi lled out a 27-item questionnaire
(Appendix F) at the end of Study I and again at the end of Study 2. Section A (4 items)
was des igned to assess the acceptability of the intervention goals. Section B ( 12 items)
assessed the acceptability of the procedures and section C (II items) assessed the teacher's
sati sfaction with the outcomes. The teacher rated each item on a scale of one to three
(numbers added later) with three being the most positive response. Ratings for each
questi on were summed across each category and points and percentage possible reported
for each category at the end of Study I and Study 2.
3. To what extent is the teacher able to implement the intervention with integrity as
measured by a procedural check list assessing the presence of materials, teacher behaviors,
and student behaviors?
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Procedural checklist. A three-part, 30-item checklist (Appendix G) was used to
assess fide lity of implementation of the PAL Game. Observers recorded the presence or
absence of materials (5 items), teacher behaviors ( 16 items), and student behaviors (9
items). Percent correct and complete treatment implementation was calculated by dividing
the number of items marked "yes" by the total number of items.
4. To what extent are students able to implement the self-management procedures
with integrity as measured by the section of the procedural checklist assessing students'
behaviors?
Procedural checklist. As noted above, observers used a 30-item checklist to assess
fidelity of implementation of the PAL Game. Percent correct and complete treatment
implementation by students was calculated by dividing the number of student behaviors
marked "yes" by the total number of items.
Data Collection Procedures
Independent observers and the researcher conducted observations each school day,
40 minutes per day, during the three language arts cl asses. There were three to four
observers in each class. One observer collected 40 minutes of group on-task data. Two
observers each observed two target students and recorded on-task, frequency of teacher
attention, and following instructions for two target students at one time. In approximately
25% of the sessions, a fourth observer collected agreement data with one of the primary
observers. Although the researcher was concerned with the intrusiveness of the number of
observers required to collect 40 minutes of data on three to four target students, as well as
on the group, the acclimation prior to the study appeared to minimi ze this. In a furth er
attempt to ensure that the observers were as inconspicuous as possible, the observers sat on
stools or stood against the wall at the side of the classroom. The c lassroom was spac ious,
and the students were accustomed to the presence of others because during first trimester,
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they had two to three prospective teachers from the local university observing most days.
Students were told that the observers were prospective teachers who had to make notes on
teacher-student interactions for a co llege class.
Measurement Systems
The observers used four measurement systems to co llect data (see Appendix C for
examples of recording forms): (a) a 10-second whole interval observation system was used
to record targeted students' on-task behavior with a circle; off-task behavior was marked
with a dash anytime that it occurred within the interval (i.e., using a partial interval
recording system) ; (b) duration recording to measure the percentage of group on-task
behavior; (c) event recording with a 10-second interval overlay to record the frequency of
instructions followed appropriately and inappropriately, and the frequency of appropriate
and inappropriate gaining teacher attention; and (d) permanent product recording to assess
the target students' citizenship and English grades.
The observers and researcher used a pen and paper data collection method. On-task
behavior of target students was marked with a circle when it occurred for the whole
interval. To help observers remain vigi lant while observing, they were taught to mark each
interval: on-task behavior was scored with a circle when the student was on-task for the
whole interval, and off-task behavior was marked with a dash in every interval that it
occurred for a part of that interval. This represented a partial interval recording system for
off-task behavior. The frequency data on following instructions and teacher attention were
recorded on the same form with the same 10-second interval. For these behaviors,
observers recorded a plus(+) when the student fo llowed an instruction or gained the
teacher' s attention appropriately or a dash (-) for an inappropri ate response. More
specifically, when the teacher gave an instruction, the observer marked a(-) in the
appropriate interval. If the student complied within 5 to 8 seconds, the observer changed
the dash into a plus (+ ). If the teacher gave more than one instruction in an interval, the
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appropri ate number of dashes was recorded in that interval. For teacher attention, when the
student raised his hand, the observer marked the appropriate interval with a dash. If, at the
end of that interval , the student continued to attempt to gain the teacher's attention
appropriately, the dash was changed to a plus. For each interval that the student
appropriately gained the teacher's attention , a plus was recorded in the appropriate interval
on the recording form . For group on-task data, duration recording was used. To address
concerns of interobserver agreement, the class was di vided into two zones of two rows
each. Using a 5-second beep tape to prompt them, observers scanned one zone for 5
seconds and then, at the beep, started scanning the other zone. Any student in the zone
being observed who was off-task (as defined above) stopped the stopwatch. When all
students in the zone were simultaneously on-task, the stopwatch was stal1ed and continued
to run until a student was observed to be off-task.
Observers
The independent observers were eight students from the Education or Psychology
Departments at Weber State Unjversity. Five observers were female. All observers were
in their early twenties. The observers were trained by the researcher in the behavior
definiti ons and scoring methods, by using videotapes of teacher-student interactions made
for another project, and by using practice sessions in another project c lassroom. Training
included learn ing the operational definition s of the behaviors and how to record those
behaviors using the interval system or duration recording. Each observer was required to
reach 90% accuracy with the data co llection forms and methods during the videotape
session before observing in the cl assroom. Practice pre-baseline data were also collected on
students in the language arts classes prior to the beginning of the study until observers
reached a criterion of 80% point-by-point agreement on occurrences and nonoccurrences of
the interval and frequency (with an interval overl ay) data. Practice sess ions also served to
help the students and the teacher become used to the presence of observers. When
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interobserver agreement on occurrence and nonoccurrence of the behaviors dropped below
80%, review session s were conducted with the observers until agreement remained
between 80 and I 00% for occurrence and nonoccurrence of each behavior. Thi s occurred
once during baseline in Study l and once during Study 2. These review sessions involved
retraining on definitions and discussions between the observers on behavior definitions or
other concerns relating to observations.
Interobserver Agreement
To help reduce the threat of observer drift and experimenter expectancies, observers
were trained, blind to the purpose of the study, and were periodically monitored for
changes in recording by the researcher. The nature of the study, involving class wide
intervention and adaptations of the intervention during each phase of the project, precluded
keeping observers blind to the conditions of the study. To guard again st potential bias,
interobserver agreement was assessed across all conditions, all categories of the behavior
code, and all observers on 26% of the observations in Study I and 29 % of the
observations in Study 2.
Partial interval and frequency data. Since the social skill data were recorded on the
same interval recording form (see Appendix C) used to collect on-task data, point-by-point
interobserver agreement could be calculated for both types of data. Thus, interobserver
agreement was calcul ated on the number of agreements divided by the number of
agreements and disagreements, multiplied by 100. Separate interobserver agreements were
calculated for occurrences and nonoccurrences of student behaviors in each condition for
each participant. This was done to minimize the likelihood of obtaining high agreement
rates on high and low frequency behaviors purely due to chance. Table 5 shows the data
for interobserver agreement on occurrence and nonoccurrence of each behavior for each
phase of Studies I and 2. Although average agreement rates were acceptable, the range of
agreement was, in some cases, very broad. Occasionall y, a behavior occurred only one or
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two times during the observation period. Thus, any disagreement between observers in
this s ituation resulted in a low overall rate. The comments in Table 5 note those occasions
when observers had only one, two, or three opportunities to agree on the occurrence of a
behavior within the entire 40-minute observation
Duration recording. Using a stopwatch, which was calibrated with the primary
observer's, a second observer collected independent agreement data on group on-task
behavior at least once a week across all conditions. Agreement was calculated by dividing
the shorter length of time on-task by the longer length of time on-task, multiplied by 100.
Average interobserver agreement for group on-task behavior was 97.2% (range 80- 100%)
for Study 1 and 98.7% (range 94-100%) for Study 2.
Permanent product data. Observers were trained to compare data entered in the
teacher grade book, with the grade report generated by the computer grade book, and on
grades assigned for language arts, citizenship, and overall GPA for academics and
c itizenship each trimester. Agreement on academic data was calculated by dividing the
smaller number by the larger number, and multiplying by 100. Agreement on grades for
language arts, citizenship and overall GPA for academics and citizenship was 100%.
Independent Variable
The independent variable was the PAL Game, which was designed to help students
learn to follow classroom rules, use appropriate social skills, and work productively within
a teacher-managed, peer-assisted reinforcement system, graduall y shifting responsibility
from the teacher and peer-partner to the student. As the student and peer partner
demonstrated the ability to correctly monitor their own behavior and each other' s and to
perform according to class standards, each was given more responsibility until the peer had
on ly minimal in volvement with the day-to-day behavior management. Typically , self-
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Table 5
Mean (Range) Tnterobserver Agreement Across Behaviors and Conditions
FI
ag/inapp
On-task
Condition a&occ

On-task
ag/non

FI
a&aEE

TA
ag/inapp

TA
ag/app

(Freguenc~

within the interval data)

Study I
Baseline

Training

PAL4

94.6

93

8 1.2

(81-100)

(72- 100)

(0-100)'

86.6
(50-100)

96.7

97.5

80.5

100

(96-99)

(93-99)

(33-100)'

93.1

97.8

95.6

97.9

(77- 100)

(68-100)

(85- 100)

(80-100)

b

88.4
(50-100)

b

87.2
(50- 100)

97.2

95.8

(93-100)

(75-100)

97.8
(50-100)

b

95.6
b

(0- 100)'

Study 2
No PAL

97.5

97.2
(88-100)

98.3
(67- 100)

94.2

93 .5

(50-100)

(50-100)

97. 1
(75- 100)

95.8
(80- 100)

95.8

91.5

95.8

98.8

100

(95-100)

(43-100)

(33- 100)'

(75-100)

96.7

96.5

94.5

(95-100)

(75- 100)
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(33-100) '

96.2
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85.7
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95.4

98.6
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93.6

97.9

98.1

(9 1- 100)

(92-100)

(88- 100)

(88-100)
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(88-100)

(9 1-100)
PAL4

PAL2

PAL I

6

' One opportunity; two opportunities;' three opportunities within 40-minute observation
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management programs initially require a great deal of teacher involvement with checking
the accuracy of the students' ratings. This program was different in that it involved peer
partners in the matching process. Students were taught to monitor their own behavior and
their partners, to prompt one another to perform according to classroom standards, to rate
their own and their partner's performance, and to earn points as a partnership for their
team. The PAL Game involved the following components: instruction by the teacher in
self-management and social skills, the PAL Game--self-monitoring activities and
rei nforcement system, designed to increase the frequency with which the behaviors were
performed.
Self-Monitoring and Self-Evaluation
The teacher taught the students the self-management program from a lesson plan
(see Appendix B for examples of lesson plans). In the first lesson, the students learned to
define and identify the antecedents, behaviors, consequences (ABCs) of behavior. Then
the students role-played behaviors that lead to positive consequences and behaviors that
were likely to lead to negative consequences. Lesson two taught the students about
behavioral self-management. Students learned to identify classroom rules (Appendix H)
and teacher expectations regarding their classroom behavior. The teacher had already
directly taught the steps of the social ski lls "how to follow instructions" and "how to gain
the teacher' s attention" included in the classroom rules (see Appendix I). The teacher
reviewed the steps to the social ski ll s taught in lesson two . The students learned the rating
system (based on the school-wide citi zenship grades with which students were already
familiar) that described various levels of student "rule-following" behavior. For example, a
rating of "H" indicated that a student had followed all the rules throughout the entire rating
period , while a rating of "N" indicated the student fo ll owed the rules for only part of the
time period. The classroom rules, rating system, and statements describing the rating
levels were posted in the classroom.
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Lesson two also included teaching the students to evaluate peer partners, to
prompt, praise, and give corrective feedback, and to play the PAL Game.

This portion of

the training took place on the third day of training for the first two classes. However, by
the third class, the teacher appeared to be more fluent and thus, the training took only 2
days. To play the game, students were paired and randomly assigned to one of two teams
on a weekly basis. Assignments were made when students drew a packet of point cards
for themselves and their partner from a covered box. The teams were named after the
school colors, blue and white, and the point cards were copied onto either blue or white
paper, designating the team to which the partnership was assigned. The teacher initially
divided the instructional time into four I 0-minute intervals. The teacher proceeded with
instruction, but stopped after the first interval, and had students reflect upon their behavior
over the previous ten minutes. Students compared their perceptions of their behavior with
the various levels described in the rating scale (and on the prompt on the point card--see
Figure 2) and recorded the rating that corresponded to their level of performance. Each
student also rated his or her partner's behavior and recorded it at the same time on the form
next to the student's rating. The student and hi s/her partner then compared ratings. By
comparing ratings, students could calibrate their perceptions of how well they met
classroom expectations. If ratings between the peers did not match, students could see that
they were not judging their behavior the same way that their peer partner was. This
provided both students with more information about how they were behaving. As needed,
students were taught to point to the appropriate statement on their partner's point card to
prompt appropriate behav ior. Thus, through thi s process, students continu ally monitored
their behav ior and evaluated it in comparison to cl assroom rules. Students were rewarded
for appropri ate cl assroom behavior with points. As behavioral ratings improved, the
partnershi p earned more points for their team. Students also received points for accurate ly
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rating their behavior and matching their ratings with the peer partner' s. The ratings the
students could earn are described below:
H = Honors -- A rating of "H" meant that the student was on-task for the whole
rating period and used appropriate classroom social ski lls all period . The student required
no prompts or redirections from his peer partner or the teacher.
S = Satisfactory performance -- A rating of "S" meant that the student was on-task
for the whole rating period and used appropriate social skills, with the exception of only
one minor infraction. For example, the student may have called out for assistance without
firs t raising his hand. When prompted by his partner, the student immediately raised his
hand or returned to work.
N

=Needs improvement -- A rating of "N" meant that the student was on-task for

some of the time and used appropriate soc ial skill s for some of the time, but needed 2-3
prompts or redirections by the teacher or peer partner, one of which may have been a repeat
req uest.
U = Unsatisfactory performance-- A rating of "U" meant that the student did not
stay on task or use appropriate social ski lls for most of the interval. The teacher or peer
partner may have needed to give four prompts to stay on-task, and the student may have
been asked to move seats.
Matching and Reinforcement Process
The students were then taught the matching procedure. In this phase, the students
were taught to prompt their peer partner with a prompt graphic, rate the peer, and give
praise or conective feedback when they rated each other. Students learned that when their
rati ngs exactly matched their partner's, they earned the points for that rating, plus an
additional bonus point for having a perfect match. When "next-door" matches occuned
(i.e., the student rating and partner rating were off by on ly one in either direction), the
student received the points for the peer partner's ratings, with no bonus points. When
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ratings were more discrepant, the student received no points for that time period. Figure 2
illustrates the rating system.
Po int Reporting
At the end of the last rating period, the peer partners totaled the points earned by
both students and announced this total to the designated point recorders, who summarized
team performance. At the end of the class period, the student dyads reported their points
aloud to the recorder by stating the color of the team, their partnership number, and finally
the number of points that the partnership earned together. For example, the student dyads
who were the second partnership on the blue team and who earned 38 points would report,
"blue, 2, 38." This procedure minimized the class time used for recording points. In
addition, it meant that an individual student who earned few points was not identified
(rather, the sum of points that the partnership earned was reported). The teacher identified
two students to record this information. One person recorded points on a chart, which
identified the students and their partnership numbers, and a second recorder noted the
points on a team chart. This way, the teacher and the students could track the progress they
made with their partners (student dyads remained the same throughout each study), and
a lso track the progress of the team each day (teams changed each week). If teams
surpassed the points earned the previous day, both teams were recognized as winners. If
this was not the case, the team with the most points was announced winner and the other
team was praised for effort.
Initially, as the target behaviors were being established, the teams could earn free
time for the class, or class parties when a prearranged criterion was met. In Study 2, just
as the number of rating periods was systematicall y faded, so too were incentives for
winning.
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Exhibit B: Next Door Matches
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Exhibit C : Non-Matches
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Figure 2. PAL Game point card rating system.
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Mystel)' Match
ln addition to explaining the peer matching procedures, the teacher described and
modeled the mystery match procedure. In order to encourage the students to rate
themselves as accurately as possible, a variation of the mystery motivator (West, 1984)
was used, in which randomly selected peer partner teams received bonus points when their
ratings of their own performance matched the ratings of the teacher. One peer partnership
from each team was selected secretly, their names placed in an envelope, and their
behaviors closely observed by the teacher and rated for the period. At the conclusion of the
period, when the peer partner ratings were reported, the secret or "mystery" partnership
ratings were compared to the teacher's ratings of that partnership. Perfect agreements
earned a 10-point bonus for the partnership's team .
Fading Process
When the students reached the criterion of "H" or "S" for all four rating periods,
with perfect or "next-door" matches, the ratings system was changed to two 20-minute
rating periods and finally to one 40-minute rating period (Figure 3). When the criterion was
mel for eliminating the PAL Game point card (all students obtaining "H" or "S" ratings for
three consecutive days, and simultaneous on-task behavior averaging 75% of the period),
the students self-monitored and self-evaluated by thinking about classroom expectations
and their own behavior, and cognitively detetmin ing if there was a match when the teacher
periodically prompted them to do so. For example, at the beginning of the class period the
teacher wou ld remind students that they should remember to se lf-manage or, while students
were working independently on an assignment, the teacher might ask, "A re you all
remembering to self-manage?" During this phase, students did not have PAL Cards, nor
did they record ratings or match with their partners.
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20-Minute Rating
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Fi gure 3. Pal Game 20- and 40-minute ratings.
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Training
Implementing a class-wide self-management program required both student and
teacher training in order to be implemented effectively. The teacher was trained to use the
program in two 2-hour training sessions. Training consisted of giving the teacher the
definition and rationale for the program. I then modeled the lessons to teach the students
about the program for the teacher; then the teacher role-played these procedures, first as the
student, and then as the teacher. The teacher and I discussed how to assign partners to
students, and how to assign partnerships to teams. The teacher decided to ask the students
in each class to list three people they would like to work with and three people they could
not work with. She also told the students that although she would try to honor their
choices, she would make the final decision. I taught the teacher how to time and monitor
dyads, give assistance and corrective feedback, award points, and summarize group
performance with the class. Training continued until the teacher reached criterion of
performing the steps of a procedural checklist with 90% accuracy on three consecutive
trials. The teacher procedural checklist (see Appendix G) was a modified version of the
36-item checklist developed by Carta, Dinwiddie, Kohler, Delquadri , and Greenwood
( 1984) to assess treatment fidelity of the implementation of a peer tutoring program.
In tum, the teacher trained each class of students to implement the classwide selfmanagement program after baseline conditions. Training the students took 125 minutes
(three periods) for the first class, II 0 minutes for the second class, and 90 minutes (two
peri ods) fo r the last class, during which the teacher followed similar procedures to those
used in her traini ng. Students were trained until they performed all steps, including having
materials ready, usi ng all steps of the procedure, and including tallying points earned, to a
criterion of 90% accuracy .
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Experimental Design and Experimental Conditions
A multi ple baseline des ign across three c lasses of seventh grade students was used
to assess the effectiveness of the classwide self-management program on improving the
classes' on-task behavior as a whole and on increasing individual on-task behavior of 10
target at-ri sk students. The assumptions of the design are independence of legs and
eq uivalent sensitivity to the intervention. When using a multiple baseline design across
groups of subjects, intervention is applied to one group of subjects at a time, and
continuous data are collected for all subjects. Prior to beginning the intervention in the fi rst
class, baseline data should be stable (i.e., the next data point should be predictable based
on the preceding pattern established by the data). Stability of baseli ne was determined
according to the following criteria: (a) the trend of the data, particularly for the last three to
four data points; (b) the range of the data points and whether the last three to four data
points fell within the range of the previ ous data; and (c) variability in the data points so far.
When criteria for stability were met, the next phase change began .
Since the middle schoo l in which the study took place was on a trimester schedule,
the followi ng issues needed to be considered in the design of the study. Although the
teacher taught the same students for the entire school year, the composition of her classes
changed each trimester. This did not al low enough time to examine both the effects of the
intervention and the systematic fading of the matching procedure. Since the primary
questions of interest were to look at the effects of a classwide, peer assisted, selfmanagement procedure upon on-task behavior of the group and target at-ri sk students in a
regular classroom, it was dec ided to use Study I (second trimester) to demonstrate
experimental control with this issue. At the trimester change, and the beginning of Study
2, the PAL Game was withdraw n and baseline data were collected in each class. When
group on-task data were stable (or had decreased to zero levels), the PAL Game was
reintrod uced to classes with a one-day rev iew session. When levels of group on-task
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behavior were stable, the PAL Game was systematically withdrawn by increasing the
length of the rating period . Therefore, the researc h questions pertaini ng to the effects of
the PAL Game on group and individual on-task behavior were addressed in Study I .
Study 2 examined the systematic withdrawal of the intervention.
Components of the classwide self-management program include: training in the
program, student self-ratings, comparing or "matching" of student ratings with peer
ratings, earni ng of praise, points, and public recognition , and mystery matches with the
teacher.
Study I
Baseline
No experimental procedures were in effect. Students were assigned academic work
as usual. The teacher praised appropriate classroom behavior as usual. Observers
collected data on student behaviors, permanent products, and treatment fidelity to ensure
that the teacher was not implementing the PAL Game.
Training
Training sessions ·for the PAL Game were conducted as descri bed in the section on
the independent variable. The teacher stated and reviewed the classroom rules and
provided a rationale for their importance. She modeled examples and non-examples of
each rule (e.g., bein g on-task, follow ing instructions, raising one' s hand to gain teac her's
attenti on) and gave students the opportunity to role-play the examples. The teacher then
explained the rating scale to the students (see PAL Game Point Cards, Figures I and 2).
Students rated themselves on meeting classroom expectations as described on the prompt
on the point card. Details on the components of the training are provided in the secti on on
the independent variable.

Data were collected on the teacher's correct implementation of
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the trainin g using a 56-item training checklist (Appendix J) and on the students reaching
criterion on rating and matching procedures.
PAL Game
This condition differed from baseline conditions only in the implementation of PAL
Game. The teacher assigned students a partner (based on her knowledge of student
personalities and al so student responses to a brief survey in which they were asked to note
students with whom they were unable to work) . Student partnerships were randomly
assigned to teams at the beginning of each week. The procedure used to ensure random
assignment of partnerships to the blue team or white team was suggested by the teacher to
minimize time required to complete the activity. Each Monday, one member of the
partnership would draw a point card packet for the week from a covered box, which
contained packets of point cards clipped together for two students. Point card packets were
copied on blue or white paper. Thus, the procedure for picking up the packet of point
cards for a partnership also served as the procedure to assign partnerships to blue or white
teams. At the end of the period, one student would collect the point cards and file them in
a folder marked with the period number by the teacher's desk. For the rest of the week,
one student from each partnership was responsible for picking up his partnership 's packet
of point cards at the beginning of each class period.
After students picked up the point cards, the teacher then implemented the PAL
Game as described above. The teacher signaled the beginning of the rating period by
setting the timer for 10 minutes and then proceeding to teach as normal . At the end of 10
minutes, the students were asked to rate themselves and then each other.

The teacher

pe riodically circulated at this poi nt, and awarded bonus points for correct student
behaviors. The timer was again set and the procedure repeated until the last 6 minutes of
the class period. This was used to summarize team performance and find out who the
mystery pairs were. At this point, when the peer partner ratings were reported, the secret,
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or "mystery" partnerships ratings were compared to the teacher's ratings of that
partnership. Perfect agreements earned a 10-point bonus for the partnership's team. Part
way through Study I, it was discovered that some students were not rating each other
honestly. The teacher elected to modify the mystery match procedure so that partnerships
with a perfect match earned a 20-point bonus, and those students whose ratings were not
perfect or "next-door" matches lost 20 poi nts.
Study 2
Trimester Change--Return to Baseline
(No PAL Condition)
The composition of the three language arts classes changed somewhat at this point,
although the pool of students across the three classes remained the same. Data across the
three new cl asses were collected under conditions in which the PAL Game was not in effect
until treatment levels of on-task behavior reverted to initial baseline levels from Study I.
PA.L Game Review
The PAL Game/Curriculum was re introduced with a !-day review session across
all three classes when baseline data were stable or at zero levels.
PAL 4--Match Four Times
During this condition, the students rated themselves four times in the class period as
they had done during Study I when the PAL Game was first introduced.
PAL 2--Match Twice
During this condition, the students rated themselves twice in the cl ass period instead
of four times. This condition was implemented when two criteria were met. First, when
the levels of group on-task behavior improved to the group being simultaneously on-task
for at least 75% of the class period. Second, when targeted students rated their behavior as
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"H" or "S" and had perfect or next door matches with their peers on at least three
consecutive days. The point card was modified to refl ect this requirement.
PAL !--Match Once
During this condition, students rated themselves once in the class period instead of
twice. This conditi on was implemented when two criteria were met. First, when the levels
of simultaneous group on-task behavior improved to 75 % of the class period. Second,
when the targeted students rated their behavior as "H" or "S" and had perfect or next door
matches with their peers on at least three consecutive days. Again , the point card was
modified to reflect this requirement.
No Matchin g
During the no-matching condition, the teacher told the students that they were going
to truly self-manage. They were not going to use point cards to rate themselves , nor would
the teacher set the timer. Instead, she encouraged them to remember their A,B ,Cs and to
self-manage. Pe:iodically, she asked the students if they were self-man aging.
Treatment Verification
During tte training sessions when the teacher trained the students in the PAL
Game, a 56-item training checkli st (Appendix J) was completed to ensure that the training
was accurate and complete. The researcher checked under the "yes" column if each step of
the training was completed as prescri bed. If the step was omitted or incompletely taught by
the teacher, the researcher marked the "no" column . The training verification data in each
class was 98 %. The teacher consistently omitted one step, which was teaching the students
to applaud the win ning team . The teacher explained that stopping to applaud the winning
team seemed mo:e disrupti ve to the class routine and less fair to all students. Since she
was more comfortable praising both teams for effort, she decided to omit the applause.
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Given her decision , this step was also deleted from the procedural fidelity checkl ist and
therefore not required for I 00% compliance with the checklist.
During the classroom observations of baseline and treatment condi tions in Studies I
and 2, a procedural checklist (Appendix C) was used to assess fidelity of implementation of
the PAL Game. At least once a week during each condition, trained observers used the
three-part, 30-item checklist (materials-5 items, teacher behaviors-16 items, student
behaviors-9 items) to assess the presence of specific program materials (e.g., posted team
point charts, student point cards), the correct sequence and occurrence of teacher behaviors
(e.g., setting the timer) , and correct student behaviors (e.g., rating self and partner, giving
praise or corrective feedback). As with the training checklist, observers checked under the
"yes" column if each step was completed as prescribed, or under the "no" column when
steps were omitted or incomplete. Completing the checklist required the observer to note
observable behaviors and to check a random sampling of point cards (two partnerships in
each class) for accuracy and completeness at the end of each class period. This checklist
was completed during baseline conditions, as well as treatment conditions to control for the
possibility of the teacher admi nistering all or part of the program to a c lass prior to
implementation of the intervention. Percent correct and complete treatment implementation
was calculated by dividing the number of items marked "yes" by the total number of items.
Overall, the percentage of steps of the checklist completed averaged 6.7% during baseline
conditions and 96.7% (range 86.7-100%) during treatment conditions.
Table 6 shows the treatment verification data for baseline and treatment conditions
and for each section (materials, teacher behavior, and student behavior). It should be noted
that in the materials section, the one item consistently present during baseline and treatment
conditions was "classroom rules are posted." The information, coupled with the group ontask data across conditions, suggests that merely posting classroom rules does not significantly impact classroom behavior. The extent that the degree of fidelity with which a
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Table 6
Procedural Fidelity Checklist--Percentage Steps Correct and Complete
Materials
(5 items)

Teacher beh' s
(16 items)

Student beh' s
(9 items)

Study I Baseline

20%

6.3%

0%

Study I Treatment (PAL)

95%

98%

94%

Study 2 No PAL

20%

6 .3%

0%

Study 2 Treatment

100%

100%

94%

Study

program is implemented is an indicator of the usability of the program; data from the
procedural checklist were also used as a measure of the program 's feasibility.
Social Validity
Kennedy (1992) identified three major areas in which social validity is commonly
assessed: goals, procedures, and outcomes. Social significance of the goals (i.e., selection
of the target behaviors) was addressed, in that the teacher' s classroom rules and
expectations formed the basis of the self-management program. In thi s study , it was
particularly important to assess the social significance of the procedures and outcomes.
To obtain a measure of the acceptability and feasibi lity of the procedures, students fill ed
out question naires (see Appendix E) about how they liked the procedure, their perceptions
of the impact of the procedure on their behavior and that of their classmates and teacher,
whether they considered the procedure fair to all students, and so on.
The questions were designed to assess the acceptability (questions 1-4 ),
likeabili ty (questions 6, 7, 9, and 15), perceived effectiveness of the PAL Game at causing
behavior change (questions 5, 8, 10, 13, and 14), and fi nally, the PAL Game's percei ved
impact on classroom climate (questions 11 and 12). Table 7 shows the mean student
ratings on acceptabi lity, likeability, effectiveness, and classroom climate at the end of
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Table 7
Mean Student Ratings on Acceptability Likeability. Effectiveness. and Classroom Climate
Study 1
Ratin~ cate~o~

Mean

ratin~

(% Eoints Eoss.)

Study 2
Mean

ratin~

(% Eoints EOSS.)

9.96

9.68

(83%)

(81%)

9.5

8.52

(12 points possible)

(79%)

(7 1%)

Effectiveness

11.24

11.14

(15 points possible)

(75%)

(74%)

Classroom climate

4.66

4.57

(6 Eoints Eossible)

(78%)

(76%)

Acceptability
( 12 points possible)
Likeability

Studies l and 2. The highest possible rating is shown in the left column under the type of
rating. The results show a slight decrease in all ratings from the end of Study l to the end
of Study 2. It is possible that the novel aspects of the program are reflected in the higher
ratings at the end of Study 1 when students had been exposed to the PAL Game for
between 2 and 8 weeks. In contrast, the second questionnaire was administered after some
students had been exposed to the PAL Game for approximately 19 weeks.
The teacher also filled out a questionnaire assessing her perceptions of the
acceptability of the intervention goals and procedures and satisfaction with the outcomes.
Table 8 shows teacher ratings on acceptability of goal s, procedures, and outcomes at the
end of Studies l and 2. The highest poss ible rating is shown in the left column under the
type of rating. The results show hi ghly positive ratin gs in all categories addressed, with
minimal or no change in all ratings from the end of Study I to the end of Study 2. There
was on ly one question in the Acceptability of Goals category for which the teacher did not
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Table 8
Teacher Ratings (Percentage and Points) on Acceptability of Goals Procedures
and Outcomes

Study

Acceptability of

Acceptability of

Satisfaction with

goals (12 points)

procedures (36 points)

outcomes (33 points)

Study I

92% (II)

94%

(34)

100%

(33)

Study 2

92% (II)

97 %

(35)

100%

(33)

assign the highest rating. This referred to the importance of students monitoring and
correcting each other's work, which she rated as somewhat important. There were two
questions regarding the acceptability of the procedures, which she rated as "OK" rather
than "liked it a lot." These referred to how much she liked using timers and how much she
liked having the students rate each other. She clarified her use of the less than maximum
rating by explaining that she initially found it challenging to have students rate themselves
and each other honestly.

In add ition, to assess the social significance of the outcomes both in terms of ontask behavior and appropriate use of social skills by the targeted at risk individuals, these
data were compared to those of a normative group of peers who were not identified as atrisk, and were selected by the teacher as "model" students. These data are presented in the
Results section.
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RESULTS
Study 1
In this study, the effect of the PAL Game on the amount of time that the class was
simultaneously on-task, as well as on the percentage of intervals that targeted high-risk
students were on-task, was examined. Data were collected on group on-task and target
students' on-task behavior and on target students' appropriate use of the two social skill s,
following instructions and gaining teacher attention, in each phase (i.e., baseline, training,
and PAL 4) .
Group On-Task Data
Figure 4 presents the percentage of time all students in the class were
simultaneously on-task across conditions and across classes. Table 9 presents the mean
percentage of on-task behavior for each class across conditions as well as data taken in
another seventh-grade language arts classroom with students similar to those in the target
classes to provide an informal comparison. A different teacher who also had a master's
degree and 3 years of teaching experience taught the comparison class. Data are also
provided on the difference between means from baseline to intervention conditions. In all 3
target classes simultaneous group on-task behavior remained at low to zero levels
tlu·oughout baseline cond itions. During training, group on-task behavior improved very
slightly in all 3 target classes. After implementatio n of the PAL Game, there was a
sign ifi cant, marked improvement in group on-task behavior in all three cl asses, which
conti nued to improve over time. In contrast, group on-task behavior in the comparison
c lass remai ned at fairly low levels, albeit somewhat higher and with a broader range than
that seen in the target classes, throughout the study.
Table 9 shows the means of group on-task behavior for the last 3 days of baseline
and the last 3 days of treatment in each class. The standard deviations for baseline and
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Table9
Mean of Last 3 Days of Baseline and Last 3 Days of Treaunent (SD for the Condition)
and Di fference Between Means in Group On-Task Behavior Across Conditions
Baseline mean (SD)

PAL 4 mean (SD)

Difference between means

2

1.7 (2 .04)

78.3 (20.52)

76.6

4

0 ( 1.66)

89 ( 19.54)

89

7

0 ( 1.60)

77.7 (24.94)

77.7

Target classes

0.7 1 ( 1.66)

81.7(2 1.1 2)

80 .9

Com12arison

6.8 ( 11.83)

7.5 (7. 08)

0 .7

Class 12eriod

treaunent conditions are also provided in parentheses. The last column shows the
magnitude of the improvement in mean on-task behavior from baseline to intervention
conditions by showing the differences between mean on-task behavior at the end of
baseline compared to mean on-task behavior at the end of the treatment condition for each
class. Mean on-task behavior for the last three days of treatment after implementation of
the PAL Game was 81.7% across all classes (range L0-95%). With the exception of two
data points (2/23 in period 2 and 3/2 in period 7), the wide range in percentage of on-task
behavior reflects an apparent gradual improvement in behavior associated with the length of
time the PAL Game was in effect. The low percentages of on-task behav ior (23% in period
2 and I 0% in period 7) were observed on the day that students were engaged in a creative
writing assignment. This same assignment apparently did not pose the same demands on
the students in period 4 who were observed to be 85% on-task on the day of this
ass ignment (2/23).
Target Students' On-Task Data
Figures 5, 6, and 7 present the percentage of intervals each target high-risk student
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engaged in on-task behavior in the language arts classroom across conditions. Table I 0
shows the mean rate for target high-risk students across baseline and intervention
conditions, difference between means, and percentage increase in mean on-task behavior.
For all students, with the exceptions of Rich and Helena, on-task behavior increased
immediately following implementation of the PAL Game. On the ftrst day of the PAL
Game, Rich's on-task behavior remained at a low level (11 %); however, his on-task
behavior improved significantly on the second day of the PAL Game and remained above
baseline levels for the remainder of Study 1. In Helena's case, she was engaged in on-task
behavior for 95% of the intervals on the day prior to training in the PAL Game. Thus, it
was difficult for her to show any improvement in on-task behavior. Nevertheless, her
mean on-task behavior did improve from baseline to treatment conditions. Although target
student data showed more overlapping data points across conditions than observed in
group on-task data, all students showed significant improvement in mean on-task behavior
over baseline rates in each case when the PAL Game was implemented.
As shown in Table 10, mean on-task behavior averaging 35% in baseline increased
to an average of 81% across students during the PAL 4 condition. This represents a mean
percentage increase in on-task behavior from baseline to intervention conditions of 150%
across students (range 72-265%). For those students whose baseline rates of on-task
behavior were the lowest (Rich, Patricia, and Rebecca), the improvement in on-task
behavior over baseline rates was 200% or better, in part, due to different ceiling effects. In
contrast, for Helena, Cody, and Howie, the three students with the highest baseline rates of
on-task behavior, the percentage increase in on-task behavior was the lowest (78%, 86%,
and 72%, respectively). The somewhat higher levels of on-task behavior for target
students than for the group across all conditions reflect the stringency of the group on-task
measure; getti ng 30 students simultaneously on-task is more difficult than getting one
student on-task.
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Table 10
Mean Percentage (SO) and Increase in On-Task Behavior from Baseline to PAL 4
Mean blline %

MeanPAL4%

Difference

Percentage

(SD)

(SD)

between means

increase

Jay

42 (5.17)

85 (11.69)

43

102

Rich

25 ( 16.22)

75 (17.92)

50

200

Cody

44 (12.07)

82 (8.08)

38

86

Helena

5 1 (30.38)

91 (12.33)

40

78

Arvilo

32 (13.55)

80 (11.75)

48

150

Howie

47 (9.76)

81 (13.55)

34

72

John

32 (17.34)

80 (13.02)

48

150

Ricardo

31 (21.84)

80 (7.02)

49

158

Patricia

24 (17.59)

81 (7.45)

57

238

Rebecca

20 (18.31)

73 (23.9)

53

265

All students

35 ( 10.59)

8 1 (4.94)

46

150

Student

Target Students' Percentage of AJ;!!lrollriate
Following Instructions
Figures 8, 9, and 10 present the percentage of instructions followed appropriately
across conditions and classes. Table 11 shows the mean percentage of instructions
followed appropriately across conditions. Use of the social ski ll , "following instructions"
was reported as the percentage of instructions followed, rather than as a frequency, in order
to show the ratio between the number of instructions given and the number fo llowed
appropriately by target students. Percentage of instructions followed varied considerably
across students and conditions. Although for each student there are overlapping data points
across conditions, mean rates were lower during baseline (range 42-60%) than during PAL
4 conditions where mean rates ranged from 71 to 95%. For the most part,
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Figure 8. Percent of instructions target students followed appropriately across conditions and
periods--Study I (Rich, Howie, and John).
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Table II
Mean Percent (SD) of In structions Followed Across Conditions
Student

Baseline mean % (S D)

PAL 4 mean % (SD)

Percent increase

Jay

56 (19.7 1)

82 (11.43)

46

Rich

44 (22.6)

80 (15.89)

82

Cody

60 (20.31)

88 (13.2)

47

Howie

44 (24.58)

73 (19.77)

66

Helena

50 (30.2)

94 (9.10)

88

Arvilo

42 (19.26)

87 (9.9)

107

John

57 (25.13)

88 (14.05)

54

Ricardo

54 (27.27)

71 (23 .95)

31

Patricia

49 (23.14)

95 (7.09)

94

Rebecca

56 (29.15)

91 (14.82)

63

All students

51 (6.32)

85 (8.2 5)

67

implementation of the PAL Game was associated with an immediate marked increase in the
percentage of instructions followed.
On the average, students followed 51 % of instructions appropri ately during
baseline, and 85% of instructions given during the PAL 4 condition. The percent
increase in following instructions averaged 67 % across all students (range 3 1- 107%).
Three of four students with the lowest baseline rate of foll ow ing instructions (Rich,
Patricia, and Arvilo) showed the largest percentage increase in mean percentage of
instructions fo ll owed. Improvements in the percent of instructions followed were not as
large as in on-task behavior; however, this is probably due to higher baseline rates of
following instruction s.
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Target Students' Frequency of Appropriate and
Inappropri ate Gaining Teacher Attention
Figures 11, 12, and 13 present the target students' frequency of appropriate use of
the social skill; gaining teacher attention across conditions. Table 12 shows the mean
percent of teacher attention gained appropriate! y by target students and the difference
between means from baseline to PAL 4 conditions.
Table 12
Mean Percent (n) of Teacher Attention Gained Appropriately by Target Students and
Difference Between Means from Baseline to PAL 4 Condition
Student

Mean baseline

Mean PAL4

Mean difference

Jay

7 1% (1.4)

86% (5.46)

+15

Rich

90% (2)

75 % (5.81)

-15

Cody

30% (2)

90% (8.47)

+60

Howie

22% (13)

58% (6.66)

+36

Helena

50% (4.44)

84% (7.57)

+34

Arvilo

37% (9.9)

74% (4.71)

+37

John

66% (4.45)

93 % ( 1.5)

+27

Ricardo

58% (8.2)

88% (8.5)

+30

Patricia

54% (2.43)

98 % (6.14)

+44

Rebecca

71% (4.7)

100% (4.89)

+29

All target students

55% (5.25)

85% (5 .97)

+30
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Figure II . Frequency of times target students gained teacher attention appropriately and inappropriately
across conditions--Study I (Rich, Howie, and John).
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Fi gure 13. Frequency of times target students gained teacher attention appropriately and
inappropriately across conditions--Study I (Cody , Helena, Rebecca, and Patrici a).
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As noted in the Methods section, individual data points showing use of the social
skill "gaining teacher attention" was reported as frequency data, because teacher attention is
not opportunity bound and function s as a free operant. Frequencies of this behavior were
sometimes very low; therefore, it was not appropriate to convert these frequencies into a
percentage on a daily basis. However, condition means for each student are reported as
percentage of teacher attention gained appropriately by target students in Table 12. All
students except Rich showed an increase in the percentage of times they gained the
teacher's attention appropriately. On the average, students increased the percentage of
times they gained attention appropriately from 55% during baseline to 85% during PAL 4
conditions. The average increase was 30 percentage points across all students ; however,
the range was broad, from a decrease of 15 percentage points in Rich' s case to an increase
of 60 percentage points in Cody 's case. The two students who demonstrated the highest
levels of inappropriate teacher attention during baseline conditions, Howie and Arvilo, also
showed the largest decrease in inappropriate teacher attention during PAL 4. Howie' s level
of inappropriate teacher attention was, however, still considerably higher than that of other
high-ri sk students in the three target classes.
As seen in Figures II through 13, the freq uency with which target students gained
teacher attention both appropriately and inappropri ately varied considerably, both from
student to student, and from day to day. For example, during training, students had more
opportunities to respond to questions than was typically the case and thus, the high levels
(from 15-30) exhibited by a number of students reflect high rates of participation. On 2/12
in period 4, and on 1/30 in period 2, observers noted on recording forms that the cl asses
were engaged in a review activity. This apparently provided many opportunities to respond
to questions since target students in these periods all exhibited rel atively high frequencies of
gaining teacher attention. For example, frequen cies of gaining teacher attention
appropriately for Helena, Howie, and Arvilo (period 4 students) on 2/12 were 32, 36, and
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17, respectively. Frequencies of gaining teacher attention appropriately on 1/30 for Jay,
Rich, and Cody (period 2 students) reached simi lar leve ls, 19, 2 1, and 29, respectively.
Clearly, frequencies of gai ning teacher attention vary depending on the student and the type
of activity. Observers recorded information on the type of activity only when it clearly
diverged from the norm; for example, when students were testing, playing a game, or
watching a movie. There are other occas ions when Cody, for example, gained teacher
attention 25-30 times, but observers did not report any unusual activity. The definiti on
used in this study does not discriminate between students gaining teacher attention as a
means of participating and as a means of requesting help. Thus, it is impossible to
determine whether the high frequencies of gaining teacher attention occasionally seen are
inappropriately high and represent, perhaps, a student "bugging" a teacher. This issue will
be addressed in more detail in the Discussion section.
Study 2--Systematic Withdrawal of the PAL Game
In this study, the effect of the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game on the

maintenance of treatment gains was examined. This study began at the beginning of third
trimester when the composition of the three target classes changed, as described in the
methods section. The PAL Cards were removed and baseline conditions were reinstated
across all classes. Data were collected on the amount of time that the class was
si multaneously on-task as well as on the percentage of intervals that target high-risk
students were on-task. In addition, data were collected on target students' appropriate use
of the two social ski ll s, following instructions and gaining teacher attention, in each phase
(i.e., No PAL baseline, review, PAL 4, PAL 2, PAL I, and No PAL).
Group On-Task Data
Figure 14 presents the percentage of time that all students in the class were
simultaneously on-task across classes as the PAL Game was systematical ly withdrawn.
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conditions and classes--Study 2.
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Table 13 presents the mean percentage of on-task behavior for each class across conditions,
as well as data taken in another seventh-grade language arts classroom with students similar
to those in the target classes. During the reinstatement of baseline conditions when the
PAL Game cards were suddenly completely withdrawn, group on-task behavior in all
target classes quickly returned to zero or low levels. It should be noted that group on-task
behavior in period 7, the class whose composition had changed the least from second to
third trimester, declined the fastest. Most of these students had experienced the PAL Game
for only 2 weeks, in contrast to most students in periods 2 and 4, who had been exposed to
the PAL Game for between 4 and 6 weeks. After one day of training in which the PAL
Game was reviewed and PAL Cards were reintroduced in periods 2 and 4, group on-task
behavior increased immediately and quickly reached the criterion of75 % on-task for
extending the rating period and moving to the next condition. Period 7 remained in
baseline conditions for an additional4 days for two reasons: the teacher had to leave class
early to arrange student body officer elections the first two days, and on the following two
days, approximately 25% of the seventh-period students were absent from class to count
ballots. The teacher elected to wait to reintroduce the PAL Game until the normal daily
routine returned.
Table 13
Mean Percent (SO) Group On-Task Across Conditions and Classes
Condition

Period 2

Period 4

Period 7

All target
classes

Comparison
Gf>

No PAL (blline)

12(7 1.93)

16 (20.69)

8 (22.08)

11 (20. 10)

6 (4.82)

PAL4

7 1 ( 15.16)

7 1 ( 12.88)

73 (11.91)

72 (12 .78)

5 (6.78)

PAL2

80 (10.65)

79 (11.17)

70 (15.02)

77 (12.76)

8 (7.66)

PAL I

83 (8.19)

84 (8.72)

82 (10.69)

83 (8.74)

10 ( 10. 3 1)

No PAL

81 (10.85 )

82 (6. 16)

86 (5)

83 (7.86)

13 (14.07)

100
Periods 2 and 4 met criterion for moving to two markings per period on the 9th day
after reintroduction of the PAL Game; however, period 7 did not reach criterion until the
15th day after reintroduction of the PAL Game. During the PAL 2 condition for periods 2
and 4 and PAL 4 condition for period 7, a noticeable decrease in on-task behavior can be
seen immediately following the spring break vacation in all three classes (represented by the
scale break on Figure 14). After consultation with the researcher, the teacher decided to
briefly review classroom rules and expectations in all three classes. Group on-task
behavior improved following this review and criterion for extending the rating period was
met on a Wednesday in all three classes. Since this was a short school week with no school
on the Friday , the teacher decided to change phase on the fo llowing Monday.
Unfortunately, the next day (i.e., Thursday), group on-task behavior dropped to 58% and
68% in periods 2 and 4, respecti vely. Given mean on-task behavior rates of 80% and 79%
for periods 2 and 4 , respectively, during PAL 2 conditions, the teacher and consultant
decided that this drop in group on-task behavior may have been due to the imminent long
weekend. For this reason, the teacher went ahead and moved periods 2 and 4 to one
marking the following school day. Mean on-task behavior for periods 2 and 4 during PAL
I marking was 83% and 84 %, respectively. For period 7, mean on-task behavior was 70%
during PAL 2 and 82% during PAL l.
Although periods 2 and 4 quickly reached criterion during PAL I for removing the
PAL Cards altogether, the teacher was reluctant to do thi s, especially given her experience
at the beginning of the trimester when baseline conditions had been reinstated. However, a
number of students in periods 2 and 4 noted that they were not self-managing as long as
they still used PAL Cards. They requested that they be given the chance to demonstrate
their self-management skills. Thus, for the last 7 days of school for periods 2 and 4 and
the last 5 days of school for period 7, no PAL Cards were present. Group on-task
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behavior re mained at hi gh levels averaging 8 1%, 82% and 86% in pe riods 2, 4 , a nd 7,
respectively.
Target Students' On-Task Data
Figures 15, 16, and 17 show the percentage of intervals that targe t stude nts
engaged in on-task behavior in periods 2, 4 , and 7. Table 14 shows the mean percentage
of on-task behavior for each student across all conditions in both Studies I and 2. Across
all three periods, every student 's rate of on-task behavior dec reased when the PAL Cards
were removed at the beginning of Study 2; however, only Howie's behavior dropped
below that of his baseline rate during Study I. For each target student, the reinstatement of
the PAL Game was associated with an increase in on-task behavior to le vels similar to
those exhibited by the student during the PAL 4 condition in Study I. For Rich a nd
Ricardo, however, the improveme nt in on-task behavior was Jess noticeable. Rich's
be havior showed great variability during the PAL 4 phase, but stabilized somewhat after
moving to the PAL 2 phase. In contrast, Ricardo's behavior remained variable throughout
the rest of this study. Ricardo's chart in Figure 17 does show a numbe r of missing data
po ints during Study 2. Ricardo, the o nly student with a documented learning disability and
behavior disorder, was suspended on two separate occasions for fighting during thi s study.
His on-task behavior in Study 2 never reached the levels he exhibited in Study I. ln
contrast, all other target students demonstrated, fairly consistently, hi gh levels of on-task
be havior during the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game.
During the last condition in which PAL Cards were totally withdrawn, He lena and
Rebecca exhibited significant dec reases in the percentage of intervals engaged in on-task
behavior, from 8 1% to 66% and from 76% to 62%, respecti vely. As Figure 16 shows,
Helena is missing three data points during the last condition. Thi s absence was due to a 3day suspension for fighting wi th another student. Rebecca's on-task behavior d uring this
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Table 14
Mean Percent of Intervals (SD) Engaged in On-Task BehaviQr Across All !:;QnditiQnS (Studies ! and 2) for Each Target Student

Phase

Ja~

Blline

42
(5. 17)

25
(16.22)

44
( 12.07)

47
(9.76)

51
(30.38)

PAL
4

85
( 11.69)

75
(17.92)

82
(8.08)

81
(13 .55)

91
(12 .33)

NoPa1

54
(28.51 )

56
(18.63)

69
(7.55)

32
(18.39)

57
(19.6 1)

PAL
4

81
( 17. 14)

66
(26.04)

86
(10.28)

74
(21.14)

74
(28.06)

PAL
2

76
(13.3)

86
(12.94)

80
(10.66)

78
(16.45)

72
(15.64)

PAL
l

80
(10.82)

82
( 15)

86
(8.84)

76
( 12.41 )

No Pal

90
(8. 66)

83
( 13.35)

93
(6 .31)

74
( 15.58)

Rich

Cod~

Howie

Helena

Rebecca

John

Ricardo

Patricia

32
(13.55)

20
(18.31)

32
(17.34)

31
(21.84)

24
(17.59)

35
(10.59)

80
(11.75)

73
(23 .9)

80
(13.02)

80
(7.2)

81
(7.45)

81
(4.94)

59
(23.4)

52
(24.19)

74
(13.14)

45
(29.39)

58
(19.83)

56
(11.65)

73
(37.28)

74
(26 .6 1)

79
( 10.36)

66
(18)

84
(10.46)

76
(6.82)

78
(17 .1 1)

70
(14.65)

57
(20.02)

77
(12.0 1)

75
(8 .1 2)

81
( 13.51)

76
(15.6)

82
(11.86)

43

80
(9.88)

76
(12.87)

66
{23.35)

62
(34.6)

88
(1 1.61 )

71
(24. 13)

86
(10.39)

79
(11.23)

Arvilo

All Students

Study 1

Study 2

.

' Arvilo and his family moved out of state at this point in the study.

0Vl
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last condition, remained relatively stable until the last day of school, when it dropped to
10%, simi lar in level to her pre-intervention rate. For the other students, no appreciable
decrease in on-task behavior was assoc iated with the removal of the PAL Cards.
Target Students' Percent of Appropriate
Fo llowi ng In structions
Figures 18, 19, and 20 show the percentage of instructions that target students
followed appropriately across conditions in periods 2, 4, and 7. Table 15 shows the mean
percentage of instructions followed appropri ately across conditions. All students
demonstrated a slight decrease in the percentage of instructions followed from the level
exhibited during the PAL 4 condition (Study I) when baseline conditions were reinstated in
Study 2. Although all students showed some variability within conditions in the
percentage of instructions followed, on the whole, students continued to follow
instructions appropriately during the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game. The four
students whose behavioral improvements did not maintain at the levels exhibited in Study I
were Rich, Howie, Ricardo, and Helena.
On the average, target students followed 5 1% of instructions during baseline
conditions of Study I. This increased to 85% during the ftrst intervention condition, PAL
4. Although removal of the PAL Cards and the return to baseline conditions

wa~

assoc iated with a decrease in the mean number of instructions followed by all target
students to an average of 68%, thi s rate increased with the reinstatement of the PAL Cards
and remained at or above an average of 80% across the systematic withdrawal of the PAL
Game .

Figures 2 1, 22, and 23 show the frequency with which target students gained
teacher attenti on appropri ately and inappropriately across conditions during Study 2. T able
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Fi gure 20. Percent of instructions target students followed appropriately across
conditio ns and periods--Study 2 (Jay , Ricardo, Rebecca, and Patricia).
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Table IS
Mean Percent (SD) of Instructions Followed Across All Conditions
(Studies I and 2) for Each Student

Phase

Jal

Ri ch

Codl

Howi

Arvil

Helen

John

Ricar

Rebec

All S's

Patrie

Study I
Blline

PAL4

56

44

60

44

59

42

54

57

56

49

51

( 19.71)

(22.6)

(20.3 1)

(24 .58)

(30.2)

( 19.26)

(27 27)

(25 . 13)

(29 .15 )

(23 .14)

(6.32)

82

80

88

73

94

87

71

88

91

95

85

(1 1. 43)

( 15.89)

(13.2)

( 19.77)

(9.10)

( 14.62)

(23.95)

(14 .05)

( 14.82)

(7.09)

(8.25)

Study 2
No Pal

PAL4

PAL 2

PALl

No Pal

59

70

(40.0 1)

(29.32)

71

86

79

68

(36.38)

(3 1. 23)

(2 1.04)

(22.66)

(11.44)

(26.28)

(26.39)

(8.45)

(16 .8 1)

92

66

95

68

76

71

71

86

95

95

82

(9)

(30.7 1)

(8.22)

(25.29)

(28 02)

(38 . 1)

(21.27)

(13.7 1)

(6.98)

(6.92)

(12.25)

81

91

98

75

85

62

77

76

77

80

(23.2)

( 14.6)

(3.88)

(16.4)

( 18.9)

(28.4)

( 19.58)

(22.42)

(23 .99)

(10.33)

75

85

85

72

81

90

80

90

94

84

(2o.62)

( 19.66)

( 19.66)

(1663)

( 17.53)

(21.37)

(20.32)

(4 .3 1)

(7.16)

100

77

91

79

65

93

74

100

100

86

(22.36)

( 14.4)

(23 .25)

(21.2 1)

( 11.55)

(36.35)

73

49

74

61

55

• As noted earlier, Arvilo and his family moved out of state at this point in the study.
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Fi gure 22 . Frequency period 4 targets gained teacher attention appropriately and inappropriately
(How ie, Helena, and Arv ilo).
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Figure 23. Frequency period 7 targets gained teacher attention appropriately and
in appropriatel y (Jay, Ricardo, Rebecca, and Patricia).
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16 shows the mean percent of teacher attention gai ned appropriately for each student across
conditions as well as the mean for all target students. On the whole, most students tended
to maintain the improvements in frequency of gaining teacher attention appropriately across
conditions. These results are not consistent across all students and all conditions. For
example, during the first three conditions Ricardo showed high rates of appropriate and
inappropriate teacher attention , which decreased in the last two conditions. In comparison
with Study 1, Howie's frequencies of both appropriate and inappropriate teacher attention
were much lower during Study 2. During the last two phases, his inappropriate rate of
gaining teacher attention was higher than his appropriate rate.
Although rates of gaining teacher attention inappropriately varied considerably
across individual students and across conditions, target students did not revert back to the
level exhibited during baseline conditions of Study 1 at any point after they had been taught
the PAL Game. Table 16 shows that, on the whole, target students gained the teacher's
attention appropriately from 79 to 84% of the time across the systematic withdrawal of the
PAL Game. This compares favorably to baseline conditions .in Study 1 and Study 2 when
target students gained teacher's attention appropriately 55% and 65 % of the time
respectively .
Target Students' Social Competence and Antisocial Behavior
Using the School Social Behavior Scale (SSBS; Merrell, 1993), the teacher rated
the target students on their social competence and antisocial behavior in January, prior to
baseline data being taken , and again in June, at the completion of the study. This rating
scale provides separate scores for the social competence and antisocial behavior composite
rating scales. In addition , scores are provided for the social competence subsca les ,
namely, interpersonal ski ll s, self-management skills, and academic skills, as well as the
antisoc ial behavior subscales, namely, hostile-irritable, antisocial-aggressive, and

li S
Table 16
Mean Percent (n) of Teacher Attention Gained

A(:)(:)ropriatel~

Across All Conditions (Studies I and 2) for Each Student

Phase

J a~

Rich

Codl

Howie

Helen

Arvilo

Rebcc

John

Ricard

Pat rie

All S's

Study 1

Base

PAlA

71

90

30

22

50

37

71

66

58

54

55

( 1.4)

(2)

(2)

(1 3)

(4.44)

(9 .9)

(4 .7)

(4.45)

(8 .2)

(2.43)

(5.25)

86

75

90

58

84

74

100

93

88

98

85

(5.46)

(5 81)

(8.47)

(6.66)

(7 57)

(4.7 1)

(4.89)

( 1.5)

(8.5)

(6. 14)

(5.97)

Study2

No Pal

40

100

90

44

56

23

87

60

56

94

65

(1.67)

(2 )

(3.76)

(3 )

(3.2)

(3.76)

(4.34)

(2.5 )

( 10.88)

( 1.89)

(3.7)

94

92

75

93

78

97

80

53

93

83

(7 . 12)

(3.2)

(1.33)

(2 .23)

(3 .75)

(.75)

(4.07)

(1.55)

(9.45)

(3 .08)

(3 65)

74

75

100

68

75

100

77

69

77

79

(8 .5 )

(55)

(4 .64)

(2.55)

(5. 1)

(2.3)

(144)

(20.43)

(4.89)

(6 . 15)

81

46

69

92

90

100

91

84

(3.84)

(2)

( 1.51)

(3.54)

PAlA

PAL2

PALl

NoPal

96

92

(6. 14)

(6.38)

(2.38)

(4. 13)

(3.66)

( 1.85)

88

60

85

37

91

88

67

90

100

78

(2 66)

(4.2)

(1.17)

( 1.84)

(3.66)

(4.25)

(2. 51)

(3.33)

(2 .67)

(2 92)

• As noted earlier, Arvilo and his fami ly moved out of state at this point in the study.
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demanding-disruptive . Table 17 shows the pre/posttest mean scores and standard
deviations for the group of target students for social competence and antisocial behavior
expressed in standard SSBS scores. Higher scores on social competence scales indicate
higher levels of functioning ; higher scores on antisocial scales suggest higher levels of
target students decreased from 116.08 to 108.40; again the teacher's rating moved in the
desirable direction with students approaching normative levels at the end of the study.
A 1 test for paired samples usi ng the mean SSBS pre/posttest raw scores (!l = 10)
was calculated using the computer program SPSS for Windows. Table 18 shows the
results of this for the composite and subscale scores, the level of significance, and the
standard mean deviation effect size.
Target Students' Social Competence
The results of the paired 1 test for the social competence composite rating and the
subscales are statistically significant at the .00 I level. That is, the difference between
pre/post-test mean scores is an unlikely chance occurrence (fewer than 1 in I ,000 times
would it be expected to occur by chance), assuming null is true, given repeated random
sampling of that n-size. Since statistical significance tells us merely the probability of
getting a difference this large when null is true and provides no information about the
practical significance of the result, the standard mean difference (SMD) effect size was
calculated for each composite rating and subscale. The SMD effect size provides an
estimate of the magnitude of the result independent of n-size. An effect size greater than
Table 17
Mean and Standard Deviations Based on Standard SSBS Scores for Target Students
Variable

S.D.

Mean pretest

S.D.

Mean posttest

Social competence

80.08

6.58

96.90

9.16

Antisocial behavior

116.08

108.40

11.5 6

16.41

11 7
Table 18
Degrees of FreedQm, t-Values One-Tailed Level of Significance and SMD Effect Size for
Treatment Grou11 Calculated Usin g SSBS Pre/PQsttest Raw Scores

Variable
Social competence

Degrees of

One-tail

t-value

freedom

significance

SMD effect size

-8.2 1

9

<.001

2. 56

-7 .22

9

< .001

1.99

-6.18

9

<.00 1

1.67

-8.09

9

<. 001

2.96

3.00

9

.01

-.63

2.74

9

.01

-.59

2.81

9

.0 1

-.60

3. 16

9

.01

-.65

(Composite)
Interpersonal skills
(Subscale)
Self-management
(Subscale)
Academic skills
(Subscale)
Antisocial behavior
(Composite)
Hostile-irritable
(Subscale)
Antisocial-aggressive
(S ubscale)
Demanding-disruptive
(Subscale)
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1.0 is generally considered sizable. As Table 18 shows, the SMD effect size for the social
competence composite is large and indicates that students were rated on the social
competence composite rating more than 2.5 standard deviations higher at the end of the
study than at the beginning. The SMD effect sizes for the social competence subscale
ratings range from 1.67 to 2.96, the smallest effect size seen, for the self-management
subscale.
Target Students' Antisocial Behavior
The results of the paired! tests on the antisocial composite and subscale ratings
were all statistically significant at the .0 l level. That is, the difference between pre/posttest
mean scores is an unlikely chance occurrence (fewer than l in 100 would it be expected to
occur by chance), assuming null is true, given repeated random sampling of this n-size. As
previously noted, statistical significance tells us merely the probability of getting a
difference this large when null is tme and provides no information about the practical
significance of the result; therefore, the SMD effect size was also calculated for each
composite rating and subscale. SMD effect sizes ranged from -.59 to -.65 and suggest
small to moderate reductions in levels of maladaptive behavior across al l subscales and the
composite rating. Again, these effect sizes are based on the subjective ratings of one
teacher who was not blind to the purpose of the study.
Target Students' Academic-Related Ski lls
The author of the SSBS (Merrell, 1993) uses the term "academic skills" to describe
the subscale of the SSBS, which measures academ.ical-related ski lls, such as the frequency
with which students listen to and carry out directions from the teacher, complete
assignments on time, and so on. The academic skills subscale was used in this study as a
measure of target students' academ.ic-related ski lls. As measured by this subscale rating of
the SSBS , the result of the paired 1 test was statistically significant at the .00 I level. In
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addition, an SMD effect size of 2.96 indicates that the group of target students'
academically-related ski lls improved according to the teacher's ratings by almost three
standard deviations. Table 19 shows the individual target students pre- and posttest raw
scores on the academic skills subscale of the SSBS.
The highest score that a student can receive on the academic skills subscale is 35;
this would indicate that a student frequently performs such behaviors as "completes
assigned activities on time," "produces work of acceptable quality for his/her ability level,"
and listens to and carries out directions from teacher. " All students, except Ricardo,
improved substantial ly on teacher ratings of the academic skills subscale.
Target Students' Academic and Citizenship Grades
Table 20 shows target students' mean academic grades for language arts and overall
for first, second , and third trimester.
This study began 4 weeks into second trimester. The PAL Game was implemented
in the first class about I week later, in the second class at midterm, and in the last class 2
weeks prior to the end of second trimester. Therefore, there is no way to demonstrate a
functional relationship between the PAL Game and students ' grades , nor is it the intent of
this study to do so. Nonetheless, the data presented in Table 20 show that overall students'
grades did not improve during the course of the study . Although some students ' grades
Table 19
Pre- and Posttest Raw Scores on Academic Skills Subtest for Each Student

Subtest

J a~

Ri ch

Cod~

Helen

Arvil

Howi

John

Ricar

Rebec

Patri e

Mean

Pretest

18

18

18

20

18

17

20

14

12

20

17. 5

Pos ttes t

25

25

28

28

27

25

30

14

23

28

25.3

Difference

+7

+7

+ 10

+8

+9

+8

+10

0

+II

+8

+7.8
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Table 20
Target Students' Mean !Rangel Language Arts and Overall Grade Point Average by
Trimester
I st trimester
GPA

LAGPA

Mean

2.1

Range

1.0 - 3.3

2nd trimester

Overall
2.3
1.5 - 3.3

3rd trimester
LAGPA

Overall

2.4

1.8

2.0

1.1 - 3.2

0.7-4.0

1.0- 3.7

LAGPA

Overall

2.4
1.0 - 3.6

(both language arts and overall) improved second trimester over first trimester, with only
three exceptions (Howie, John, and Patricia), all students' grades deteriorated in third
trimester.
Table 2 1 shows the target students' mean (range) overall citizenship grades for each
trimester. Individual citizenship grades for language arts are not reported because, with
one exception, all students received 3.0 in each trimester for language arts. The exception
was Ricardo who, in third trimester, received a 1.0 for citizenship.
In general , citizenship grades show a simi lar pattern to that seen with academic
grades, namely, variability across students and trimesters. Taken as a whole, there is a
slight improvement in overall citizenship grades of the target students; however, this
average obscures substantial variability across students.
Table 21
Target Students' Mean Overall Citizenship Grades Across Trimesters
3rd trimester

lst trimester

2nd trimester

Mean

2.5

2.5

2 .7

Range

1.8 - 3.1

2.0- 3.0

2.4 - 3.2

Citizenship grade
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Social Comparison Data
Data were collected on four students, three boys and one girl, identified by the
teacher as "model" students, to provide a normative group against which target students
could be compared on measures of on-task behavior and appropriate use of the two social
ski lls: following instructions and gai ning teacher attention. These model students were all
"straight A" honor roll students who had never exhibited behavior problems in class.
Comparison students' percentage of intervals engaged in on-task behavior averaged 9 1%
(range 82-97% ). Percentage of instructions followed for comparison students averaged
100%. Likewise, frequency of appropriate teacher attention averaged two times per period,
with no inappropriate uses of this social ski ll recorded. In comparison, target students
averaged 77% on-task across conditions in wh.ich the PAL Game or its systematic
withdrawal was in effect (range 43-93%). In terms of appropriate use of social ski lls,
target students followed an average 83% of instructions given and gained teacher attention
appropriately an average of 3.4 times per period and inappropriately less than one time per
period.
Acceptability and Feasibility Data
In line with one stated purpose ofth.is study, namely to address the acceptabi lity
and feasibility of the PAL Game, this section presents the qualitative, descriptive data
collected on the PAL Game interventi on relating to the terms identified in the literature
review which influence a teacher's decision to use an intervention in a regular classroom.
The data are summarized in Table 22 in a sinti lar format to that found in the review of the
literature.
Table 22 shows the personnel, material, and time requirements to implement the
PAL Game, as well as summary data on feasibility and acceptabi lity of the procedures to
teacher and students. As noted in the table, the teacher needed 4 hours of training in the
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Table22
Summary of Acceptability and Feasibili!;y Data
Coding term
Resources
required

Measure
PAL Game
description

Results
Materials: Lesson plans, point cards, timer, ABC
poster, classroom rules
Personnel: l teacher, 2 students to record points

Time required to
train teacher/
students

Training time
documented

2 x 2 hour sessions to train teacher
From 90 to 125 minutes to train students (between 2
and 3 periods of 45 minutes each)

Time to
implement

Time
documented

Trainer (skill
required)

Procedural
checklist

10 seconds per marking period
3-5 minutes per class period to report points
Preparation of PAL Cards--to copy, cut, and staple
point cards for this study took l-2 hours per week for
90 students. Now that daily documentation is not
required, the teacher uses laminated, reusable point
cards with a total time requirement for the year of 2
hours.
Teacher trained students in PAL Game.
Teacher implemented all teacher required steps of the
procedural checklist at 97% accuracy in Study l and
100% accuracy in Study 2 (see Table 6).
Students completed all student required steps of
procedural checklist with 94% accuracy

Effects on
child/others

On-task, FI,
TA, SSBS
group ontask

Significant improvements in all target behaviors for
target at risk students and group on-task behav ior.
Additionally, improvements in teacher ratings of target
students' social competence (see Tables 9-19)

Intrusiveness

Teacher
report

Target students not identified in any way since this
was a classwide procedure. Teacher's existing
classroom rules incorporated into PAL Game
expectations. Little additional time taken from
curriculum. In fact, teacher reported getting through
the state core more quickly (between 3 and 9 school
days fewer than normal) allowing her time to do other
more desirable enrichment activities

Acceptability to
students

Social
validity
questionnaire

Students gave positive ratings to acceptability,
likeability, perceived effectiveness and cl assroom
climate (see Table 7)

Acceptability to
teacher

Social
validity
questionnaire
I teacher
interview

Teacher gave high ratings to acceptability of the goals
and procedures (92%-97% of points possible) and
sati sfaction with outcomes (100% of points possible)
(see Table 8). Teacher chose to use PAL Game in all
classes this school year. Teacher has trained two
other teachers in its use on their request.
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procedure and the students required between 90 and 125 minutes. The teacher required an
add itional 3-5 minutes each class period for students to mark their cards and report their
points. After the PAL Cards had been systematically withdrawn, this requirement was
eliminated. The treatment fidelity data indicate that teacher and students were able to
implement all elements of PAL Game with fairly high degrees of fidelity (range 94-100%)
and conti nued to do so throughout the course of both studies. As noted in the table, all
students participated in the procedure and, thus, high-risk students and those with
disabilities were not singled out in any way. The teacher reported, both in the social
validity questionnaire and informally, that the procedures were not intrusive in her
classroom routines. She also did not find them difficult or time consuming to implement.
The students on the whole rated the procedures positively on acceptability, li keabi lity, and
effecti veness at producing behavior change and improving classroom climate.
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DISCUSSION
There has been a need for research documenting practical and effective class wide
behavior management programs that regular education classroom teachers can use to
improve the appropriate behavior of the class as a whole, and of target high-risk students in
particular. Increasingly, regular educators face new challenges in the classroom such as
students with learning and behavioral disorders and growing numbers of at-risk students.
More regular educators need and are seeking help to deal with these challenges,
specifically, how to keep all students on-task. This study addressed this need by
investigating the effects of the PAL Game in Study I and its systematic withdrawal in
Study 2 on on-task behavior of three entire classes and of individual high-risk students.
The effects of the PAL Game, a class wide, peer assisted, self-management procedure on
target students' appropriate use of two social skills, following instructions and gaining
teacher attention, were also assessed, as well as the teacher's ratings of students' social
competence and antisocial behaviors on the SSBS. The results of this study support and
extend the findings of previous research, in that an attempt was also made to measure and
document the acceptability and feasibility of this program in terms of time, resources, and
skills required to implement the program, the ecological intrusiveness of the program, and
its acceptability to students and the teacher, as well as its effectiveness.
Major Findings
Group on-task behavior. The data presented in Figures 4 and 14, and Tables 7 and
II reveal that simultaneous group on-task behavior improved immediately after the PAL
Game was taught and that improvements were maintained when the PAL Game was
systematically withdrawn in Study 2. Before the PAL Game was introduced in each class,
it was rare to see all class members on-task at the same time for even one minute during the
period. The teacher spent a substantial portion of the class period managing student
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behavior, redirecting them to get on task, and repeating instructions. After the PAL Game
was introduced, group on-task behavior across all target classes increased from zero levels
to almost 80% during the last few days of the intervention. In practical terms, this meant
that all students were on-task at the same time for approximately 35 to 36 minutes of the
40-minute observation. Clearly, a teacher in a class in which every student is paying
attention and following instructions for most of the period can teach more material with less
stress and fewer frustrating distractions.

In Study 2, group on-task behavior averaged 12% during baseline conditions and
improved to an average of 79% throughout the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game.
An interesting find in Study 2 was the abrupt decline in group on-task behavior to Study I
baseline levels when the composition of the classes changed and the PAL Game cards were
quickly withdrawn. When the PAL Game was reinstated, group on-task behavior quickly
returned to the level seen in Study 1, even though the dynamics of the classroom had
changed and students were, for the most part, sitting with different students.
Systematically withdrawing the PAL Cards by gradually increasing the length of the rating
period was associated with maintenance of improved behavior. This is in stark contrast to
the effects seen when the PAL Cards were abruptly withdrawn.
There was a noticeable gradual improvement in group on-task behavior, the longer
the intervention was in effect. Thus, during the last two conditions of Study 2 (PAL I and
No PAL), group on-task behavior averaged above 80% in each class. Previous research
has identified 80% simultaneous on-task behavior as the goal for an effectively managed
classroom. For example, researchers examining the Program for Academic Survival Skills
(PASS) established a criterion of 80% simultaneous group on-task behavior as the criterion
for a successfully managed classroom (Greenwood et al., 1979). Thus, the results of this
research indicate that the PAL Game also met this fairly stringent criterion for an effectively
managed classroom.
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An interesting finding in Study 2 was the longer time required by period 7 to reach
the criterion of 75% on-task to move to the next phase. This class probably needed the
intervention the most; however, the teacher wanted to start with a class that was smaller in
size and not as challenging. There are a number of possible reasons for the greater length
of time required to reach criterion for period 7. First, for the most part, these students had
been exposed to this intervention in the first study for less time. Second, the return to
baseline conditions in Study 2 lasted longer for period 7 than the other two classes because
of unforeseen changes in class routines. Finally, 56% of the students in this period were
identified as having a learning disability or behavior disorder, thus presenting perhaps
greater demands on the teacher and perhaps higher levels of off-task behavior on the part of
the students.
Target students ' appropriate behavior. The teacher had identified the target students
because they lacked social and self-management skill s and they frequently disrupted class.
The teacher noted that it was very difficult to consistently discipline these students because
they were so irritating. The teacher felt that she was constantly redirecting or disciplining
them because they disrupted others, did not follow directions, called out, and chatted with
classmates. The data presented in Figures 5 through 13 and 15 through 23 show that
student behavior generally improved immediately after training in the PAL Game. Target
students were on-task more than 80% of the period compared to 35% during baseline.
Consistent with previous research (DiGangi et al. , 1991 ; Edwards et al., 1995;
Hughes & Boyle, 199 1; Kern et al. , 1994; McLaughlin , 1984; Miller et al., 1993 ; Prater et
al. , 1991; Rhode et al. , 1983), training in self-management was assoc iated with marked
improvements in appropriate classroom behavior, in this case, on-task behavior as well as
appropriate use of social skills. As a group, target students showed a mean percentage
increase of 150% in on-task behavior over baseline levels. These improvements are even
more dramatic for those students who demonstrated the lowest levels of on-task behavior
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during baseline conditions. For example, Patricia, whom the teacher described as one of
the most demanding students, improved from an average of 24% on-task during baseline to
81% during PAL 4 conditions, a 238% increase. For the most part, students maintained
these improvements during the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game. Students also
improved, on the whole, in the appropriate use of the two social skills, following
instructions and gaining teacher attention. One student, however, represents a clear
exception to this. Ricardo's on-task behavior never reached the levels in Study 2 that he
had previously exhibited during Study I when the PAL Game was first introduced. For
Ricardo, other contingencies appeared to be influencing his behavior, which were stronger
than the PAL Game. Although, in this class his behavior was more appropriate than it had
been before the PAL Game was introduced, he was also having major difficulties in other
classes. He was receiving counseling for anger management; however, he continued to
respond physically when irritated by others. He was suspended twice during Study 2
because of the number of times he had been referred to the office by other teachers for
disruptive, insubordinate behavior.
Rich and Helena also demonstrated more variability in behavior during Study 2
than seen in Study I. As in Study I, Rich did not respond immediately to the introduction
of the PAL Game; however, once he did, his behavior was fairly stable. Helena
demonstrated high rates of variability throughout both studies. Her on-task behavior
ranged from 0 to 100%. It is important to note that Helena was being treated for
depression with Paxil and, according to the school counselor, was still working with her
doctor on appropriate dosage and type of medication. In retrospect, it wou ld have been
informative to document any changes in dosage or type of medication during this study to
identify any possible relationships.
The percentage of instructions followed for all students improved from baseline to
PAL 4 conditions with an average of 85% of instructions followed , compared to 51 %
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during baseline. For the most part, these improvements maintained across the systematic
withdrawal of the PAL Game in Study 2, with students following an average of 80% or
more of instructions given. While these improvements are not as dramatic as the
improvements in on-task behavior, this may be due to somewhat higher baseline levels of
this behavior. In terms of use of the skill , gaining teacher attention, other than an increase
in mean frequency of gaining teacher attention inappropriately during the PAL 2 condition,
mean frequencies, in general , were lower for target students when the PAL Game was in
effect than when it was not. However, there is substantial variability across individual
students which remains unexplained. For example, why was it that Ricardo's frequency of
gaining teacher attention inappropriately was so much higher in the first three phases of
Study 2 than at any time in Study l? As noted earlier, Ricardo's behavior deteriorated
across all school settings as indicated by number of days he was suspended during Study
2. This suggests that the contingencies involved in the PAL Game were limited in their
effects on his behavior.
Interestingly, three students, Howie, Arvilo, and John, gained the teacher's
attention less frequently, both appropriately and inappropriately, after the PAL Game was
implemented. Gaining teacher attention in this study could serve two purposes: first, for
students to participate in class by answering questions or adding information; second, for
students to request help or clarification. These three students tended to raise their hands or
call out for the teacher's attention in an attempt to "put off' beginning the task. Howie
wanted one-on-one attention to complete the task, whereas Arvilo and John were clear
cases of "putting off' the task. Although for Howie and Arvilo the reduction in frequency
of gaining teacher attention was primarily inappropriate teacher attention and, therefore, the
reduction of an undesirable behavior, John's frequency of gaining teacher attention
appropriately declined from an average of2.9 to 1.4. Do John ' s data suggest that the PAL
Game improves appropriate classroom behavior at the expense of participation? In order to
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address this question, it is necessary to analyze exactly which behaviors were captured by
the definition used in this study for gaining teacher attention . Unfortunately, as noted
above, the definition used in this study does not permit discrimination between the two
distinct purposes of gaining teacher attention. Thus, although frequencies of gaining
teacher attention may reflect participation, they may also reflect a student's unwillingness or
inability to begin a task. In retrospect, it would be helpful to differentiate between the
student gaining the teacher's attention to actively participate in class, surely a desirable
behavior, and the student who gains the teacher's attention to delay beginning a task.
Additional questions raised by the results in this study include the number of times
that regular education teachers will typically tolerate a student getting their attention
particularly to request help or clarification. For example, is it appropriate or desirable (on
the part of the teacher at least) for students to gain the teacher' s attention 10-15 times per
period? How many call-outs per class period are acceptable? How many times may a
student gain attention appropriately in a class period until he or she is considered a "pest"?
Some information in this area is available in the literature on recruiting teacher attention
that, of course, does not include participation. In a study where students were taught in a
special education setting how to recruit teacher praise in a regular education setting, Craft,
Alber, and Heward (1998) noted that acceptable recruiting rates should be determined for
each generalization setting to guard against creating "pests" who seek teacher attention too
frequently. A limited sample of normative data on model students in this classroom
revealed that these students gained attention appropriately two times per period and
exhibited no inappropriate uses at all. More data on normative rates of gaini ng teacher
attention across different activities, settings, and teachers is needed. In addition, the
relationship between high-risk students' frequency of ga ining teacher attention and their
classroom participation should be explored.
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Target students' social competence and antisocial behavior. Teacher ratings of
target students' social competence showed marked improvements across all subscales.
Standard mean deviation (SMD) effect sizes ranged from 1.67 to 2.96, which are sizable,
and a step toward showing the practical significance of the PAL Game. Unlike statistical
significance, an effect size provides an estimate of the magnitude of the result independent
of sample size. The teacher rated the target students' behavior between one and a half and
three standard deviations higher after the PAL Game. The magnitude of the effect sizes
found here is reflected in the sizeable improvements seen in the data collected by
independent observers. However, there is one somewhat counterintuitive finding. Given
the nature and purpose of the PAL Game, it is surprising that the smallest effect size was
seen with the self-management subscale. Closer examination of the items contained in the
subscales indicates possible explanations for these results. Many items on the selfmanagement subscale (ES = 1.67) address behaviors not directly targeted (e.g., cooperates
with students, remains calm when problems arise, controls temper when angry, shows
self-restraint) and behaviors that a regular classroom teacher may not see. In contrast,
many items on the academic ski lls subscale (ES

=2.96) address behaviors directly targeted

by the PAL Game (e.g., listens to and carries out directions from the teacher, completes
assignments on time, appropriately asks for assistance as needed) . It is important to note
that these effect sizes are based on the subjective ratings of one teacher who was aware of
the purpose of the study, and, therefore, a source of potential bias. Nevertheless, the
improvements in these subjective ratings are, for target behaviors, supported by the direct
observational data collected by independent observers.
The more moderate results seen with the antisocial behav ior rating and its subscales
wi th SMD effect sizes showing decreases in maladaptive behaviors ranging from -.59 to
-.65 indicate that the PAL Game is more effective at building new behaviors than at
eliminating bad behaviors. Apparently, teaching students appropriate classroom behaviors
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does not necessarily eliminate some of their inappropriate behaviors. This result can be
interpreted in a number of ways. On one hand, high-risk students may make major
improvements in their behavior, yet sti ll have plenty of room to exhibit bad behaviors. On
the other hand, perhaps the teacher, who identified these students as high-risk, found it
easier to note the increase in positive behaviors than to forget about students' past
inappropriate behaviors. Also there might be a contrast effect--as appropriate behavior
increases, inappropriate behavior stands out more. Perhaps the reason for smaller
improvements in antisocial behavior is because negative behaviors are maintained with
thinner schedules of reinforcement, making them much more stable and resistant to change
than prosocial behavior.
Academic-related skills and

~:rades.

Merrell ( 1993) used the terminology academic

skills to describe the subscale measuring academic-related skills. Given the close parallel
between items comprising the academic skills subscale and behaviors directly targeted in
the PAL Game, the large effect size noted with the academic skills subscale is not
surprising. In addition, this result may be influenced by the fact that the teacher selected
the behaviors that she wanted to address and was also aware of the purpose of the study.
In this situation, experimenter bias or expectancies cannot be ruled out. It is noteworthy
that the teacher's ratings of Ricardo' s academic skills (and, indeed, her overall ratings of
his social competence and antisocial behavior) did not improve. Observational data of
Ricardo's on-task behavior and appropriate use of the social skills following instructions
and teacher attention indicated substantial variability in his behavior during Study 2. Of all
students, Ricardo appeared the least able to maintain treatment gains made in Study I
during the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Cards in Study 2. Hi s rate of on-task
behavior and frequency of gaining teacher attention appropriately, in particular, did not
maintain.
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In terms of the collateral measures of academic and citizenship grades, there were
no concomitant improvements in target students' grades. This is somewhat disappointing,
given the observed improvements in on-task behavior and anecdotal reports by the teacher
of increased academic productivity; however, improvements were not explicitly expected
for a number of reasons . First, there is the issue of sensitivity of the measure. The PAL
Game was not implemented in the first class until part way through second trimester and,
for the last class, not until 2 weeks before the end of second trimester, leaving little time to
impact measures such as grades. In addition, 50% of the students' grade in third trimester
was based on their completion of a research report, much of which had to be completed at
home. In contrast, students' grades in first and second trimester were based on their
performance on 20 (first trimester) and 26 (second trimester) assignments completed during
class. Grades are an indirect measure of a program' s effectiveness; a more direct and
sensitive measure might have been individual assignment grades or assignment completion
and accuracy rates. In light of previous research documenting the relative superiority of
monitoring performance rather than attention on completion and accuracy rates (Harris et
al ., 1994; see Reid, 1996, for a review) , it is possible that even these more sensitive
measures may not have shown improvement.
It is important to note, however, that the purpose of this study was to examine the
effects of the PAL Game on appropriate classroom behavior rather than academic
performance; indeed, the intervention itself did not contain any direct teaching of academic
behaviors. DiGangi et al. ( 199 1) noted that self-management of attention is a general
strategy , whereas performance strategies tend to be specific to a subject or content area (for
example, subtraction with regrouping [Dunlap & Dunlap, 1989]) and may not generalize as
well. This limitation may also be relevant to this research in that a performance-based
monitoring strategy may be less adaptable for classwide use, given its need to be
specifically tailored to individual students' weaknesses. Notwithstanding these comments,
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it would be interesting to examine the possible effects of a more general academic selfmanagement procedure such as that used by Glomb and West ( 1990) with an entire class of
students.
Social comparison data. Despite marked improvements in target high-risk
students' behavior, a comparison of their performance with a limited set of normative data
on model students in the same classroom showed differences in level and variability.
Clearly, target students did not consistently behave at the levels exhibited by the model
students; however, target students' mean on-task behavior toward the end of Study 2 did
fall within the range exhibited by model students. Comparison students consistently used
the two social skills appropriately, whereas target students continued to show fairly
substantial variability in appropriate use of following instructions and teacher attention. It
is important to note that the comparison was made with model students rather than, say,
typical students. These model students had also been exposed to the PAL Game and,
therefore, had possibly improved their own behavior. Perhaps a more appropriate
comparison would have been to compare high-risk target students with "typical" students
and "typical" students with model students. Even more importantly, more samples of social
comparison data should have been collected on typical and model students across all phases
of both studies. In addition, since these were middle school students, it might have been
helpful to note the effects of learning histories. Model students have typical ly had years of
good behavior reinforced; at-risk students, years of in appropriate behavior. It would be
interesting to exami ne the effects of learn ing history on the stability of appropriate and
inappropri ate behavior. Perhaps sustained use of the PAL Game over an entire school
year, multi-years, or earlier in the sc hool history might have resulted in greater, more
consistent impact.
Acceptability and feasibility data. Table 21 shows the efforts made in this study to
document the acceptability and feasibility of the PAL Game in relation to terms identified in
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the literature as affecting a teachers's use of an intervention. Where comparisons can be
made with other classwide studies (see Table 2), the PAL Game compares favorably in
terms of the time, personnel, and material resources required to implement the game. In
addition, the teacher taught her classes how to self-manage and implemented the steps of
the procedure with 94% accuracy during Study land 100% accuracy with Study 2.
Kauffman (1996) noted that one characteristic of research-based procedures that are most
likely to affect teaching practices is that the research-based procedures can be implemented
with a high degree of fidelity. If one accepts the notion that the degree to which someone
implements a treatment is an indicator of its feasibility (i.e. , a measure of the ability of the
teacher to implement the intervention in the classroom, given current resources and training
[Odom et al. , 1994]), then the PAL Game should receive a relatively high rating.
The PAL Game received moderate to high ratings from students on its
acceptability, likeability, and perceived effectiveness at improving behavior and classroom
climate and high ratings from the teacher. The teacher noted that she would use the
procedure again and has implemented the procedure with minor modifications in all classes
from the beginning of the current school year ( 1998-99). The modifications include using
a laminated card to reduce paper requirements and save point card preparation time. The
only concern that the teacher had with the PAL Game related to the honesty with which
students rated themselves. The teacher noted at the end of Study I that "getting all students
to rate themselves honestly and match my idea of what is acceptable is somewhat of a
challenge. Overall , the students do it well , but a few still need work at it." To address this
concern, the teacher decided to increase the bonus points to 20 points (from 10) that
students could earn by rating themselves honestly and al so impose a 20 point deduction for
not rating honestly. This was implemented in Study 2. By the end of the second study,
the teacher commented that she "found herself less stressed because the students were more
on task. Also, I was able to help more students who needed additional help because the
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others were taking care of themselves or helping each other. I only wish I had started this
at the very beginning of the year."
The results of this study support and extend the findings of previous research,
showing that students with and without disabilities can be successfully taught to manage
their on-task behavior using classwide self-management programs (Glynn eta!., 1973;
Miller, et al. , 1993 ; Rooney et al., 1984). Previous research has documented the effects of
classwide self-management procedures with preschool and first- and second-grade
children, but has not examined its effects in an experimentally controlled study with
secondary aged students. In addition, this study evaluated the intervention's effects on ontask behavior of the entire class as well as that of target high-risk students. A novel aspect
of this research was the attempt to measure and document the practicality, feasibility, and
acceptability of the PAL Game. Efforts should be made to further develop measures to
quantify and analyze feasibility and acceptability of actual interventions that teachers use
and to exami ne the relationship between these data and a teacher's continued use of an
intervention. Previous research on acceptabili ty and feasibility of interventions has typically
taken the form of surveys of teachers to identify the acceptability of different interventions
for particular behavior problems (Kazdin, 1981 ; Elliot et a!. , 1984; Von Brock & Elliot,
1987; Witt eta!., 1983). Odom eta!. (1994) extended this research to social ski ll s
interventions and also exami ned the relationship between feasibility and current use of
strategies; however, they also used a survey of teachers rather than direct observation to
assess the feasibility of an intervention. Although this study documented the actual use of
the PAL Game, a major limitation is that it addressed these issues of practicality, feasibi lity,
and acceptability with only one teacher who volunteered to participate in the study.
Implications for Classroom Practice
Classroom behavior management remains a major concern of teachers and
administrators despite the existence of effective, research-based behavior management
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tools. Because regular education classrooms have large numbers of students, a broad mix
of abil ities, and often a wide range of teacher abilities, regular education teachers do not see
some behavior management strategies as feasib le. Teaching students to self-manage on a
class wide basis can be a relatively low-cost, low-effort strategy for teaching students how
to self-manage and meet classroom expectations. In this study between 90 and 125
minutes of training and approximately 3 minutes a day for implementation were needed
with each class of 30 students.
A related issue to consider is that of contextual fit. Albin, Lucyshyn, Homer, and
Flannery (1996) suggested the importance of contextual fit of a behavioral support plan in
affecting implementation of the plan's interventions. Albin and Sandler (1998) stated that
contextual fit is influenced by the plan's compatibility with the implementor's goals,
values, and skills; the degree to which procedures can be embedded with typical routines
and daily flow of activities; and the degree to which components utilize existing resources
and support systems and are logistically sustainable. Not only can these issues be applied
to classroom-based interventions as well as behavioral support plans, they mirror the
factors Witt ( 1986) identified as influencing a teacher's use of an intervention. These
factors--time and resources, theoretical orientation, ecological intrusiveness, acceptability
and effectiveness--were considered in the development of this intervention . This teacher
considered the PAL Game to be a good "contextual fit" with her classroom; this was
reflected in her ability to implement the program with fidelity and in both teacher and
student ratings of acceptability.
In this study there were marked and practically significant improvements in ontask behavior of the group and of target high-risk individuals as well as improvements in
teacher ratings of social competence and academic related skills. Even though
improvements in target high-risk students' behavior were more variable than those seen
with group on-task behavior, these findings must also be considered in practical, cost-
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benefit terms. A class wide procedure requiring little additional teacher time and effort
produced marked improvements in the behavior of the class as a whole and with high-risk
students. Whether individualized behavior management plans for high-risk students would
have produced more consistent gains in their behavior is not only an empirical question but
also a question of cost. How much more time and effort is required to produce what may
be minimally different gains?

Given a general belief that attention to task is a necessary

but not sufficient condition for learning (Witt, 1986), it is encouraging that a procedure
requiring minimal teacher time and effort can produce such gains in all students including
those who are considered high-risk.

In order to be a good contextual fit, self-management training requires the teacher to
assess his or her own instructional routines and classroom expectations prior to training
students to ensure that the PAL Game is modified to fit his or her classroom. Effective
self-management training will also include direct teaching of classroom expectations and
periodic reviews of these, especially after any appreciable break in routines. Selfmanagement training should include systematic role playing of the full range of possible
behaviors that students are self-managing so that students learn to accurately assess others '
perceptions of their behaviors. In addition, students may need to be encouraged to rate
themselves and their partner honestly by having the teacher conduct periodic mystery
matches with different dyads. The consequence or cost for rating honestly or dishonestly
may need to be adjusted to encourage some students to rate themselves accurately.
Considerations and Future Research
In this study, one teacher taught three classes of students to self-manage. For selfmanagement training to produce the greatest possible benefits, students' self-management
skills must generalize to a wide range of relevant settings and significant adults (Horner,
Dunlap, & Koegel, 1988). The use of one teacher prevents any conclusions being made
about the generality of the treatment. In light of this study's attempt to document the
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acceptability and feasibility of the PAL Game, a major limitation of this study is that only
one teacher implemented the procedure and rated its acceptability.
It is possible that certain characteristics of this particular teacher are responsible for
the marked improvements in student behavior. This teacher participated in a graduate class
on noncoercive classroom management strategies and still wanted to learn more. This
willingness to improve teaching practices and try something new may have played a role in
the effectiveness of the procedure. Differential responding of volunteer subjects is well
documented (Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1976). An additional related issue is that of the
support provided to the teacher by the consultant. Martens, Hiralall , and Bradley ( 1997)
studied the effects of goal setting and feedback applied to teacher behavior as a means of
producing desired changes in students' behavior during consultation. Usi ng a multiple
baseline across subjects design, the authors demonstrated the effectiveness of the teacher
setting a goal for providing praise to a target student and receiving feedback from the
consultant on whether she met the goal, on improved student behavior. Although this
research did not involve the teacher setting speci fic goals for praising students or receiving
feedback on her performance, the implications are clear. The act of having a consultant
work with a teacher and providing feedback (in the form of sharing data and di scussing
problems with the teacher after class) may be sufficient in itself to produce behavior change
in students .
A study examining the treatment integrity with which general education teachers
implemented a reinforcement-based intervention to improve the academic performance of
elementary school students (Noell , Witt, Gilbertson, Ranier, & Freeland, 1997) is germane
to this issue. The authors found that some form of continued direct support from the
consultant might be necessary to maintain intervention use after initial trai ning of the
teacher. Therefore, future research should examine the effectiveness of c lassw ide selfmanagement training when implemented by different teachers using a manual rather than
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having consultant support. For any conclusions to be drawn about this particular
intervention 's feasibility and practicality as a teacher-trained and implemented program,
these questions need to be addressed empirically.
The only data collected on teacher behavior during this study related to those teacher
behaviors included on the procedural checklist. Since no data were taken on contingent
teacher praise or contacts with students, it is difficult to know whether the teacher's
behavior also changed during the intervention, and thus that an increased praise rate or an
increased number of contacts, for example, became an inextricable part of the intervention.
The positive effects of contingent teacher praise on student behavior are well documented
(White, 1975 ; Wyatt & Hawkins, 1987), and therefore it would be valuable to investigate
this in relation to the PAL Game. Given the number of observers already necessary to
collect data and discussed in greater detail below, additional measures of teacher behavior
were just not feasible. Future research should examine any collateral effects on teacher
behavior and their relationship to student behavior.
Another limitation of this study relates to the number of observers present in the
classroom to collect data. In order to collect sufficient quantities of data on target
individuals, the group as a whole, and collect agreement, there were three to four observers
present in the classroom during each observation session. Precautions were taken to make
the observers as unobtrusive as possible, including an acclimation period prior to the
beginning of the study where observers were present for the duration of the class, wore
clothes that blended with those of the students, and students were told that the observers
were another group of prospective teachers in the site-based teacher education program. In
the previous trimester, three to four college students had been present in this teacher's
classroom as prospective teac hers. Nevertheless, the possible reactive effects of this many
observers in the classroom cannot be ruled out. The only mitigating factor is the length of
the study, which continued for 5 months. It seems unlikely that target students and the
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class as a whole maintained their improved behavior across treatment condi tions simply
because of the presence of the observers.
An important consideration in this research relates to the limitations of the
simultaneous group on-task measure. It is important to acknowledge that as a data
collection procedure, it is not a closed system. More specifically, although it takes only
one person to tum off the stopwatch, it takes the entire class of approximately 30 students
to start the clock running. This means that some decisions are weighted disproportionately
to the single subject, whereas others are weighted disproportionately to the class. Because
we do now know whether it is one students' behavior contributing to the measure or many
students' behavior, we do not know whether it is a representative measure. Nevertheless,
the measure has been used in previous research (Greenwood et al., 1979) as a way of
providing an impact of the classwide effects of an intervention. Given that the nature of the
measure makes it an extremely conservative estimate of on-task behavior, it was considered
a reasonable choice of measure despite its noted limitation.
This study addressed the self-management of appropriate classroom behavior by
teaching students to monitor and assess their attention to task rather than their performance.

In light of research suggesting that it makes more sense to address academic performance
rather than academically relevant classroom behaviors (Hoge & Andrews, 1987), this may
be seen as a limitation of the study. The research did not directly investigate the effects of
the procedure on academic achievement. However, informal data collected on grades and
reflected in the academic grades reported did not show any academic gai ns for target
students.
Perhaps the lack of improvements in academic performance, despite the marked
increases in attending or on-task behavior, should be considered an important non-finding.
This finding is consistent with the research on opportunities to respond , which indicates
that being on-task on its own will not necessarily improve academic performance (REF).
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The implications of this non-finding for classroom practice are important; perhaps teachers
should focus their attention on effective teaching practices rather than classroom
management concerns. It is conceivable that the use of effective teaching practices would
obviate some or all of the need for behavior management programs.
Interestingly, the teacher reported that productivity in each class increased such that
she got through the required curriculum in less time than usual. The teacher has been
teaching this curriculum and grade for 7 years and typically struggled to complete state
course requirements. She noted that for the first time she was able to include some other
enrichment activities, including a radio broadcast, advertisements, creative writing
activities , and review activities in a game format such as Jeopardy. Future research should
attempt to study improvements in productivity and accuracy more formally. For example,
it would be informative to investigate academic engaged time rather than on-task. This
would allow researchers to look at the relationship between engaged time and assignment
completion and accuracy rates and would be one step toward measuring the costeffectiveness of the procedure. Research is needed not only to address how to document
academic gains but also how to modify this procedure to include performance behaviors.
For example, students could be taught to prompt themselves and/or their partner to check
their work for accuracy, neatness, and completeness (Glomb & West, 1990). It would be
interesting to see if teaching students to assess performance rather than behavior would
produce as dramatic a gain in performance as was produced in this study with behavior.
More detailed peer comparison data might al so be valuable in future research. As
noted earlier, although normative data on model students were collected, data on typical
students were not. It might be more appropriate to compare high-risk students to typical
students rather than model students. In addition, data were not collected on model students
who had not been exposed to the PAL Game. It is conceivable that the PAL Game
produced improvements in these model students' appropriate classroom behavior as well as
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in target students. In this case, target students may well have reached baseline levels of
model students' appropriate behavior. Unfortunately, social comparison data were not
collected during baseline to assess this.
Related to the issue of social comparison data is the notion of ideal levels of gaining
teacher attention appropriately and what level of inappropriately gaining teacher attention is
tolerable. Although high rates of participation are desirable for students to Jearn (Hall et
a!., 1982), there is not a direct relationship between student participation and gaining
teacher attention, especially for some high-risk students in regular settings. In a study that
trained students to recruit teacher attention, Alber and Heward (1997) noted that too high a
rate of student recruiting was as problematic as too low a rate. They trained students to
recruit 2-3 times per period. Gaining teacher attention appropriately may be a similar skill,
although it is important to discriminate between a hand raise to respond to a question (and
therefore participate in class), and a hand raise to get the teacher's attention to ask
something that the teacher has already announced. Some students who ask countless
questions may be considered "pests" (Stokes, Fowler, & Baer, 1978), regardless of
whether they gain attention appropriately. For others, it is the level of gaining teacher
attention inappropriately that irritates teachers. With this in mind, future research should
ensure that measures of participation and teacher attention are in some way differentiated.
It might also be important to investigate the level of call outs or number of times a student

gains the teacher's attention inappropri ately that regular education teachers will tolerate.
With this information , students could be taught to keep responses within a tolerance band.
Another limitation of this study was the limited duration of the maintenance phases.
Although it is encouraging that group on-task and target students' appropriate behavior
maintained across the systematic withdrawal of the PAL Game, the maintenance phase
lasted only 7 days for periods 2 and 4, and 5 days for period 7 because of the end of the
school year. Future research will be enhanced by self-management studies with
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maintenance phases that last several months or more and by probes for maintenance and
generality across classrooms, teachers, and instructional activities.
In an effort to explain the variability seen in the data of some of high-risk students,
it might be useful for future research to systematically examine the role of task demand on
the on-task behavior and appropriate use of social skills of high-risk students, as well as
the group as a whole. It was interesting to note in this study the difficulty some students
had with a creative writing assignment that was not as structured as the assignments the
students typically completed in this classroom. Unfortunately, since data were not
collected on task demand nor was task demand systematically varied in any way, no
conclusions can be drawn on thi s issue.
Conclusions

In summary, this study demonstrated a functional relationship between the PAL
Game and improved on-task behavior of the group and target high-risk studt:nts.
Substantial improvements were seen in appropriate cl assroom behavior of the class as a
whole. Although the class as a group were on-task less than I minute per period before
the PAL Game was introduced, this increased to around 35 to 38 minutes of the 40-minute
observation period by. the end of the study. If one accepts the notion that attention to task is
a prerequisite for learning to occur, it is practically and educationally significant that a
procedure requiring minimal teacher time and effort can produce such substantial gains in
all students. Further, target high-risk students improved in their appropriate use of social
skills and academic related skills as measured by teacher ratings on the SSBS and by direct
observation by independent observers. The findings overall suggest the practical
significance of the effects of the PAL Game. Not only was the teacher able to complete the
state required curriculum, but she was also able to include some enrichment activities and
free time for the students. The data collected on the acceptability and feasibility of the
procedure indicate that this is an effective class wide program requiring minimal teacher time
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and effort. Replications of this study with other teachers and with other populations would
provide valuable additional information not only on its effectiveness but also its practicality,
feasibi lity, and general acceptability to teachers.
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Mount Ogden !tfiddle School

gden City Schools.
1950 Monroe Blvd .. Ogden, Utah 84-401~19
TOO {801) 625-8798

3260 Harriron Boult.vard
Ogd~n. Utah84403 -1217
625-8875
Sandra Ht.rrua. Principal
Pauluu Human. Anirlafll PriiiCipaf

Dorian Stolur. Counulor
Carhuiru Mt.runbaum. Courudor

Dear Parents,
In my twenty years of teaching, I ha ve seen a change in students'
social skills at school as well as outside the academ ic setting. Many
students are not aware of how their behaviors may be affecting
themselves and the others around them. Many times in class I find
myself discip lining more than teaching. It is because of this concern that
I have become involved in a special program to help all students manage
their 0\¥11 behavior.
l have been working with, and learning from this Utah State
Universi ty program to help all of my students become more successful at
school and in specific life ski lls. I feel that this program can be very
successful for all involved. I would recommend that you aHow your
chi ld to participate in this research study. This will help me to see if it is
something that I should continue to teach in my classroom .
Please call me (625-8875) if you have any questions. Thank you
very much for your support and willi ngness to help us he lp you r child.

A./firmanvt A.cnon I Equal OppO r! llmf) I ADA Emplo}tr
BOQrd of Educatton

o,bbrt Nanun • Sharo n Knnpp • Otbb" Samp/,J • On IVi/co_o • Lrnn J Wood
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Utah State
UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCAT ION
AND RE HABILITATION
(duot ion
Urah 64122 ·2865

Collc~c o (

l~.1n.

INFORMED CONSENT: TESTING AND DATA COLLECflON
Effects of the PAL Game/Curricuhnn on Increasing On-Task Behavior of At-Risk Students
and Other Students in a General Education English Oass
l,
am granting voluntary permission for my child.
to
participate as a research subject in a study to teach students social skills and manage their o wn
behavior, in the PAL Game program The general focus of the program is to assist students with
improving self-management, academic. and social skills so they can be successful in school and
other settings. All children in Ms. Benyo's 7th grade classes are participating but data will be
collected on a few students to evaluate !he impact of the: program on improving student behavior
and learning. [understand that my child's participation as a student to be evaluated is voluntary
and that he or she is free to withdraw from the cvaluatioo at any time without consequence: he/she
will be able to continue in the program with the other students. My signature at the end of this
consent form indicates that the principal investigator. Dr. K Richard Young, or the student
researcher, Kate Mitchem. has answered all my questions and l voluntarily consent for my child to
participate in this program
The purpose of the PAL Game is to help all students learn to stay on task, focus on assignments,
and work cooperatively. The classroom teacher will teach all stu.denlS in the class how to manage
their own behavior and to be more socially responsible. This will be accompbshed using a
cooperative learning procedure in a game format as part of the teacher's regular class instruction.
All students will participate in the game and no child will be singled oul Target s tudents will not
be identifiable to anyone other than the Student Researcher and classroom teacher. TI1erc arc no
adverse si de effects or risks involved in the s tudy. Benefits of Lhe s tudy may include improved
self-management and social skills and improved academic skills for your child
The teacher will implement the PAL Game within normal class insuuction. !understa nd that I am
giving permission for obsavational data, attendance data , and academic gr<~.dcs to be collected on
my child and for the teacher to fill out a School Social Behavior Scale (a te acher rating of my
child' s social and problem behaviors exhibited in school). l also understand that, in adrbtion.
students and Lcachers may participate in structured inte iViews and mle plays conducted by the
student investigator, or trained university student obsciVcrs, during which additional loformat.ion
YVill be collected on my child's academic or social fun::::tioning.
AU of the uuormati ou collected will be treated as confidential. kept in locked ftle s. My child' s
identity and will not be associated with any published results My chi ld's code number and
identity will be kept in a locked file of the Principal Investi gator. l understand that l will be told of
any significant ne w findings developed during the course of t.his study
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Utah
State
UNIVERSITY
DE PARTMENT OF SPECIAl EDUCATION
AND REHABILITATION
College of Edvco1tion
log<~n . Ut ~ h 84121·2865

INFORMED CONSENT: TESTING AND DATA COLLECflON
Effects of the PAL Game/Curri culum on Increasing On-Task Behavior of At-Risk Students
and Other Students in a General Education English Oass
Finally, I understand that I have a right to refuse or withdraw permission at any time for my child
to be tested and to have observations conduc ted of him or her wilhout any adverse effects on my
child of any kind and without affecting future services that my child might receive.
I have read and understand th is Consent Form and I eive consent for my child to
participa te in tlu~: study.

Name of Parent/Legal Guardian--------- Signature of Parent/Guardi an - - - - - - --

Date

Signature of Child

Date _ _ __

Sigr,. tw·c of Primary

-r-_.r-· J f /1
lnvestigato~~Rb~ le _ _ __

lf you have any additional questions about this study or your rights, or if any problems arise,
please cootact:

K Richard Young, PhD., Primary Investigator, Professor, Utah Stale University, TEL· (453)
797-3244
Kate Mitchem. Student Researcher. Doctoral Student. Utah State University, TEL: (801) 6258875.
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Appendix B: PAL Game Lesson Plans and Teaching Materials
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Classwide Peer-Assisted Self-Management Program
Lesson l - ABCs of Behavior and Self-Management

l.

Definition of Self-Management
--Rationale
--Benefits to students

Poster

2.

ABCs of Self-Management
--Definition
--Examples

ABC Poster

3.

Discrimination Training

Overhead
AlBIC Chart
on board

--List 3 antecedents
--Have students give response
inappropriate and consequence
appropriate and consequence
--Have students give example of antecedent
--Have students role play behavior and consequence
--End with appropriate response and consequence
4.

Self-Talk
--e.g., tell students to count to ten
--Role-play a couple of e.g.s
--End with appropriate responses

5.

Evaluation Activity
--Do together

Overhead

6.

Assignment- Model one example
--Do over the next day
--1 0 points extra credit

Overhead
Worksheet
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Class wide Peer Assisted Self-Management Program
Lesson 2

Behavioral Self-Management

Materials

I.

Review ABCs/Assignment
--Get e.g.s from students' assignments

2.

Introduction and Rationale
--1" Trimester I kept you up on missing assignments ....
--Learning a set of s!Glls to help you manage your own behavior
instead of having me manage . ..

3.

Review Classroom Rules
--Elicit non-examples from students
--Elicit examples (meeting expectations) from students

Rules Poster
Typed sheet

4.

Rating System
--Define H,S,N,U ratings
--Give e.g.s of how behavior corresponds to ratings
--Work in pairs to help one another
--Learn to evaluate their own behavior and their
partners against ratings/class rules
--Teach !Gds to prompt each other to self-manage

HSNU Poster
Prompts overhead

5.

Ratings can be exchanged for points for team
--Teams change weekly
--Points can be exchanged for ...
--As number of rating periods decrease, points increase

Points Overhead

6.

Assign partners
--Fi rst person move to second person
--Go over point card

Point cards
Point card overhead

7.

Describe matclting procedure and why
--To become aware of perceptions of others
--Bring our perceptions in line wi th others

Point card overhead

8.

Model perfect match and bonus points
--Have students role play

Point card overhead

9.

Model next door match

Point card overhead

10.

Model non-match

W orksheetlboard

R+Menu
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I I.

Model mystery match
--To encourage you to rate honestly ...
--10 bonus points for accurate rating and matching with me

12.

Assignment
--Have students rate themselves for one period while
working ABC worksheet

Worksheet

13.

Practice reporting points
--At end of class add points; as a partnership
report points to recorder.
--Applaud winners
--Praise effort

Team Charts
Partner Charts
Good Sports
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TheABCs
of
Self-Management

Antecedent, what happens to
trigger your behavior
Behavior, what you do and/or say

Consequence, what happens as a
result of your behavior
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Teacher asks
You talk with a
the class to
friend sitting next
work individually to you.
and
ietl
You continue to
talk.

The teacher
gets angry and
tells you to stop
talki
The teacher
sends you to
the assistant
I.

Teacher
assigns 40
problems due
tomorrow and
allows you 30
minutes of class
time to complete
them .

You completed
your
assignment on
time and will
receive points
toward a good
grade. You
also used class
time wisely so
you have less
homework.

You work hard
and quietly in
class. You ask
the teacher to
help you on one
problem. You
complete the
problem in class.
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Examples of Antecedents, Behaviors,
Consequences
for Discrimination Training
("You" and "Your" refer to the student)

Antecedents" (Triggers)
1. Your friend keeps throwing paper wads at you during seatwork.
2. You're supposed to be at work by 3:30, but your friends always want you to hang
out after school.
3. Your teacher gives you a book report assignment that's due in one week.
4. Your dad tells you that you have to baby sit Friday night.
5. The girl/boy.that you want to go to the dance with asks you for help with
homework after school.
6. You go out to the parking lot after school and find that you have a flat tire.
7. Your teacher gives you an assignment that you don't understand.
8. One of your teachers announces that there will be a chapter test on Friday.
9. Your mom asks you to come home right after school to help her out.
10. You're walking down the hall and someone you don' t get along with comes up
behind you and shoves you.

Behaviors
1. You punch your friend and yell swear words at him.
2. You get to work an hour late for 5 days in a row.
3. You schedule your study time so that you work on your report a little each night
and have enough time to rewrite it neatly before it is due.
4. You really want to _go out, but you stay home as you've been asked to do.
5. You go shopping with your friend because you'd rather do that than school work.
6. You kick in your front fender and punch the side window, cracking it.
7. You go to the teacher during seatwork time and ask for clarification of the
assignment.
8. You'd rather be out partying, but you decide to study each night between now and
Friday.
9. Even though your friends are going out for sodas, you go right home and help out.
10. You're really angry, but you just walk away from him/her.
'ThlJg
Consequences

~;

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Your teacher sends you to the principal's office.
Your boss fires you and you lose the income you were using to save for a car.
You get a B+ on your paper.
Your dad lets you borrow the car Saturday night and gives you $5.00
When you ask your friend to go to the dance with you , he/she says, "Forget it!"
Instead of just having to change a flat tire, you have to come up with $ 100.00 for
body work.
7. You are able to complete the assignment accurately and get a good grade.
8. Even though you missed a couple of nights out, you ace the test.
9. You are able to complete the assignment accurately and get a good grade.
10. The hall monitor sends the "other guy" to detention, but you' re doing fine.
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Name____________________________
Date---------------------------

STUDENT EVALUATION ACTIVITY
Part A

List the following statements in one of these three categories:
"Triggers," "Student Behaviors," or "Results"
Match the "Triggers" with the right behaviors and results.

PartE
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Do the 30 math problems on page 151.
Fail the social studies quiz.
Parents ground you for two weeks .
You go to a party instead of studying social studies.
You complete your math homework instead of watching TV
You get home from the party at 2:30a.m.
Your math assignment was completed on time.
Your parents tell you to be home from the party by 11:30 p.m.
Your social studies teacher announces that there will be a quiz tomorrow on Chapter 5 .

:~T

'Fi'iggers!''

..

"\£

Student Behaviqrs

Results
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Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT SHEET
For the next class period, write down the "Triggers", "Your Behavior", and the " Results"
of your behavior for three things that happen to you.

Triggers

Results

Behaviors

I.

I.

I.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.
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Classroom Rules Examples and Non-Examples
Be in your seat when the bell rings
(e.g., in not on; your seat, not someone else's ... )

Follow your teacher's instructions

A. Teacher tells you to open your book top. 115.
B. You do th is promptly II You start to get your book out but before you do,
you fiddle with the strap, then get your makeup out and fix that, and then
finally open your book to the right page.
C. Tis happy and gets started straight away. You are prepared and can
keep up with class. You all get 10 minutes free time at the end of class
because the class gets work done. II Tis not happy and starts class
anyway. You are behind and ask T to repeat the answer. T moves on
with the assignment and you don't have the answers to the first two
questions and get a "C" on the assignment.
A. T stands behind you because you are doodling
B. You stop doodling and start writing the answers to your assignments . II
You continue to doodle and don't get any of your assignments done.
C. You get your work done before the end of class and have no homework
and get a good grade. II T tells you that you have restitution so you can
complete the assignment you have missed.

Raise your hand and ask permission to speak.

A. Rule states that students should raise hand and wait to be
acknowledged.
B. You don't know what to do so raise your hand and wait for teacher to call
on you II You yell out, "Ms. Benyo, what do I do?"
C. Ms. Benyo calls on you and explains what you need to do. You do the
assignment and get a good grade. II Ms. Benyo ignores you and helps
all the other students who raise their hands. You still don't know how to
do the assignment and have to stay after class to get help.
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A You have finished work and want to know if you can work on the
computer.
B. You wave your hand in the air to get T's attention and say, "Ms. Benyo,

Ms. Benyo ... " II A classmate raises his hand and waits for Ms. Benyo
to call on him.
C. Ms. Benyo ignores your hand waving and whining II Ms. Benyo calls
on your classmate and tells him he can play on the computer since
he got her attention appropriately.
Talk to your friends only during free time

B. You chat to your friends all through class
C. T has to stop teaching to remind you to be quiet. Finally, she tells you
to wait outside while she fills out a blue card. You go to the Peace
Place, have to do the assignment at home, and get a junk grade on
the assignment because you don't know how to do it.
Keep your hands and feet to yourself

B. You elbow your buddy every time Ms . Benyo is looking the other way.
C. He ignores you, gets his work done, and won 't explain to you how to
do the assignment.
B. You keep flicking pieces of paper at your friend , thinking that Ms.
Benyo can 't see you doing it.
C. Ms . B keeps you at lunch (after school) to pick up all the bits of paper.
Stay on-task and complete your assignment

B. You stay on-task and get your work done II you doodle, chat with your
friends, stare at the wall, put on makeup, do your math .. .
C. You get a good grade and no homework II you get your book,
makeup, math homework ... confiscated; you don 't get your work
done, you get a bad grade; a phone call home ....
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Matching Level 1
4 matches/period

Matching Level 2
2 matches/period

Matching Level 3
1 match/period

H = 4 points
S = 3 points
N = 2 points
U= 1 point

H = 8 points
S = 6 points
N = 2 points
U= 1 point

H = 18 points
S = 16 points
N = 2 points
U = 1 point

EACH PERFECT MATCH RECEIVES
1 Bonus point

2 bonus points

2 bonus points
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REINFORCEMENT MENU

TEAM POINTS
If each team gets a minimum of 80% of points possible and improves on the
previous week's score, the class may choose from the following :

1.
2.
3.
4.

Watch a movie
Class party
Donuts for the whole class
Read outside

PARTNER POINTS
Students may use their partnership points to buy the following :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

10 minutes free time
Free assignment
5 extra credit points
10 minutes computer time
Candy
Positive phone call/letter

80 points
200 points
80 points
150 points
80 points
80 points

Name

Date

Class Period
H

s

N

u
Each match

PAL GAME POINT CARD

=4 points
=3 points
=2 points
=1 point
=1 Bonus Point

Student Rating
[@]Yes

I@I

Partner Rating

Somewhat

~No

V1/VV1
---

DID 1:

I

2

3

+ - --

+ --- + ---

=- -

4

fo llow instructions
rai se my hand
keep my hands/feet to myself
stay on-task
get my work done

-

·- - - - - - ·

----

_,

a,
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~a rn e

____________________________

Date

!Class Period ---------------------------PAL GAME POINT CARD

H =8 points
S =6 points
N= 2 points
U= 1 point

Each Match = 2 Bonus Points
Swdent Rating
Partner Rating

DIDI :

I

2

~

follow instructions
raise my hand

keep my hands/feet to myself
stay on-task
get my work done

Date

f'/ame
!Class Period
H

s

PAL GAME POINT CARD

= 18 points

= 16 points
N = 2 points
u = 1 point
ach Match = 3 Bonus Points
Student Rating

[@l Y
e.

~Som,wh"

Partner Rati ng

[2J

~No

'"'"

DID' '

§
I

·~""'-

raise my hand

keep my hands/feet to mysel f

stay on-task
get my work done

----
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ABCs OF SELF MANAGEMENT
A stands for _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ or What happens!
B stands for

or What I do!

C stands for

or What results!

If I self manage my own behavior, I have more _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1.

2
3.

4.
If I do not self manage my own behavior, the following happens:
1.

2.
3.

4.

What is self management ?
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Appendix C: Interval Recording Form
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INTERVAL RECORDING FORM

Student - -- - -- - -Loca tion _ _ __ _

Observer - - -- - - - --

--

Time begin _ _ __ _

I '""""
I "'"""""'"""

I ' I' I ' I' I ' I' I ' I' J '
I I I I I I I I I I
I -1 -1 I I I I I I I

1· - -

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Time end
11

10

12

1J

Date

"I"I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

l J
I I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

16

17

19

\8

20

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I -1 T I

TezherA!!ention

,,_.
~

I

21

I 22 I " I " I

25

I" I " I" I" I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

l

r· - -

I

1

r

I

I

I

I

I

I

1 TeacherAttention

I
I

Oft~

I
I

Oft-'asklnBY;t%

TA ~propriate

011-lasklftW!I'Va' %

Fl Aw'ol:wiat!
TA

Appropriate~

I " I 32 I "I ''l 351 "l
I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

" " I" I" I " I" I " I" l " l
I

r
r

I 1

I

I

I

I

I I

I

l I

37

1 " I" f"

I

I

l I

I

I

l I

f
f

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
50

l
I

I T T T T T I I
I T T T T T l T

I
I

"I

52

I
I

I

" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1"
I I I f T I I
f -~ T T T I f
I

TeacherAttentioo

Fl A4;1prtlpliate

I
I

I

I
Folowlnstru:;tion$

30

I

'""""
r

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

"""""

Inappropri ate
Inappropriate

""""

Inappropriate
IAappfOpri.alt

I
I

I
I

f

r

I
I

I
I

I r r l T T
I T T T T

I
I

4ll~uteobsefvation

or
rA

I

r r

Agreement

EB
EB

4011\inuteobsefvation

or
rA

Mark off-task with an ·-·and on-task with a '\' through the number of the interval
Mark instruction given with a ·-· and instruction followed with a '+' Mark inappropriate TAwith a '-' and appropriate with '+'.
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/99 7 update

School Social Behavior Scales
Preschool and Kindergarten Behavior Scales
The Schoo l Socia l Behavior Scales (SSBS: Merrell.
1993a) and the Preschool and Kindergarten Behavior
Scales (PK.BS; Merrell, 1994) :ue recent ly developed

Products Catalogue is attached to this sheet for your
convenience .

c hild behavior rating scales lhat have become widely used

Ne w Research

by clinicians and researchers in a variety of educational
and c lin ical setti ngs in Nonh America. The SSBS
contains separ.r.te social comp~una and antisocial

a few references to some preliminary research that had

bdUJvior rating scales, and is designed to be completed by :
teachers in who work w ith srudents in various K: t.2

educational senings. The PK.BS contains separate social
skills and prob/(!m b(!ha.vior rating scales, and is designed

to be comple ted by parents, teachers, and other
mfonnants in a broad variety of settings with ch ildren
ages J-6 (e.g .. Head Start. kinderganen , preschools. chi ld
guidance cemers . etc.) . These rwo instruments are easy to
use and practical. yet they have a very sophisticated
research and scientific base. Since the initial publication
of the SSBS and PKBS in 1993 and 1994, respectively .
severn.! new developments, research reports, and planned
projects b ve occurred !.hat are not described in the
original test manuals . The pull'ose of this update is to
describe some o f Lhese ne w happenings .

The original SSBS and PKBS test manuals cont.a.Jned
been published on the two instruments. Since then, a large
number of publications and professional presen tations
involvi ng these inslruments have occ urred . Although
many of the sources for SSBS and PK.B S research
involved masters theses, doctoral dissenations, and
presentations at regional and national professional
meetings . these sources will not be listed here because of
the genern.l difficulty in accessing this k..ind of infonnauon
in the pubtic domain. What foll ows is a listing of
publications in refereul professional JOurnals !.hat can be
easily accessed . These listings are current as of January ,
1997. Several other publications are in process, and
shou ld be in the public domain (e.g., abstrac ted in ERIC
and PSYCHLIT) by 1998.
School SocUll Behavior Scales

New Publish er
In 1996. Clinical Psychology Publishing Company
(CPPC). the initial publisher and dimibutor o f the SSBS
and PK.BS. was "bought out" by another publisher and
has now ceased to exist. The publication rights to aJI
CPPC assessment instruments were purchased by Pro-Ed
of Austin, Texas. Thus, Pro-Ed now is the sole disuibutor
o f the SSBS and PKBS . To order a Pro-Ed cat.alogue or
orde r the SSBSIPKBS tes t manual s and protocols.
contac t·
Pro- Ed
8700 Shoal Creek Blvd
Austtn. TX 78757-6869
512-451-3246 ( phone)
512-451-8542 (fax)
http l/www.proedtnc.com (websue)
We regret any confusion or dtfftcult)• for SSBSIPKBS te st
users caused by t.he recent change 111 publtshers. but are
proud to now have the test s assoctated w11h Pro.-Ed A
copy of the test descnpuons. ordenng tn fom1auon. and .ln
o rder form from the Fall . 1996 Pro-Ed Psychologtcal

Caldarella, P .. & Merrell. K. W. (in press, 1997) . Common
d imensions of social sl:iUs of children and adolescents
A taxonomy of positive behaviors. School Prychology
RtVI(W,
Demaray, M. K., Ruffalo. S. L , & Culson. J. (1995). Soctal
sk.ills :usessment: A comparattve ev.;aluauon of stx
pubhshed raung scales. School Psychology Revtew. 24

648-671.
Emerson. E. N.. Crowle y, S. L . & Merrell. K W (IIJ9<l)
Con\·ergcnt validity of the School Soc tal Behavtor Scales
wnh the Chdd Behav,or Checklist and Teacher's Report
Form Journal of Psychotducollonol AsJttiment, I}
372-380
Merrell. K W (199 2)_ The utthty oft he School Soc tal
Bchav10r ScJies m dtffercnt1aung students wuh
behav101JI d1sorden from othc1 siUdcnts wuh
dt~abdtllC S St"trt Beha vror Drsordo s o[Chrldrtrr
arrd Yo~ttlr 15 . 27·34
Mcucll K \\ {1993a) Sclrool Sucral RthtH·ru' Swl,·l
l<'l/ •Harwr:l -\usun. TX Pro- Ed
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Merrell. K. W. { l993b) . Using behavior rat ing scales to
assess ~oc ial ski ll s and antisocia l behavior in school
settwgs: Development of the Sc hoo l Sociall)ehavior
Sc :~.le s . School Prychology R~vi~w. 22. 115-133.

K. W .. & Gill, S. I. (1994). Using teacher ratings
of social behavior 10 differential~ gifted from nongifted students. Ro~pu R~vi~w. /6(4), 286-289 .

M~rrell.

Merrell, K. W., Cedeno, C. 1.. & Johnson, E. R. (1993).
The relationship between social behavior and selfconcept in school seHings. Prychology in. rh~ SchooU.
30, 293-298 .
Merrell, K. W., SUtders, D. E., & Popinga, M . (1993).
Teacher ratings of social behavior a.s a predictor of
spec ial education sutus: Discriminant validity of the
Sc hool Social Behavior Scales . Joumal of
Prycho,ducariontJl A.ssessmau, II, 220-23 I.

Prtschool and Kindergarten Bthavior Scales
Bracken , B. A., Keith, L. K... & Walker. K. C. (1994).
Assessment of preschool behavior and social ..emotional
functioning: A review of thirteen third-party instruments .
A.sussm~n.r in R ~ habilicario n. a nd Exuprioi'Ullity, I, 33 \ 346.
Jenu.sch, C. E., & Merrell. K.. W. (in pr~ss. 1997). An
investigation of the construct validity of the Preschool
and Kindergarten Behavior Scales. Oiagn.ostiqu~.
Merrell. K. W. (in press, 1996). Social -emotio nal problems
in eul y childhood : New directions in conceptualization.
assessment.. and tn:atmenL Education. and Tr~arm~m of
Chitdr~n. .

Merre ll . K. W. (1 994 ). Pruchool and Kin.dug a rt~n
B ~hav r o r Scal~ s ust manua l. Au stin, T X: Pro -Ed .
Merrell. K. W . (!996). Assessment o ( soc ial skills and
behavior pro blems in early chi ldhood: The Preschool
and Kindergarten Behavior Scales. Jo urnal of Early
lnt t rv~n rion. 20. 132-14 5
MerTell , K. W (1995}. An inv~ sugauon o( the rdauonshr p
betwt;en social skills and intemal itmg problems in early
chddhood : Cons truct val id ity o f the Pre school and
Kmderga.rten Beha vior Scales Journal of
Prycho,ducn uonal AJStssm tfll, I J. 230 · 2~0
Merrell. K W ( 1995). Rel ati onslups among early chrld hood
behav1or raung ~c al es : Convergent and d1 SCnm1n ant
co nstruct val idity of the Pre school ;m d Kmd ~rzan~n
Beh av ro r Sc ales. Ea rly Educat ion and Ot vd opm,nt. 6
253-264

New Test Ma nu als Pla nned
The ;luther of the SSBS and P KDS is pla.n m ng
revtsio ns of lhe two test manuals that wtl\ include updated
research references . additiona l reli abi lity and val id 1ty
evidence. and additional ex:~mples of educatio nal and
climcal c ase studies. The revtsed te st manuals should be
completed in 1998.

Home/Co mmunity Vers ion of SSBS
Planned
Aft er lhe miti ai pubhcauon of the SS BS in 1993, the
aur.hor received numerous inqumes from researche~ and
cli mc ian s who were interested m a parallel instru ment
that co uld be used to assess social competence and
antisoc ial behavior outside o f educ ati o nal senings (e .g ..
home and communiry setti ngs--th e SS BS was designed to
be used specifically in K-12 educational senin gs)
Bec ause of this widespre ad mterest. deve lopmen t of a
new msuument.. the Homt and Communitv Soc1af
Bthavior Scala(HCBS) is now unde rway. The .HCBS 1s
esse ntiall y simi lar to the SSBS. e xce pt th at some of lhe
ite ms are reworded to re nec t home and conununiry rather
than sc ho o l behaviors and seni n gs. and the no rmatt ve
responde nt group will be paren ts rath er than teachers
Pre liminary research has been completed (i.e., validatio n
wi th a sam ple of"at -risk" .liHisoc ial students), and p lan s
are und e rway to com p lete a nau onal standard izJt ion o f
the Instrument and e xtens1ve val idation re search wi th in
the nex t two yean . If you have access to a sample o f
children in grades K-\2 and are mterested in panicipatmg
m th e HCBS development research. please contact the
au thor.

SSBSIPKBS Corres po nd ence
To co rrespond wilh the author o f lhe SS BS and PKB S
re gardin g research. ch mcal uses. ge neral quc: su ons .
addm on a l plans. etc . contOlct
Kenn eth W Merrell . Ph D
Depanment of Psycho!og)
Utah S tat e Un1vcrs11v
Log an. UT 84}21· 2810
80 1-79 7 -2 0) <1 (phone)
801·797 l<l 48 ( fa.\ )
1-.c:nnclhm@hl cd usu cdu CE \IAILJ
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School Social
Behavior Scales

Kenneth W . Merrell. Ph.D .

Rat e r Info rmati o n

Stu dent Information

/'
Rated By

Student Name
LaSI

Position
Middle

First

Grade _ _ _

Age

Sex:

M

Date Completed

School
If this student receives special education services, please list the
special education service category or classification:

List the setting(s) in which you observe or
interact with the student:

If this student participates in any other educa tional program(s).
t>ease list the program name (Talented and Gifted, Chapter 1,
Remedial Education. etc.):

Instructions
After you have completed the student and rater information sections, please rate the student on each of the
items on pages 2 and 3 of this rating form The rating points after each item appear in the following format:
Never

Sometimes

Frequently

3
Never

Sometimes

Circle the numbers 2. 3. or 4. (whtch indicate Somet1mes) 11 the student exh1bits the se behaviors
somewhere 1n between the two extreme rat1ng pomts. based on your est1ma t10n of how frequently
the spec1fied behav1or occu rs

Frequently

Jf the student often exh1b11s a spec1l1ed behav1or. c~rcle 5, wh1ch md1cates Frequently

Please complete all1tems. and do not Circle between numbers

- ---------------~:~~~~~::~;~~L~,::~~:.u~:·;> CPPC

~
@

5

If the student does not ~ xh tbtl a spec1fied behavtor. or 11 you have not had an oppor1unity to
observe 11, ctrcle t, whtch tndtcates Never
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Appendix E: Social Validity Questionnaire-Student Form
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Student Satisfaction Ratings of PAL Curriculum/Game
I. If you were a teacher wou ld you let your students use the PAL Game?
Yes
Maybe
No
2. Would the game be OK to use with students in other classes?
Yes
Maybe

No

3. How unfair is the PAL Game?
Very unfair

A little

4. Do you think the PAL Game would be harmful to students?
Yes
Maybe

Not at all
No

5. How much did the PAL Game help you learn to behave responsibly at school?
Very much
Somewhat
Not at all

6. How much do you like the use of teams?
Very much

Somewhat

Not at all

7. How much do you like earning points during the PAL Game?
Very much

Somewhat

Not at all

8. How much did the PAL game help you become more aware of your behavior?
Very much
Somewhat
Not at all

9. How much did you like having your partner rate you?
A lot

Some

Not at all

I 0. Did having your partner prompt you and match with you help you to manage your
behavior better?
A lot

Some

Not at all

II. Has the PAL Game helped make the classroom environment more pleasant?
A lot
Some
Not at all
12. Do you think the PAL Game resu lts in more teaching going on than disciplining?
Yes
Some
No
13. Do you self-manage in your other classes?
Yes
Some

No

14. Do you catch yourself being good?
Yes
Some

Not at all

I 5. Overall , what do you think of the PAL Game?

Like it a lot

OK

Don't like it at al l
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Appendix F: Social Validity Questionnaire-Teacher Form
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Teacher Satisfaction Ratings of PAL Curriculum/Game
Acceptabi lity of Intervention Goals
I.

How important is it for students to exhibit responsible social behaviors such as
fo ll owing instructions and accepting correction?
Not important
Somewhat important
Very important

2.

How important is it for students to learn to work cooperatively ?
Not important
Somewhat important
Very important

3.

How important is it for children to work with peers of different ethnic, racial ,
cu ltural, and academic backgrounds?
Not important
Som ewhat important
Very important

4 . How important is it for students to monitor and correct each other's work?
Not important
Somewhat important
Very important
Acceptability of Procedures
5.

How much did you like the use of teams?
Not at all
OK

Liked it very much

6.

How much did you like giving bonus points?
Not at all
OK

Liked it very much

7.

How much did you like using timers?
Not at all
OK

Liked it very much

8.

How much did you like the public display of your students ' scores?
Not at all
OK
Liked it very much

9.

How much did you like the teacher lesson packets?
Not atall
OK

Liked it very much

I0. How much did you like using po ints for fo llowing tutoring procedures?
Not at all
OK
Liked it very much
II . How much did you like using points for improved social interacti ons?
Not at all
OK
Liked it very much
12. How much did you like the mystery motivator component?
Not at all
OK

Liked it very much

13. How much did yo u like the PAL rating game?
Not at all
OK

Liked it very much

14. How much did you like giving recognition certificates?
Not at all
OK

Liked it very much

15. How much did yo u like leadi ng the persona l responsi bility pledge?
Not at all
OK
Liked it very much
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Satisfacti on with PAL Outcomes
16. How much did the PAL teacher packets help students learn the behaviors?
Nor at all
Moderately helpful
Very helpf ul
17. How satisfied were you with students ' social behavior?
Not satisfied
Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

18. Did the PAL curriculum/game help students become better friends with one
another?
Not at all
Somewhat
Very much
19. Were students more friendly to one another?
Not at all
Somewhat

Very much

20. Overall , what do you think of the PAL curriculum/game?
Like it very much
OK

Dislike it

2 1. Would the tutoring and self-rating game be OK to use with students in other
subj ects?
Definitely not
Maybe
Yes
22. Does the PAL curriculum seem like something that other teachers should do ?
Definitely not
Maybe
Yes
23. Will you use the PAL curriculum/game again?
Definitely not
Maybe

Yes

24. Do you think that you were more positive toward your students?
Not at all
Somewhat
Very much
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Appendix G: Procedural Checklist
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Procedural Checklist for PAL Game/Curriculum
Directions: Circle "Yes" or "No" to indicate the presence or absence of the fo llowing
materials or behaviors:
A.

Materials

Present

I.

Each student has a poi nt card

Yes

No

2.

Classroom rules are posted

Yes

No

3.

Definitions of ratings are posted

Yes

No

4.

Team point charts are posted

Yes

No

5.

Teacher has mystery match envelope on desk

Yes

No

If Monday, the teacher signals fo r one member of
each partnership to draw a tag from the covered box. Yes

No

Teacher passes out point sht:t:ts to students and
partners

Yes

No

3.

Teacher sets the timer to indicate the begi nning
of the rating period.

Yes

No

4.

Teacher proceeds with instruction

Yes

No

5.

Teacher teUs students to mark card when timer rings Yes

No

6.

During student marking of cards, teacher circulates
and assigns bonus points for correct student
behaviors (e.g., positi ve feedback, appropri ate
acceptance of rating)

Yes

No

Teacher awards bonus points for perfect match,
no extra points for next-door match, deducts 10
points from partnership from rating that is more
discrepant

Yes

No

As needed, teacher sets timer to indicate next
rating period.

Yes

No

At the end of the last rating period, the teacher
signals students to rate and summarize points

Yes

No

Total
B.

Teacher Behaviors
I.

2.

7.

8.

9.
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10.
II.

Teacher announces names of mystery partners
from each team and rates each partnership.

Yes

No

Teacher circulates and awards bonus points
for accurate tallying of points usi ng a
different colored pen

Yes

No

12 .

Teacher gives calculator to daily point keeper

Yes

No

13.

Teacher asks partnerships in tum to announce
partnership total for one team

Yes

No

Teacher asks partnerships from other team to
announce partnership total

Yes

No

Teacher provides praise to partnerships whose
ratings have improved or who have 35_ +points

Yes

No

If both teams have improved scores from previous
day, teacher announces both are winners

Yes

No

17.

Teacher leads applause for winning team

Yes

No

18 .

Teacher praises losing team for effort

Yes

No

14.
15.
16.

Total

c.

-- --

Student Behaviors
I.

Sit next to partner and have materials ready
(e.g. , point card , prompt card, pen/pencil)

Yes

No

Yes

No

2.

Rate themselves when timer rings

3.

Rate the partner after rating themselves

Yes

No

4.

Use prompt cards as needed to prompt partner

Yes

No

5.

Provide positive feedback to partner when rating

Yes

No

6.

Assign points correctly for rating/match

Yes

No

7.

Total points correctly at end of class period

Yes

No

8.

Report partnership points to poi nt recorder
when asked by the teac her

Yes

No

Sit quietly while other partnerships report points

Yes

No

--

--

9.

Total
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Appendix H: C lassroom Rules
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CLASSROOM RULES
BE IN YOUR SEAT WHEN THE BELL RINGS

FOLLOW YOUR TEACHER'S INSTRUCTIONS

RAISE YOUR HAND AND ASK PERMISSION TO SPEAK

TALK TO YOUR FRIENDS ONLY DURING FREE TIME

KEEP YOUR HANDS AND FEET TO YOURSELF

STAY ON-TASK

COMPLETE YOUR ASSIGNMENT

196

Appendix I: Social Skills (How to Follow Instructions; How to
Gain Teacher's Attention)
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HOW TO FOLLOW
INSTRUCTIONS
1. LOOK AT THE PERSON
2. SAY O.K.
3. DO THE TASK
IMMEDIATELY
4.

REPORT BACK
(IF NECESSARY)

198

HOW TO GET
THE TEACHER'S
ATTENTION
1.

LOOK AT THE PERSON

2.

RAISE YOUR HAND

3.

WAITFOR
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

4.

AFTER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT,
ASK YOUR QUESTION IN A
PLEASANT VOICE TONE

199

Appendix J: Training C hecklist
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Classw ide Peer-Assis ted Se lr-Ma nacement Procra m
T rain ing Chec klist
Check under "yes" or "no" to indicate whether the followin g items were included in the
presentation.
LESSON I

ABCS OF BEHAVIOR AND SELF-MANAGEMENT
MATERIALS

Definition of Self-Management

Poster

-- Rationale
--B enefits to students

ABCs of Self-Management

ABC Poster

-- Definition
-- Examples
Discrimination Training

Overhead

NBIC Chart on board

-- List 3 antecedents
-- Have students give response
inappropriate and consequence
Appropriate and consequence

Self-Talk
-- e .g ., tell students to count to ten
-- Role-play with a couple of e.g .s
-- End with appropriate responses

Evaluation Activity

Overhead

-- Do together
Assignment/Model an e.g.

Overhead

-- Do over the next day

Worksheet

-- I 0 points extra credit

YES

NO
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Classwide Pee 1·-Ass is ted Se lf-Ma nageme nt Prog ra m
Tra inin g Chec klis t
Place a check under "Yes" or "No" to indicate the presence or absence of a step.
LESSON 2

BEHAVIORAL SELF-MANAGEMENT
MATERIALS

Review ABCs I Assignment

Worksheet I board

-- Get e.g.s from students' ass ignments

Introduction
-- Rationale for self-management
Review Classroom Rules

Rules Poster

-- Elicit non-examples

Typed sheet

-- Elic1t examples (meeting expectations)
Rating System

HSNU Poster
Prompts overhead

-- Define ratings
-- Give e.g.s of behavior/ratings
Teach to use prompts
Ratings can be exchanged for points

Points Overhead

--Teams change weekly
-- Poin ts can be exchanged for .

R+ Menu

--As number of rating periods decrease,
points increase
Assign Partners

Point Cards

-- First person move to second
--- Model marking point card

Overhead

YES

NO
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Describe matching proced ure

Point card overhead

-- Rationale
Model perfect match and bonus points
-- Have students role play

Point card overhead

Model next door match

Point card overhead

Model non-match
Model mystery match
-- Rationale- to rate honestly ...
-- 10 bonus points for accurate rating
Assignment

Worksheet

-- Assign students ABC worksheet
--Have students rate themselves for 1 period
-- Discuss ratings and points
Practice Reporting Points
- At end of class add points

Team Charts
Partner Charts

-- Report partnership points to recorder
-- Applaud winners
-- Praise effort

"Good Sports"
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